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Early bird catches the worm
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Dlamand lakes Iran Man

Sludtnts mi professors share their
stories *n& habits of waking before
the sun.
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3ournies

iunior Brent Metheny modeLs his game after
his baseball idol, former Baltimore Orioles
third baseman Col Ripken jr.

CtfehratiM diversity

m

Different paths lead to a common destination. In
celebration of Black History Month, explore tlie
journies of several African-American students.
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Program
teaches
freshmen
leadership
Bi

Today:

-

minutes from camputj for the
first 32 freshmen students to
apply, acCOfdlns, to Susan
Sniplev. BMOCUtUl director in
the Center for Leadership,
Sarvica and rranaiuona. The
trip pre\ uuiMv occurrod each
fall semester, but alao ul Mng
offered ipftng seniesler this
year, Shipley Mid, Ihe trip
involves many team-building
activitie- .ike low-ropes and
high-roi^ . counes, a zip-line
and a giant swing, according
lo
sophomore
Sarah
Woodford, who is heading up
the trip this semester
"It is a great opportunity,
not only to have some fun and
challenge yourself, but also to
learn about yourself and your
I'll RS. page 4

Assoc. VP
finds funds
for JMU
BY J \m s DAN ID
assistant news editor
The job: acquiring funds
lor |Ml -based programs
The go getters l:acultv
and edlldnlaIr.itors. The
facilitator:
JP^^ ^^^! Associate
w
Vice
I'lesklenl ol
\ i advmic
■
Affairs for
Jo**1
i'eh and
NofUlnger
p r„ g r a m
lnno\alion. I hi' winner-- I.Kultv. students and the surrounding conununil)
John Notoingar'i work
as an aaBOl late vice president can ba divided (airly
equally Into three categories:
management
research
administration and relationship building, .KMirdmg to
\ott-mj;rr

Junior second
baseman
Mitch Rigsby
was 2 (or 5 at
the plate and
scored three
of the
Diamond
Dukes' 17
runs. Senior
designated
hitter Steve
Ballowe and
sophomore
right fielder
Alan Lmdsey
each hit a
home run.
adding to
JMU s decisive 17-6 victory over
George
Washington
University
Tuesday.

Diamond Dukes crush Colonials
JMU's offense lights up George Washington University in home opener
BY DREW WILSON

assistant sports editor
After a 2-2 mark at the
Charleston (S.C.) Crab House
Shootout, the Diamond Dukes
returned home to host George
Washington
University
Tuesday at Long Field /Mauck
Stadium. Behind strong pitching, JMU's offense drubbed
the Colonials 17-6 in a total
learn effort.
Despite a season-high 18
hits by JMU, it was something
else that impressed coach
Spanky McFarland.
McFarland said, "The thing

*■*"
6

JMU
'

impressed
with
was
obviously we
ha

/? ' 8reat

of fensi ve
17 day, bul we
did a good
job of doing the little things.
and in our two losses this yoat
that's what we haven't done.
We've gotten a lot of hits in all
the games, but we haven't been
able to get them in."
GW took an early 1-0 lead
in the top of the second
inning when Mike Bassett

I single to left held, scoring
Lindsey and Rigsby. The
Diamond Dukes added three
mow runs to cap off a six-nan
inning to take a '>■ 1 advantage.
JMU added another run
in the third inning when
Rigsby scored on a single by
Nathan Doyle.
In ilu' lop of the fourth, the
Colonials trimmed the lead to
7-2 when Matt Krimmel
scored on a double by Joe
Michalski. Once again, JMU
answered back in the bottom
half of the inning
Senior left fielder Jason

BY ROBYN
GBRSTENSLAGER

staff writer
"Lama" in Tibetan translates to guru, or someone
who is full of good qualities
and a high nurturer.
According to Professor
P. Jeffrey Hopkins, the
Dalai Lama embodies these
qualities.
Hopkins, a professor of
hbelan
and
Buddhist
Studies at the Universitv of
Virginia, spoke to JML students Monday night about
his lite experiences leading
up to and during his servue
as the official translator to the
Dalai Lama.
When translating for the

Dalai Lama, Hopkins said he
would substitute questions
asked of the Dalai Lama with
something else in order to
elicit
more
meaningful
responses. He said that the
Dalai Lama's English became
so good he would know that
he was not being asked the
same questions, but he would
still answer.
Hopkins reflected on
enhancing the Dalai Lama's
questions. "I don't add in
things
I go m thinking the
audience doesn't need to be
pwpped," Hopkins said. "I
get a fresher type of interpreting than I would otherwise
This way audiences got .i
better meaning of what the

Dalai Lama said, according
to Hopkins.
The Dalai Lamas flrsl
journey to the United
States came in 1979 with a
visit to Harvard to give a
lecture series.
Before
each
lecture.
Hopkins and the Dalai Lama
nod) s,it down and extensively discussed the topics of
the speeches.
"He Mould sixak for 10
minutes and I would have to
render [hit speech] into
English," Hopkins said.
Hopkins ottered advice
lo students aspiring to be
translators
M> I'VA., page 5

Cushman singled up the middle to lead off. After a steal and
a sacrifice fly, Cushman scored
on a looper by iunior first
baseman Eddie Kim. GW
reliever Avi Rasowski then
served up a two-run home run
to Lindsey that cleared the
wall in left-center.
"My first at bat tlw?y tried to
BO away and I got a hit,"
I in.K'v MbU. "Sothe) divided
the next at bat that thev would
come in. I took the first pitch in
and they put another one in th
*;■ 8l(i, page 22

SGA calls
for senior
speakers

Professor talks about translating experiences

BY ALISON FAROO

DAV1 KaMbmferah
P. Jeffrey Hopkins, professor
of Tibetan and Buddhist
Studies, spoke at JMU.

SGA Reporter
To find this year's student graduation speaker.
the Student Government
Association is encouraging
all seniors interested in
speaking at the Spring
Commencement
( eremonv to apply.
Am senior graduating
in May is eligible' MM
sophomore Ashlev Morris,
itudtnl body vice pfttft*
dent ot Student Affairs.
"Ail YOU have to dole goto
our Web site and down*er SENIORS, page 5

GenEd gets thumbs up
Speaker comments on program s strengths, weaknesses
t
contributing writer
It turns out that JMU's
C imnl Education program isn't
half bad. J. Scott Lee, executive
director for the Association for
Cow Texts and Courses, spoke
Monday afternoon to faculty
and staff on the pn'gn-ss and
suciess of JMU's General
Education program. l.ee was
invited by the Pn>gram SelfStudy Team for the t SenBd pnv
gram's academu review to
speak about how JMU compares
to other schools' programs
across the country.
"JMU LS lightyears ahead of a
lot of institutions," Lee said.
"You've reallv taken the bull by
the horns ami worked hard to
advance this program.'' He studBY KI-KKI SAMPI

The mission ot Reaaarch

and Prograjn Innovation is
multi-layered, according to
ihe Program and Innovation
rVcb m {wtb.jmutiuloul-

((HIMKiRUIVI ■ ■. I

scored on a sacntue flj
However, the Colonials didn't hold the lead for long. In
the bottom half of the inning,
senior designated hitter Steve
Ballowe led off the inning
with a walk and moved over
to third on a single by sophomore right fielder Alan
i i uK«'\ A '..it nih ■ th ■-. ocad
Ballowe to tie the game.
After a ground-rule double
by iunior second baseman
Mitch Rigsby, junior shortstop
Nathan Doyle walked to load
the bases. Sophomore center
fielder Kurt Isenberg knocked

Speaking for Dalai Lama

Innovative mission

i.iault htm)
The office's mission is to
participate in the externalfunding pro, ess as well as
work with ihe surrounding
community to help it economically progress.
Noftsinger said of the
work, "li is a collaborative
effort, inletnalh and externally. It's all about working
as a team."

Low: 32

Root root root for the home team

senior writer
All freshmen are invited to
apply for one of 32 spots on a
free leadership getaway called
Ropes and Hopes, being
offered during the spring
MBIMter for the first time.
'It was an amazing experience,"
said
sophomore
Jennifer Terrill, who attended
the trip in September 2000 and
will be ■ leader on the trip this
semester It I was a freshman
again, i would not miss this
opportunity."
Sophomore
Jessica
Maxwell, who also will help
lead the trip this iimtttai
after attending as a freshman in 2000, said, "Ropes
and Hopes enhanced my
life. My cloaesl mends are
those I met through Ropes
and Hopes. I also learned all
about leadership from it."
Since Fall 21)011. JMU's center for Leadership Education
and Development has sponsored an overnight getaway
at Camp I lon/ons, located 30

Hiati: 57

Thui>tiiiu, I cbiittini 21, 201)2

DAVID CLEMENTSON

The program

Partly cloudy

J. Scott Lee, executive director for the Association for Core
Texts and Courses, spoke on GenEd's progress Monday.

ied JMU's program in comparison to (Mother programs.

44There is always
controversy in
GenEd...
-J. Scott Lw
etecutive director. Association lor
Core Texts and Courses

JMU's GenEd program has
been aihve since 1997, when it
replaced the old Liberal

Studies
Program.
The
Program Sell Stud\ learn airrent h is oonductlruj its GenEd
program review
JMU professors ami staff
members wew commended for
tlieir work with students and
with each other. "I new is always
controversy in GenEd; that"s the
nature ol the beast,' lee said.
"You did all vou could with
committees and facultv wpresentatives and nwetings." Lee
said he uses |Ml as a model fi>r
other institutions, a>mpanng it
to Rail State University's GenEd
program, considered one of the
liest in the country "The institution wants lo keep students in
school, MK\ it's { oil d's respons,r SPEAKER, page 5
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DUKE DAYS EVENTS CALENDAR
THURSDAY, FEB. 21

SATURDAY, FEB. 23

• Little Grid "\'vn IIIK night, 8 to 10 p.m., come support The
Redwoods, CaUlornLi Ahamattv* Spring Break trip
• IKiptiM Slu.li-nt Union Ulge-youp praise and worship,
5:30 p.m.. Baptist Student Center on the comer of Can trull
Avenue and South Main Street, contact Archie at 434-6822
• Young Democratic Socialists (YDS-JMU) general meeting. B p ni . I,i\ lur ^09, tor more information, vis.it
wwH'imu.alu/orjtt/youiijtdemtoc/oT contact Aaron or
Adam at 433 Mil

• Men's Basketball, 7 p.m., JMU vs. George Mason
University at the Convocation Center

SUNDAY, FEB. 24
• Baseball. JMU vs. Pcnn State University, 1 p.m.. I onp
Field/Mauck Stadium
• Women's Basketball. 2 p.m.. JMU vs. University ol
Delaware at the Convocation Center

FRIDAY, FEB. 22
• Swing I tence at JMU, S3, M p.m. to midnight, live
BlUSfc from our very own JMU Jazz Ensemble, no
experience or partner necessary, guys especially
encouraged, beginner lessons 8:30 to 9 p.m.

OPINION

• Baseball, JMU vs. Penn State University, 1 p.m.. Long
I:ield/Mauck Stadium

House Editorial Spam annoying and
unavoidable
7
Society plagued by happily ever
after

7

Darts 8 pats

9

Spotlight: What is the most
entertaining e-mail you've received? S

• Canterbury Episcopal Ministry Fuchanst servm- Followed
by a home-cooked dinner, 5 p.m., Canterbury House on
South Main Street across from the Quad, contact Emily at tmhmia

LIFESTYLES
POLICE LOG
BY JAMES DAVID

Assl. News Editor
An incident ol alleged sexual
assault occurring in a residence
hall was reported to JMU police
Feb. 2. The incident currently is
under investigation.
In other matters, campus police
report the following:
Assault on a police officer
• Stephen L Thorp, 19. of Warwick,
NY. was arrested and charged with
assault on a police officer and
obstruction of justice in connection to
an incident that occurred Feb 16 at
2:16 a.m.
Possession

of

a

controlled

substance
• David K. Fitzgerald, 19, ol Salem
was arrested and charged with possession of a controlled substance
and receiving stolen property Feb. 18
at 1014 pm

Suspicious person
• A JMU student reported being followed by a male subject near South
Main and Grace streets. The report
was tiled Feb 18 at 10:15 pm
Underage

Possession

WEATHER

Crosswords

12

Horoscopes

12

Today
Partly Cloudy
High 57 Low 32

FOCUS

of

Alcohol
• Non-student Carolyn Thorp, 20, ot
Warwick. NY was arrested and
charged with underage possession of
alcohol in U-lot Feb. 16 at 2:16 a.m.
• Michael T, Greene, 19, ol Stafford
was
arrested and charged with
underage possession of alcohol in
Garner Hall Feb 16 at 6 am
• Non-student Jason A. Lovo, 18, ol
Alexandria and non-student Travis J.
Tartaglino, 18, of Palmyra were
arrested and charged with underage
possession ot alcohol in the
Convocation Center area near
University Boulevard Feb. 16 at 9:32
p.m.
• John P. Hennessy, 18. ol Ashburn
was arrested and charged with
underage possession ot alcohol in Glot Feb.

High

Low

Partly Cloudy

48

21

Partly Cloudy

49

25

Partly Cloudy

53

32

Partly Cloudy

50

23

Waking up with earty risers
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BE E i\
RESTEl
LATELY?

I rrri

What's wrong with these people?
Olde Mill Village still has
FULL apartments availableMakes No Sense...
Great Apartments for a Great Price!!
'Free Ethernet, phone and cable!
'Level grounds with no hills to climb
'Air conditioned & heated with energy-efficient heat pumps
•Ample parking, including guest parking
•Well lit parking areas and walkways
'Convenient bus service in the complex
•Basketball court
•Deadbolt locks and door viewers on all apartments

V* Just Behind 7-11 on South Main
•f^N (540) 432-9502
-. - M .1 . VI

Harrisonburg

1

www.oldemillvillage.com

Call me. I can help.

442-7878
Law Office of Richard G. Morgan
Visa and MasterCard accepted

NO MORE HASSLES!
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"You want to get in front of the wave
rather than having the wave crash down
and trying to clean up afterward."

THURSDAY, FEB.

■ Fakin' Jamaican?

_v

AMES SWEET

Florida attorney general to
challenge TV psychic Miss
Cleo in court

spokesman. National Council on
Alcoholism and Drug Dependence
SH

M* below

below

Colleges grapple with drinking problems
University of Maryland student's death
renews concern over fraternity drinking
games and other abuse on coldrinkers. A 19% national study
lege campuses.
found that 75 percent of fraterniAnother problem: the fraterWhen 19-year-old Daniel ty members drank at least five
nity did not register the event
drinks
in
a
row,
compared
to
45
Reardon was found unconwith the university as required.
percent of other male students,
scious in the lounge of a
University and Phi Sigma
to
National
University s>f Maryland, College according
Kappa spokesmen said they
Association of Student Personnel
Park fraternity house last week,
would discipline the fraternity
Administrat, >rs
the long-running debate about
if an investigation finds it vioThough police have not
underage drinking and fraternilated policy.
issued a statement on Reardon's
ty life reopened.
Discipline after the fact is too
cause of death, his family has
Though police have not publate,
said
Ames
Sweet,
licly stated the cause of said they believe alcohol played
spokesman for the National
Reardon's death, his family has a part.
Council on Alcoholism and
In September, 20-year-old
blamed alcohol, and the inciDrug Dependence.
Alexander Klochkoff's death
dent already has prompted talk
"You want to get in front of
of binge drinking and alcohol was attributed in part to C.I IB,
the wave rather than having the
education. His is the second or gamma hydroxybutyrate, an
wave
crash down and trying to
illegal drug popular al dance
death attributed to substance
clean up afterward," he said.
parties called raw
abuse at the schosil this academSweet, like many who
Both men were found on the
ic year and some say an illustrastudy alcohol abuse, could not
university's Fraternity Row.
tion of the need to tighten the
After Klochkoff's death at offer substantive measures for
university's alcohol policy.
the Sigma Alpha Epsilon house curbing fraternity drinking.
Milll'NA HILLrtMiw.Ii' VnwiW
"This terribly sad, tragic
The university's alcohol prelast vear, a group of fraternity
event reminds us that there is
Student assistants Rachel Wolfe, left, and Jeremy Holier, keep an eye on Knights Krossing..
vention program already has a
and sorority members made the
still much to do," Maryland
substantial peer education
Greek social policy stricter
Vice President for Student
group that makes presentaAffairs Linda Clement wrote to
tions to student organizations
the student body.
and is visible at campus
In the higher education comchanging.
Noise
complaints
—
BY PAMELA JOHNSON
used Knight's Krossing as the
events. It conducted more than
munity there is a great divide
The Orlando Sentinel
now
handled
by
student
assisposter child for off-campus
60 presentations last fall.
between those who say 18-yeartants
before
deputies
are
called
crime. It's one of a dozen offStill, alcohol abuse among
In the nearly two years |im
olds are adults with the right to
— have decreased significantly
campus
student
residences
in
college students is an issue with
Sudbay has lived at Knight's
since the takeover, according to govern themselves and others
Orange
County
and
adjacent
tragic consequence* In recent
Krossing, his car has been browho abide by the notion that
sheriffs statistics
years, the probk'm has become
ken into and its windshield Seminole County.
parents — who often pay
The type of crime appears to
It
wasn't
just
complaints
of
more costly for universities.
shot out.
In
1
turn
and
other
college
be shifting More and more -to
noise and other nuisance calls
In )anuary 2000, die family
But that's not why he wants
expenss'S — should be kept
dents
are
becoming
the
targets
—
Linda
Clement
of a student who died of alcoto move out of the nation's Since 1997, a few rapes have
informed.
UM
vice
president
rather
than
the
culprits.
hol
poisoning
at
the
largest off-campus residence been reported there each year.
Maryland has leaned toward
For example, in January
Massachusetts Institute of
across from the University of In 1998 alone, four rapes wengiving students autonomy.
2001, there were several dozen
reported
at
Knight's
Krossing,
Technology was awarded $6
Central Florida The Valencia
We really value self -governuisance calls, but no robberies,
million in an out-of- court setCommunity College student according to ('range County
nance." said Matt Supple, direclast month, there were only a
sh.rift's
reports
Residents
also
tlement. The 18-year-old freshwill not renew his lease because
Fewer people may attend
tor ol Greek Life.
few nuisance calls, but three
reported
home
and
auto
burglaman died while after drinking
he can no longer have keggers.
fraternity parties, guests must
Last
sveek,
a
national
center
armed robberies and one
ries, robberies and auto thefts at
large quantities at a 1997 MIT
"The first year, I really
receive invitations and gradthat
studies
college
substance
attempted robbery.
the complex.
tr.iternity initiation.
liked it here." Sudbay said
uate students check the paralms. Mid -Indent developed
Auto burglaries also are risAlthough the circumstances
"Now we're not allowed to
ties a couple of times a night
alcohol policies, such as the one
ing. Comparing 2000 with 21X11,
are similar, there has been no
have kegs in our apartments,
for
alcohol
violations.
auto burglaries rose 132 percent created by Maryland's fraternipublic talk of a lawsuit in the
or parties at all," the sophoBouncers must check identifities and sororities, Heave room
from 19 to 44. according to slier
Reanion case.
more said. "Resident as-ication at the door. Parties
tor students to shirk respsinstbil
Ill's otti, i.lls I 1st' trend is ,<.!>
To
protect
themselves
t.inls and cops are patrolling
must serve snacks and nonitv and break rules.
tinuing this academic \ ear, old
against
liability, some univerthe place every night."
alcoholic beser.ie.es
"There's
plenty
of
room
for
dais said.
-ih,- have tightened their
Since August, when UCT
Geof Brown, a recent UM
those policies not to be abided
"We still get a few loud parpolicies, going as far as calling
took control of the 3.756-bed
graduate and member of the
by," slid Helen Stubbs. spokesrial
out
there,
but
they
have
parents when they catch
Knight's Krossing and Knight's
North-American
for
the
Higher
dropped
drastically
since woman
underage drinkers The federCourt, life has changed drasti
Inlerfraternity
Conference
I .location Center for Alcohol
—
David
Padron
August,"
said
sheriff's
data
ttvi
al government tweaked edually for residents Knight's
alcohol task force, said colleges
and Other Drug Prevention
Orange County sheriff's deleclise David Padron. who is assigned
cational privacy laws in 1998.
Kn '-.sing had been considered a
have more success reining in
UM
officials
disagree
to the Knight's Krossing area
allowing universities to more
crime haven by nearby home
alcohol abuse if may allow «tuMaryland
has
I
-olid
alcohol
Still, some neighbors are
easily tell parents about their
owners tblCC 'he first phase
dents to psilice themselves.
not convinced that things have policy, bolstered by a good educhildren's behavior.
opened in August 1997.
"The schools where there
cation
program
and
a
police
improved.
During an expansion plan,
Since then, Texas A&M
Now. only students are
isn't that much sell governance,
tone that strmgeiillv enforces
l
"1
don't
believe
it's
true,"
homeowners packed
"range
University.
Penn
State
.illcvs.il lo rent rooms. Orange
the students end up haling taM
iinisorsity rules. ( lenient said.
said Sue Eberle at her Riverwalk
County
Commission
meetings,
University and about 60 other
County deputies ha\ c In leased
empowered, and they move
"We're pretty strong in that
home, a few hundred yards
using
the
2.1W
calls
for
service
schools
have
imposed
polipatrols. Carrying two-way
their social events under
from Knight's Krossing. "You area, particularly with regards
in 2000 to sheriff's officials as a
cies that alert parents when
radios, UCF-hired student resiground. They are doing is hales
to
educating
our
student!
and,
don't put the density of a city in
their underage students are
dents patrol the grounds 24 clear indication "I the problem.
er, wherever, whenever lhe\
in particular, our Creak ->»■
such a small area. The commitCommissioners axed the expancaught drinking.
hour-. .1 day No keg- allowed
want," Bnnvn said.
dents.''
C
lenient
slid
nity cannot handle 11
sion plan, wtddh is being battled
More thin half of the schools
That philosophy has holes in
No parties.
Curbing
alcohol
abuse
Eberle and other neighbors
in the courts
had parental-notification policies,
"If I wanted resident a—is
it, Stubbs sml
among
college
students,
espa
fought
bitterly
to
prevent
the
The complex, too. h.i- I
while one-fsmrth said they were
rants, I would have movtd Mo
In Reardon's case, it appears
lion's share of resident critics complex from expanding. They dally fraternity member*, is an
a dorm," Sudbay said.
the student developed rules considering one, according to a
old probtom
now
have
turned
their
focus
to
who
had
dubbed
Knight's
lanuary 2000 survey of about 200
In a $158 million deal, the
were not followed The idgW
Creek organizations have
Kro—mg as "the definition of another proposes! stmlent honcolleges by the Association for
owner of the apartment! and
before he was found unconbeen
on
Maryland's
campus
lor
ing pro)ests.
student Judicial Affairs
College Park Communities hell on Earth
scious, Reardon wai at Phi
more than 80 years and ti. nil-liThat other complexes m
In each apartment, bedEarly looks al parental notifitransferred control to UCF in
Sigma Kappa's bid night — the
with
alcsihol
abuse
have
room doors nave boll locks now in the hot MM do«en 1
cation rules show they work.
August UCF and College Park
culmination ol Iratcrnily msh.
plagued
some
sif
the
groups
lor
bother
Miles
Orth,
regional
and bedrooms are leased indi
"We have very few second
Communities now a, I ■ '•• 00
Maryland'! alcohol pollcj
vice president ol I ollege Park as many ys-ars.
vidually Often, student-, an
offenders,"
said
Dennis
bam drinking at recruitment
manager*. A nonprofil nib
The organizations a re. in part,
Communities
matched
with
roommates
who
Keardon, alcohol and drug edusidiary of the University "|
made upol Undent leaden who events.
"We've
worked
really,
really
are
strangers.
A
12-month
cation program iwccdlnator at
Central Florida I oundation Inc.
Such event! historical)) hasshard to improve the Image 11 value autonomy. Memban also
lease is mandatory.
lesas A&M University.
issued bonds to finance the deal
led to hazing Involving alcohol
have been shown to Iv high risk
Knight's
Krossing,"
Orth
Mid
Now,
the
reputation
is
For years, homesiwners had
BY KRISSUI WILLIAMS

Capital Newt Service

Kegs, parties forbidden at Fla. complex

-66-

This terribly sad,
tragic event reminds
us there is still much
to do.

9}

We still get a few loud
parlies out there, but
they have dropped
drastically...

Miss Cleo goes on trial; psychics prove powers
BY TONY BRIDCI S

Knight-Milder Newspapers
Florida's attorney general
has challenged TV psychic Miss
Cleo lo prove she's no fake fortune-teller. But how does a psychic prove the power of prognostication?
Try a certificate of authenticity.
That's right, psychic- has I
their very own schools and
professional
associations
they say set the standard for
anyone in the soothsaying
trade.
The
spiritually
inclined can learn metaphysi,al healing at seminars in
Georgia, sharpen their tool
skills al a school in I on,Ion
and apply over the Internet
for a psychic's sheepskin.
From classroom training in
ethics to tests for ."curacy in
predicting the future, paychk
overseers claim they're Keeping
the business honest
"We don't just issue papers,
believe me," Mid lean Sourant,
one of the director- ol me
Southern l'.ivs.id.iga SpiriUi.ili-l
Camp Meeting Association MM
Orlando, lla

Psychics. According to the
Of course, there's no governmental oversight of psychics group's Web site, fortune telling
and the rules depend on who's candidates must write an essiy.
doing the certifying. There are submit a resume, pros Ida press
,1,,/eits of professional psychic clippings, give at least three refand Tarstt-reading organizations erences and pay $35. It, too.
require an accuracy test
with Web sites on the Internet.
In
Cassadaga,
where
Most offei certification — along
svith the usual pricey psychic medium- train to make contact
with
the
dead,
board
hot liiws.
member Nick Sourant said
At the headquarters ol the
the training takes an average
Association
of
Certified
Psychics in Pahrump, Nev., of two years. Mediums learn
meditation, parapsychology
head seer Garth Farringtonmartial arts and healing And
I louse slid the process is twothey have to prove they can
step. Applicants must tell the
luture for a panel of "master reach beyond.
"Truth and validation hapsychics" — a passing grade is
75 percent accuracy — and they lo come from evidential facts,"
he slid
liase to submit at least four refFor self-styled "forensic pa)
eronces Iroin sitisliesi clients
Headdlng, of
"That I think, is more proof iluc" Sally
1 on, ord t alii .,l.i-room tram
than religion has,'' I arririgton
ing and ss-itilic.itii.il are just
lions- sud "There aren't that
line, but the proof is in the
many true psychics out there,
doing. She's worked for years
unfortunately
with psilice departments around
I le Mid Ins association certhe country I tavts, t alii.. Pete
tifies about 80 percent ol
Department officials sml she
applicants
worked with them sin a serial
The nilM are es en stricter for
murder case.
the Man land-based Amen, an
She says the bast way loos
Association ol I'role-ional

tify a psyi In, is to by word of
mouth referrals — the way the
best doctors build their pra. tices. And at>) away from pay
, In, hot lines that h.ns k their
wares on the late night airwaves, she warns
"You're gelling a pig « a
poke, 100 percent. 1 leadding
Mid I wouldn't do it There are
certain things sou wouldn't buy
fnim TV and this is one of them.
"If you have to advertise
in this busine-s, something
is wrong."
Meanwhile,
Ills'
Honda
Attorney General's siallers |nsi
SV.llll lO kllOW ll Miss I. Id
who hills herself as ■ Jamaican
shaman — is even from
Jamaica rhaj lueped she's
nothing more than a paid
.1, tie- I he matter ol her super
natural abilities, they'll just
lease lo the imagination, one
-I.liter slid
"We're not going down the
mad oi what is a paydui
slid Assistant Attorney (letters
Hand Aronhcrg
We're not
concerned whether she CM
[send spexms 01 read minds."

I II I I'll, III I Wci'ft.m Mimlo^itmrrt

Even psychics have schools and professional associations.
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'Peers leading peers' program enlightens freshmen
PBBMS, ■> mpagt 1

place ,ii [Ml and m your lift-,"
Wbodfcvd i i
(Una tO lerrill. Ropes

and Hopai is .1 iwod.n trip
where ttudents May In Camp
Horizons cabins overnight, M
by groups of three uppcrdaai
student facilitators. It's lus)
kind of nestled M the bate ol Ihe
mountains," Shipley said ol the
location ' it's lush and beautiful
— an opportunity to Connecl
with the wild "
According to Mnplev ItU
dents will e.it 111 the CM 1
tern with ,ill food and housing
provided fret
"The tWO RopCi and Mopes
tnps an open to am ir.--hm.in
student.'' she SIR! Hie two trips
will he composed of I*1 Irishmen students e.K h and will he
held March23to24 and April 13
to 14, according to vv.xxlford.
The trips ait "modeled after the

Alu*m.iti\i' Spring Breal

gram, where atudenti .ire lead1
ing students.'' Shiplev SIKI
"Pivrs leadinfl peera is I wonderful thing
The main goal of Ropt-s and
Hopes is to turn tn-shmen info

leaden capable oi overcoming
challenges, according 10 Terrill.

"We lose a lot of students in
the transition from freshman to
sophomore years" Shipley arid
"lliev either leave or struggle
with moving from the freshman
to the sophomore year
According to Woodford, the
trip allows students to diseo\ er
their own leadership and team
work skills
Shipley said that since the
two fall programs were so
successful, they decided to
offer it again m the spring for
the first time.
"In the past. Ropes and
Hopes has been a retreat to meet
new people and begin the freshman year in a unique and fun
way," Terrill taid.
"We decided that this trip
would be just ,is effective at the
end oi the rRahfnan yeas This
way you can reflect on how
your year has been, meet some
new mendSj challenge yourself,
and leave sch<x>l rvady to come
hack." she Mid
According to Woodford,
"We Ch0M the spring session
because we want to reach as
many people BS pOSSfbw. We
already have tall trips, and it
Was tune to take advantage of
the spring semester as well

Activities
According to Shipley, Ropes
and Hopes involves "lots of
team building" and is "extremely physically challenging
According to lerrill, the busy
day begins with low-ropes team
courses, then challenging highmpes courses Next, "trust vow
teammates as they pull you to
Ihe top of the giant swing,"
lerrill said. "Then challenge
yourself to pull the cord and
fly." Terrill said the night concludes with "hanging out at the
campfire and enjoying 'ooey0000/ s mores. Then before
sleeping in the cozy cabins.
head up to the field, lay on the
gran and watch the stars."
According to Woodford,
the day includes many exciting adventures. "In 'Catwalk,'
a log is attached to trees 20 feet
m the air that you walk across
and back," Woodford said. On
the zip line "you go from 25
feet in the air, down a slope,
flying on the zip line,"
Woodford said. "You can even
go upside down."
Woodford described the
"rope cross," saying, "Imagine
you're standing on nothing
but a thin wire, with nothing

to hang on to but ropes,
spaced at what seems like
very daunting lengths away
from one another."
According to Woodford, in
the ropes courses, students will
discover their own leadership
and teamwork skills as they
brave simulations of "swamp
cross, sinking ship and spider
web." Woodford said, "Also
included is a camp fire al the
end of Saturday before everyone goes to bed. During this the
students have \nv time to roast
s'mores, some go on hikes,
SOOie stargaze."

will last throughout their
college career."
According to the trip lead
ers and past attendees, there
are manv benelits to attending
the trip. "The challenge that
Ropes and Hopes oilers can
empower both mind and
body," Maxwell said
Terrill said, "I made Inend
ships that I know will last a lifetime. I stood up to my fears on the
high ropes courses, which helped
me face my freshman \ ear and all
of its chaHenges. I also strengthened my k'adership abilities."
Woodford said, "1 got so
much out of Ropes and Hopes,
It really helped when 1 fell like
there was nothing else I could
do at JMU. It opened me up to
the possibilities of |MU and
introduced me to other people
who love the outdoors, and
want to make a difference in our
short time hem "

Benefits
According to Woodford, there
are many benefits to attending
Ropes end Hopes, Woodford
said, "It makes you think about
your gtvils for life, and whether
you are accomplishing them.
And the facilitators of Camp
Horizons are awesome."
Maxwell said, "It's a great
opportunity for freshmen to meet
other people who enjoy similar
activities as themselves and to
meet a variety of people and gain
new perspectives on life."
Shipley said students will
"form some friendships that

Signing up
According 10 Woodford. all
interested freshman students
can apply by picking up a registration packet in Wilson 201.
"After enough people — about
30 — register, we send out emails telling them which trip

they g"t into (March 23 to 24 or
April 13 to 14)," Shipley said
"All lhe\ do ■ come in and say,
I'm interested
Woodford saki, "The spots
will probably be filled quick.
There -ire only 32 spots out of

2,000 fieahmcn
According to Maxwell, "In
the past, thai has been s popular
program among freshmen
which fills up within two weeks
of word getting out."
Previous years have drawn
more female than male students It's like for every three
women there's one male" she
s,ud. We are trying to push the
physical espCCt oi this weekend
in order to gain a better ratio,"
Woodford said.
Offering a free overnight trip
10 & freshmen carries a price
tag. According to Woodford,
Ropes and Hopes costs approximately $3,500 for both trips,
paid for by LEAD. "We feel the
dollars that are spent are spent
extremely well," Shipley said.
However, due to budgetary
omstt.imts. this semester's trip
may be the final Ropes and
Hopes, according to Shipley. "It
COldd possibly be {the last one),"
she said "But not necessarily."

JMU
COLLABORATIVE, frwi pen /

members of Congress and their
stalls. V.iMngersaid.
In the Feb. 14 issue of The
Breeze, JMU President I. in wood
Rose, Vice President for
Administration 6t Finance
Charles King and the Student
»..>■. 1 rnment Association discussed their roles in terms ol

Researching together

Managing together
In this aspect of his job,

Nofatnger wonts directly with
-.ored Programs Director
Pat Buenneinewi ,md herstsff.
A number of governmental
funded programs utilize IMi
ample, JMU hosts about
five programs geared toward the
surrounding lommunitv
The Shenandoah Valley
Partnership, an organization
that addresses econornk devil
opment
issues
in
the
Shenandoah Valley area, is ftfl
example of such programs,
Ung to \oltsinger
ling t 1 Xidtsinger,
his role with JMU-hosted
programs is to collabora
HveJy help ensure the management needs of the pro
grams and needs of everyone tied to the programs arc
being met
"(The success of| sponsored programs ire I direct
reflection of the hard work of
an outstanding faculty, the
quality academic programs
and dedicated staff lh.it
implements these programs,"
he said.
Buennemeyer said, "John
inger)'s tireless detl >
to facilitate research and scholar
ly initiatives .it 1ML make him
an outstanding o sttribus w to the
university's overall n b

Amain issue of \oftsmger's
role is intellectual property.
Si I Offdinfl to \oftsinger.
>;■ ■■ chain a committee put together by Vice
l'it sident for Academic Affairs
Doug Brown It is a "a unnersj
ty task force (concerned| with
how
intellectual
property
should be managed and administered
in
the
future,"
\ottsinger slid
The World
Intellectual
Property Organization's Web
site {WWmwtpOJrg) stated, "intellectual property n'fers to creations of the mind inventions,
literary and artistic works, and
s\mhois. names Images* and
designs used in commerce."

JMU advocacy

Noftsinger assists all those
mentioned in the previous arti
cle as well as faculty and staff in
sharing JMU's capabilities with
members of the government
President Rose has done a
good job of developing relation
ships with key congressional
officials," Noftsinger said. " I
support that relationship bv
having constant communication with their staffs.
"Dr. Rose keeps key members oi ihe i.
formed
of JMU's capabilities through
visits and frequent communication," he said
Regarding
relat mships
with state- and federal-: inding
We constantly let
them know about developments and program capabilities
and they let us know ibout
funding opportunities,' I e said.

Building together
Maintaining good congressional relationships requires
several elements
such as
good communication skills and
credibility — and may lead to
funding opportunities
"We Feel we twrt e c rcdibility," Noftsinger said. "We
have credibility, because we
are excellent stewards of
sponsored moiM )
"At this point in our federal
development, we feel the university is represented by staff
that understand the capabilities
of our universitv ... that have
good relationships with key

Funding opportunities
"We are participahnc, in federal appropriations pn cesa that
is appropriate for IMU,"
Noftsinger said. "There is con-

&£
Valleu lanesW

O

Itanl communication with consessional members, and we
frequently inform them of
IMU's capabilities
"If we don't participate in
the process, we will lose funding opportunities," Noftsinger
said. "We don't seek money for
money sake, but we seek money
to advance the mission and

grants. Sponsored programs can
be either funded by contract
■ its or grants
< ontract agreements |are|
where a funding agency efc
certain amount ol money for a.
apedn purpose.' Noftafnga ssld
The staff helps io handle con
tacts and facilitate in the development of the contract SB/Stments, according Io Noftsinger
This process leads to
JMU programs utilizing
that money for specific predetermined purposes
"Grants are tor program
enhancing, faculty develop
ment, public service programs
and equipment, which are all
curricular enhancing," he said

goals of JMU."
For example, faculty find out
about available funds from
funding agencies and apply for
the money when the agencies
put out Request for Proposals
Funding agencies are institutions that grant money to universities for specific academic purposes. According to Funding
Notes & News, a newsletter compik\l by the (Office of Sponsored
Programs, tlx-sc agent lefl include
the IX-partment of the Navy, the
State Council of Higher
Education for Virginia and
National Science Foundation.
"Reality members know funding opptvtunities in 'their |acadenik] arvas,' \i>U-101,11 -lid. Tb»'
Office of Sponsored Programs
helps faculty pn'pare the formal
proposals for the--' funds "
Money can be received fn>m
either an unsolicited inquiry of
funding or a "retenvd, or competitive, peer-re\ lewed soliciting process," he said
The next step in the pnxx*ss
is contract agreements, or

AsianA/ails

Everyone wins
US. Representative

Bob

(.otxllatte brought a congressional education committee to IMI to
see the new innovations at JMU,
according to Noftsinger.
Monetary n-sults also can be

observed, in the 1995 fiscal year,
\\w unount "i external fundbw
obtained
for
[Ml.
was
$3,033,566, according to the July
2001 issue of Funding New
NBAS. For the 2001 fiscal vear.
the amount of external funding
was$14,0.V>,Kll
According to Noftsinger, so
far for the 2002 fiscal year, the
external funding for JMU-based
academic programs obtained

for JMU is about $15 million.

Broader picture
The entire funding process
extend
"We look for Urge systematic interdisciplinary opportunities that can engage faculty and
students in an important national challenge/" he said
Senior Sirah Qtts said, "I
think it's wonderful that all those
people are working so hard to
get |MU s name out there. V\fe
are a great school and the grants
will really help us grow."

Noftsinger's ties
A 1985 cum laude graduate
of JMU, Noftsinger returned in
the professional capacitv in
1989, according to the JMU Web
site 1 le has been in his current
position since 1998.
"Once you've been a part of
JMU, it's a part of you," he said.
"This is an exciting time in the

history of the iiruverslrv that
looks toward the future.
1 vetythtng is m place: adnunto
trahon, faculty, students and programs look toward the future I
love sharing the JMU story with
people I meet. We have excellent
programs, outstanding people,
and we deliver on what we say
WC will deliver on."
— additional reporting by Kyra

PapafS, t6ef writer

W Professional Nail Care & Foot Spa
**\ Center For Ladies & Gentlemen
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'

Town Center, Behind Valley Mall
Next to Sprint

Spring Specials
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9:00 pm - ItOO am
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Saturday, Sundav
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Pedicure
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'With Whirlpool Spa
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Eyebrow Wax

°

Manicure

$* Sunday & Monday

$2
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SAT. FEB. 21, 2002
BENEFITS WESTERN VIRGINIA
CLIMBING SITES
Fun-Bouldering and Tight Rope
Climbing Competition
$20 Registration Fee

contact trie Poriee at porieseefi* jmu.edu

or x88725 or visit

.a.".;, jnu.edu/recreation.
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$18
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UVa. professor speaks on being Dalai Lama's translator
UVA.. from page 1

"Never make your interpreting look as if it's hard. Always
make it look easy,"he said.
Hopkins also advised students
to practice their facial and body
language in order to look at
ease when interpreting.
"I couldn't make it look as if
I was suffering (uncomfortable
while translating). I think I succeeded." Hopkins said "When
I translate for his holiness, I try
to put myself in his place."
Besides serving as the Dalai
Lama's official
translator,
Hopkins founded programs in
Buddhist studies, Tibetan studies and Tibetan language at
UVa. I le wrote, edited or translated 2° books, including his
latest "How to Practice the Way
to a Meaningful Life "
Additionally, he served as
president of the Institute for

Asian Democracy, appearing
before Congress four bmes in
the fight for the Free Tibet
movement
Hopkins' journey to meeting

—«

... [the Dalai Lama]
spoke very clearly and
very quickly. He has a
gift for language.
— Jeffrey Hopkins
UVj. professor .if TibeUi ami
Buddhist Studies

9?
the Dalai Lima began years ago
at Harvard University. After
one year or school, he took a
break and spent time in

Vermont, Rhode Island and
Tahiti. During this time he
began a daily meditation.
"This allowed me to have an
affinity that I had with the Dalai
Lama that I wouldn't have had
otherwise," Hopkins said.
Hopkins said that while he
was in India, he was told not to
go to Dharamsala in Northern
India, where the Dalai Lama
was in exile from Tibet, because
it was loo politically charged.
Hopkins said he went
despite the warnings. While he
was there, the Dalai Lama was
giving a series of lectures that
lasted six hours each.
Hopkins said that sitting for
so long was very uncomfortable, and he would concentrate
on the speech in order to forge!
his restlessness.
"The fifth hour was just
murder,"
Hopkins
said.

Seniors invited to speak
SENIORS, from page 1

load an application."
Speech content criteria is
unlimited, yet it should
reflect the years spent at JMU
and not exceed four minutes
in length, according to the
application. These speeches
by students have been a part
of graduation for several
years, Morris said.
"Irt past years, speeches
have all been different; some
are motivational, some are
inspiring and others are a
combination of the two,"
said
senior
Peter
Swerdzewski, student body
executive assistant.
March 14 from ft to II p.m.
in ISAT 1302, all seniors who
applied will give their speeches
in front of a panel of 10 seniors,
a graduate student and a few
faculty members who will
determine the winner, according to Morris
"The selection committee
is full of diverse leaders
around campus from sports
teams, SGA, student ambas-

sadors and such," Morris Special meeting
said. "This is the first time
For the third week in a
the committee is seniors row, quorum, Ihe number of
only. I think it is only fair to people necessary to be preshave your peers decide on ent lo conduct business, was
what they are looking for in called at Ihe Tuesday SGA
a speech because they have meeting, but quorum was
more experience at JMU not present. As a result.
than a freshman or sopho- Chairperson Pro Tempore
more would."
Stephen Davis called a speLast year, 23 students cial meeting for 8 p.m. last
applied to speak at graduation. night to introduce new busiMorris is hoping for a larger ness, including at least eight
turnout for this year.
finance bills.
"It doesn't matter how
"I speak for the entire
involved you are or what SGA when I say I am disapyour grades are like," pointed," Davis wrote in an
Morns said. "If you have e-mail
about
member
something to say to Ihe absences. He said that
graduating class of 2002, I because of not having quoencourage you lo download rum, Ihey could not introan application an apply."
duce eight finance bills and
Applications
can
be consider one resolution for a
downloaded from the SGA legislative action trip to
Web site, www.sga.fmu.tdu. Richmond. In addition, they
and are due to Morris' inbox could not complete considerin the SGA office, Taylor 234, ation on the Constitutional
March 1 by 1 p.m. Finalized bill again. Davis called for
speeches do not need to be Ihe resignation of those who
turned in until 1 p.m. March canot make the meetings and
II in Morris' inbox.
cannot proxy their votes.

"After the fifth hour, squirming didn't help."
Before going to the lecture
series, Hopkins had his doubts
about the Dalai Lama, but ho
changed his mind after hearing
him speak.
"1 thought, 'he's not going to
be very good," Ilopkins said.
"But I found
that he spoke
very clearly and very quickly.
I le has a gift for language."
Hopkins said he found the
Dalai Lama very smart and discussed topics others would not.
1 lopkins asked for a receptive audience to translate for the
Dalai Lama and eventually he
got his opportunity.
"My own straightforwardness and his straightforwardness (spiritually) met. It was a
very
strange
encounter/'
rlopkins said.
Senior Andrea Suzara said.

"It'i always interesting to
hear about how one person's
interest, for example, his
(Hopkins') interest in meditation, leads one to follow a
completely different behavior
or religion, and by that I
mean Buddhism."
Hopkins graduated from
Harvard in 1%3 with a degree
in English literature. He then
lived at the l^maist Buddhist
Monastery of America in New
Jersey for several years.
While at Ihe monastery, he
(aught English lo young reincarnated lamas, practiced
Buddhism and built a temple
with friends.
In 1968, Hopkins began
■radutti studies at the
University of WisconsinMadison. During his graduate studies, he had the opportunity to travel to Germany

and
India
where
he
researched Buddhism.
The evenl was sponsored
by the Visiting Scholars
Program
and
Madison
Linguistic Services- Center
for
Translation
and
Interpretation.
This is the second time that
Ihe two programs have
teamed up to bring a speaker
lo JMU, Christophe Rethore,
director
of
Translation
Studies, said.
"I think that it's important
to have people like him come
speak to the university, lo
stress the importance of
translation and interpretation,"
Suzara
said.
"Especially in understanding
subject matter that is of
important relevance today,
like the Tibetan peoples'
ongoing struggle."

Speaker compares GenEd
to other schools9programs
SPEAKER, from page 1

sibility," Lee said. "And you all
understand that"
l-ee supported the cluster
program, saying that JMU's
organization into 25 categories
is better than Ihe organization
of other programs. He also
applauded the required labs
for JMU students in the cluster
program. Having a lab lor a
while really speaks to the
devotion of resources at JMU,"
Lee said. According to Lee, the
structure in JMU's cluster pro
gram "created a General
Education structure based in
goals and assessment."
Lee offered some ideas and
additions for JMU's GenEd program as well. He suggested get
ting the students more involved
in learning so that they can
understand the importance of
General Education.
Lee stressed the need for
GenEd to make a well-rounded
education. He suggested things
such as "learning communities," currently working well at
Ball State

The learning committee
program integrates Ihe students with the professors outside of the classroom to discuss Ihe classes and also gives
the professor a chance to get lo
know their students on a person-to-person basis. "You need
lo build a conversation about
the value of a well-rounded
liberal education," Lee said.
I his program keeps all students accountable and makes
"falling through the cracks"
less likely to happen to overwhelmed freshmen.
Assistant' Professor
of
Hospitality
and
Tourism
Management Ron Cereola said,
"The general sentiment among
students is that GenEd doesn't fit
in, but it provides connections.
How can we make decisions if
we don'! have an understanding
of where GenEd comes in?"
lee also suggested a portfolio
project which would have all
students submit a portfolio of
their own chosen work al the end
of their sophomore years. "This
keeps students on track and

shows them what kind of work is
expected to be produced," Lee
said. This program would be
integrated within the writing
program to create a more "wriling-intensive" course at JMU.
The faculty and staff members were pleased with Ihe
positive feedback. Dean of
General Education Linda
Halpem said, "It's very helpful
to see how JMU compares to
other inslilutions."
Cereola said, "Any time I
can come to a presentation and
can walk away wilh one or
two ideas, then Ihe presentation is a success."
While some students said they
disagree with GenEd and feel it is
a waste of their time at JMU, some
see its purpose. Sophomore
Caitlin MacRae said, "No one
likes taking GenEd, but if s a good
idea that we do. They have their
gixxl points and their bad points.''
Others are less accepting.
S(»phomore Mike Surace said, "I
don't like GenEd, and I think
(GenEd courses) should be integrated into our major classes."

PLAN 9 CELEBRATES JOHNNY'S BIRTHDAY!

Congratulations to the
AWESOME
ACUI Team from JMU!

JOHNNY CASH
The Essential
JOHNNY CASH
FEBRUARY 23RD AND 24TH IS JOHNNY
CASH WEEKEND AT PLAN 9.
Come in and celebrate Johnny's 70th birthday
and receive a collectable 7* with purchase of
any Sony Music Johnny Cash title.

You workefc tart), pUvfcfc h*ti>, jttfb
wAbe vis prowfcl
Look out Clcmsori.
Here wc Come!
A Jfc "T

Get Johnny Cash "cash." Purchase any Grateful
Dead or Bob Dylan title and receive a coupon for
an extra discount on any Sony Music. Johnny
Cash CD. Also enter to win an autographed copy
/\|U C A I C C1Q QQ of Johnny Cash 'Essential" at any Plan 9 location.

2 CD SET'
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434-999*9
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YGAMP

We build strong kids, strong families, strong communities.

Looking for a
summer job?
Be a camp counselor at the YMCA!
• 10 weeks (June 24 - August 30)
• Excited and Motivated Staff
• Free YMCA Membership
• Competitive Pay
Interest in school-age children a must!
Contact Eve Drewry at 703-318-5298 for more information.
12196 Sunset Hills Rd Resfon, VA 20190

703-742-8800
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Despite divorce rates, students still tying the knot
BY TRACY KIRSIIAW
KI RSHAW

KmtUCK) Kernel

h..in-.~.i Bontlov knowi one
thing about marriagi': She onlv
■wants to do it once.
"I'm a child of multiple
divoru-.." IVntk'v .1 senior .it the
University ot Kentucky, said
"Each time something happened, it made me realize I |iist
wanted to do it once," she said.
Her mother recently took her
fourth trip down the aisle, and
her father married twice.
With that history, it wouldn't be Rirorituu tor Bentley to
swear off marriage fow "
But she said she's always
expected to get married someday; she'll just be more cautious than her parents.
"I want to take niv time until

.

...

_

I am out of college," she said. "I
want to wait until I'm content
with who I am before I ask
someone to be part of it."
With more young adults
coming from divorced families, going to college and living with romantic partners,
how does the idea of marriage
lit into college students' lives?
Marriage isn't a fading tradition, said Gregory Brock, a family studies professor
"The appetite for marriage is
not decreasing to any degree,"

he Mid.
Instead, it's the divorce
rate that is decreasing.
Brock said, despite the
belief that more marriages
fail than succeed.
The often-cited 50 per-

cent rate is incorrect, he
said; today the rate is about
40 percent.
"The majority of people
who get married stay married."
he said.
Senior Kelly Arnold and lay

44
This is the time when
you are immersed in a
collection of singles.
— Gregory Brock
family studies professor, U. Kenluch

99

Parker hope Brock is correct.
I'.uker, a senior, proposed to
Arnold in December.
"He lied to me," Arnold
said, looking slyly at Parker.
Parker told her that the
campus
minister at the
Baptist Student Union, where
they met, needed him to lock
the doors.
Once they were inside the
chapel, Parker flipped off the
lights, turned on the spotlight,
and played Etta James' "At
I.jst' rhen he asked his girl
fnend to dance.
"I thought he was joking
around," Arnold said. "But we
started dancing and then he was
on one knee, asking me to
marry him.
I thought I would date

someone for two vi'.irv ori
engaged at the end of my junior
year, and then married at the
end of my senior year, lha Hid
"But this is how God wanted it
to work out."
Most students expect to find
their mate in college, Brock
said. And when they don't, it
can be disappointing
"This is the time when you
are immersed in a collection of
singles," he said.
Arnold's
parents
have
-l.iu\l together.but l\irker's.ite
divorced He admits this makes
him more cautious.
"With
males
usually
causing the divorce, it
makes you afraid you'll
fail," Parker said.

Some students Mid they're

lOO cautious to even consider
ni.irn.ige As a single mother,
l-'lisha Reynolds constantly is
asked if she is married or getting married soon.
"When I was pregnant, I was
asked all the time if I was getting
nurried," said Reynolds, a sophomore at lexington Community
Colfcge. "It would confuse me
beCMM people assume that you
are going to. To me, it just didn't
seem like the right thing."
It may never seem like the
right thing to do, she said. "If I
stay in a monogamous relationship and never get married that
would be OK.
"I have so many other priorities, marriage just isn't
something 1 think about,"
Reynolds said.

POUCH LOG. from page 2
Driving under the
Influence
• Ross K. Airington, 19, of
Richmond was arrested and
charged with driving under
the influence and possession
ol a fictitious license while
driving on Bluestone Drive
near Gibbons Hall Feb. 16 at
2:55 a.m.
• Non-student Lucio J. LopezLopez, 24, of Dayton was
arrested and charged with
driving under the influence
Feb. 18 at 2:45 a.m. on
South Main Street.
Selling fictitious ID*
• Thomas A. Abbot, 18, of
Abingdon was arrested and
charged with the selling of a
fictitious ID in Hillside Hall
Feb. 12 at 10:29 a.m..
Property Damage
•
A JMU student reported
damage to a vehicle parked in
R5-lot Feb 14 at 5 p.m.
• A JMU student reported
several raw eggs had struck
the rear and side glass of a
vehicle parked In l-North lot
Feb. 17 between 6:40 and
11:15 p.m.
Petty Larceny
•
Two blaze-orange turbo
flares were reported missing
from the Convocation Center.
The
incident ■ reportedly
occurred Feb. 17 between
12:45 and 1 a.m.
Judicial Referrals
• A JMU student was judicially referred for a petty larceny
incident Feb. 17 at 10:20 p.m.
• Three JMU students received a total of 15 judicial referrals for a malicious lire alarm
pulling incident that occurred
Feb. 16 at 2:28 a.m. in
Huffman Hall.
• A JMU student was judicially referred for underage possession and possession of an
alcoholic beverage at an event
Feb 16. at 9:20 p.m.
• A JMU student was judicially referred for underage possession and possession of an
alcoholic beverage at an event
Feb 16. at 11 p.m.
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Harassment
I • A JMU student reported
harassing e-mails m Chandler
Hall Feb. 12 at 9:15 a.m.
The incident currently is
under investigation.
Number ol drunk in public
charges since Aug. 25:100
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"... the bite of gay buying
power is beginning to outweigh
the bark of eonservative
anti-gay groups."

.HbiLUk
STUPID

ANDREA LEWIS

The Progressive Media Project
SM column, page 9

RICKY LEARNS ABOUT SPAM
KO

.»*"/,

IT'S

EDITORIAL

Spam annoying and unavoidable
Since the beginning of
time, college students nave
been targets of moneygrubbing business types.
We have progressed in our
educational methods since
the first university institution, and the methods of
monetary hounding we are
subject to have evolved as
well. Even in the earliest
days of "snail mail," college students were the ones
most subject to advertorials
and infotisements on cureall Ionics, personal airships, motorized wings
and the like.
Students now are bombarded by credit card applications, concert announcements, catalogs and flyers.
And that's just through the
post office.
The most recent harassment
developments
involve the use of the
Internet — e-mail, in particular. You can e-harrass
all day long with this

amazing
tool.
People
almost are required to
change e-mail addresses
yearly on pubic domains in
order to avoid overload on
junk E-mail, or spam. Spam
is not as oh-so-wonderful
as the processed meat that
shores its name. Spam is
downright annoying.
Within the past year or
so,
such
Web
e-mail
Broviders as Yahoo! and
otm.nl have added junk
mail sorting options to their
boxes in response to the
quantity of junk solicited.
This is a help, but doesn't
eliminate all the annoying
things we don't want to
read. Because of students'
Internet interests, a registered e-mail address at a college-based organization can
result in the business world
assuming the user has disposable cash.
The stigma attached to a
college student includes the
parental income and the
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amount of money students
spend
on
themselves
because of this expendable
budget. We are seen as frivolous consumers who spend
more than we make and arc
willing to make investments
in entertainment and shortlived items.
It's hard to remove the
label of "big spender" to
businesses when you're a
college student and even
harder to remove yourself
from mailing lists, according to the Feb. 18 issue of
The Breeze. In that issue.
Director of Public Safety
Alan MacNutt said that
unsubscribing from an email list may make the
problem worse, resulting in
an increase of mail from the
sender. It looks like we
can't win.
The smartest among us
have been removing ourselves from e-mail lists for
years. Now that our theory of
intelligence has been proven

7

"Fortunately for us, we
have private e-mail through
JMU with the belief that our
addresses are not likely sold
by the university."
see house editorial, below

STE GRAINER
THE GEEK SAVANT

Where has our sense of commitment gone' When did the
words' "I love you" come to
mean "I'll enjoy your company
for a short while?" Starting m
our parents' generation, it seems
like our society's sense of commitment and dedication has
done a complete reversal. These
days, when troubled times
strike, the first reaction of most
people is to run.
Tilings weren't always this
way. Not too long ago, when
people uttered their wedding
vows, they fully meant to keep
them and realized that this commitment was for life, even if that
meant a much harder life. And,
if you really think about it, times
were a lot tougher years ago. In
these days of convenience, it's
hard to imagine having to grow,
shoot or slaughter your own
dinner It's hard to imagine leaving your loved ones behind to
bear arms in another country
where the chances of dying
were usually greater than the
chances of living. And yet our
forebearers lovingly stayed
together through even the
toughest times: World Wars, the
Great Depression and more.

W

KfMD OF SPAM!
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Society plagued by
'happily ever after'

STUPID RICKY

MOT

21, 2002 ITHE

wrong, where do we go?
Fortunately for us, we
have private e-mail through
JMU with the belief that our
addresses are not likely sold
by the university. We may
gripe and complain about
the complexity of Mulberry,
but we never will be as
hounded using it as we are
using Web-based e-mail.
We are learning quickly
that having more than one email address can be helpful
for online accessibility. One
set aside as an everyday
account and another one for
online information and
ordering that is easilv and
painlessly canceled due to
spam overloads can prove to
be a good idea.
It looks as if the wonderful status of a fun-loving
spender gets our crowd into
trouble when it comes to
becoming targets of aggressive advertising agendas.
Our only choice is simply to
expunge the propaganda.

tial point is worth considering.
It is my belief that society, under
the influence of Disney,
Hollywood and others, has fallen under a spell of "happily
ever after." We believe that there
is no trouble in marriage as long
as we meet the right person.
There won't be hard times if we
find Prince Charming or
Sleeping Beauty.
Well, even with the best
Prince Charming or Sleeping
Beauty, there will be problems
in relationships. Murphy's IJW
guarantees that "if something
can go wrong, it will," and that
proves true in every case. This
may seem like a very pesriiritrtk attitude, but it really
isn't — I'm merely speaking
from a pragmatic point of view.
How many people do you
know who have led enchanted,
perfect lives? The idea is that
even in the best of relationships,
things can go bad. Entering into
any relationship, we should
expect this
My qualm with our society
doesn't lie in the fact that there
are problems in relationships.
Every relationship in every
society has trouble; that's just
the way it is. My problem is
-6 6
with how our society has begun
to react to those troubles. With
Not too long ago, when all of the convenience of technology, takeout dinners, jobs
that pay $40,000 per year, cars
people uttered their
and more, our society has come
embrace the idea of vendingwedding vows, they fully tomachine
pleasure. We go to the
movies when we get bored; we
meant to keep them... can
choose from a variety of different meals for dinner; we
have casual sex with stringers
-*9
to start the weekend off right. If
Yes, times have changed. But it isn't easy, it isn't worth it As
does that mean that we have the soon as problems strike, we just
right to change the sanctity of drop it and move on to the next
,in institution that has existed item on the list.
since the foundations of time? I
With so much convenience
don't think we do, especially and available options, we
given the reasons behind it. Our embrace the temporary and the
society has become enamored perishable and shun the permaof a false concept of love, a con- nent and enduring. In an effort
cept that grossly miscalculates to please ourselves, we resort to
the level of commitment the most selfish actions possible
and give m to our most shamerequired by love.
Humor columnist Dave ful weaknesses: greed, lust,
Barry recently commented that anger In fact, all of these weakhe was afraid his daughter nesses stem from the one thing
watched too many Disney — selfishness. Human beings
movies. Me was afraid that she are, by nature, selfish. We care
pictured love and marriage as a more about ourselves than we
constantly romantic "happily do about others. Yes, there are
ever after." And while most of those who are less selfish, but true
his column concentrated on the RMHHMM isn't something anyworry that his daughter would
some day end up dating, his iniSff REIATIOSSHIP, page 10

FROM THE WIRE

BOB FORD

Kwan is in good spot as long program looms
Michelle Kwan and Irina
Slutskaya are holding down
the top two spots in the
Olympic women's figure
skating competition headed
into Thursday's deciding
long program.
That part isn't a surprise
The two women are the most
consistent performers of their
generation. They are making
return appearances at the
Olympic Games and have collected a combined IU medals at
world championship competitions dating back to 19%.
The judges know Kwan
and Slutskaya. They like them,
and with Kwan's grace and
Slutskaya's athleticism,
together they make a combination that is hard to keep oil
the podium.
Looking for surprises from
Tuesday night's short program,
which counts for one-third of
the final score, the spot to look
is third place, where 17-year
old Hasha Cohen of the United
States has leaped overnight
into intcrii.itinn.il prominence
A year ago, the tiny Cohen,
from Laguna Niguel, Calif.,
was unable to skate because
of a back injury that forced
her to miss an entire season.
She was nearly forgotten,
overtaken by another U.S.
teenager, Sarah Hughes, who
parlayed I silver medal at the
national championships in
2lK!1 into a bronze medal at
the world championships.
In the stringent pecking

order of figure skating, Hughes
uraj in front, and Cohen had
some catching up to do. Well, it
didn't take long.
Cohen is a hard-wired bundle of poise and assurance, an
exceptionally graceful skater
with the clean lines of a ballerina and the courage to nail the
hardest jumps on the sheet Shi
is desperately hoping to
become the first woman to land
a quadruple jump in compWi
tion but has put that desire
aside for the moment, at the
insistence of coach John Nicks.

66So Thursday night,
Cohen will be the
temptress, hut she won,
tempt fate by attempting
her quad salchow, in all
probability
On important issues, I do
not lose arguments to 17 war
old ladies," said the dry
Englishman.
He did lose one argument,
however, when Cohen insisted
her long program this MMOT
would be skated to the music of
"Carmen" by Bi/et. Nicks Ml
the temptress role was a bit of a
stretch for such a young
woman, but Cohen ditln t want
to budge. The disagreement

went on for days last year.
Then, Nicks was driving to
the rink one day and
"Carmen" played on the radio,
followed by a short commentary on the piece.
"He started describing the
character as beautiful, attractive, tempestuous, flirtatious,
confrontational, arguments
tive. 1 said, 'That's Sasha.' It
was a done deal," Nicks said.
So Thursday night, c ohen
will be the temptress, but she
won't tempt fate by attempting
her quad salchow, in all probability. Not with an Olympic
medal in her hands just for the
keeping. Cohen's marks moved
her past fourth place Hughes.
16, and fifth-plate Man.)
Butyrskaya, 2° — women with
lar show ier resumes — and left
her with an actual shot at winning the competition.
"Anything can happen,"
Cohen said. "I'm |ust excited to
be part of it."
All of the top three women
can claim the gold medal just
by winning Thursday night's
long program. Hughes could
only jump up lor the championship if she won the long,
and Kwan finished no higher
than third. But all live women
are in the medal mix, with the
OUlCOlM ruling on who hits
the difficult jumps — particularly the triple-triple comhm.i
lions — and whose artistry
takes the da)
It would be I mistake to label
aiW skater other than Kwan as

the favorite. She took a heartbreakingly close silver medal in
Nagano, japan four years ago,
behind the U.S.'s Tara Lipinski
and, judging bv past results, this
is her time. In 15 of the IS
Olympic ladies championships,
the gold medal has gone to the
defending world champion.
Kwan has won the last two
work! i hanipioiiships
"You never know what people are going to do," Kwan
said,
looking ahead
to
Thursday night "It's a great
competition, and you have to
be tough. Who's the strongest
wins. Thursday will be a big
night for all of us."
The skating order of the
final group Thursday night
favors the 21-year-old Kwan
allghtly Among the five top
women, the order goes:
Butyrskaya, I lughes, Cohen,
Kwan and Slutskaya, who is 22.
Regardlevs ol how well I lughes
and Cohen skate, the judges
will have to leave room for
Kwan and Slutskaya.
Then Kwan will get to make
her mark, putting pressure on
slutskaya in the process It's a
nice setup, but setups don't
always work. If the top two
women — the ones that have
earned their spots through long
years of competitions — should
stumble and fall, the door could
be Open for a slender temptress
to lure the judges to her side
TM$ column appeared in the
Fed, 20 edition of The
Philadelphia Inquirer.
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ai burning lu return home In Maryland IN the summer, bui need
lo pick up some college credits ai ihc same tune'1 Summer Sessions
200* ai the I Mni) of Man land is ihe perfect way lo keep your
college education on irack Whether mure uiching up or Jtettmg
ahead, the opportune for recreaiion and learning arc infinite.
We ofler more lhan I ,700 graduate ami undergraduate course (hat arc
sure lo (ransier lo your home insuuoon Some sjwial programs include
Foreign language Prvvrams accelerate your S-JIIS in \rabk,
Chines, German, lulian, Japanese and Spanish

ZOOM to

Ntfbmtm btl afO) a arid) ofCOWia in all perform.ng
1
DM including ihcaicr. dance and MS* V

experience Ihe thrill of learning in a world -class venue The new
(larice Smith Performing M Center IV ihc only one Ol it> kind on
any college campus in ihe nation
Summer life on campus is electric play a round of golf Like a
dip in nnr of ihc campus pools nr relax in ihc wide
our I SOO-atN campus Take a short Metro nde lo l> 1 and enioy
museums, art galleries, restaurants and theater
You'll find everything you need to know ai ww » suintm-r.umd riu
where tou cut browse course listings and learn ahoiit (he Nhvsfl) |
vast at .Hlemic and recreaiional resources You can also call
I-877-9M-SPOC for MR information Either way. your summer

SUMMER SESSIONS

is sure 10 be Big v Ufd

-

we throw all kinds of

[obstacles] at you.
tuition isn't one of them.
Sheer cliffs, rope bridges, final exams. With obstacles like these in your way, tuition's the last thing
you should have to worry about. But if you qualify, you can get a 2- or 3-year Army ROTC scholarship
that'll help make life easier over the long haul. Talk to your Army ROTC representative. And get a
leg up on your future.

ARMY ROTC Unlike any other college course you can take.
Sign up for classes now!
Contact Major Chris Love at 568-3633
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Who will welcome the gay channels?

Darts di Pals are submitted anon\nuHi\t\
and printed tm a sj*nea\ tillable basis.
, Submissions art based upon one person s
opinion of a given situation person or event
and do not necessarily nrflect the truth

Recent announcements of
plans to launch two competing cable channels targeted
to gay audiences have put
the issue of gay visibility on
center screen.
First, Showtime and MTV,
two divisions of Viacom,
sketched out the design for
their still-unnamed gay channel that will be a part subscriber, part advertising-based
network. A few days later,
MDC Entertainment Group's
AIM-TV said it also was planning a gay cable channel, this
one fully advertising-based.
Meanwhile, Canada's fourmonth-old
gay
channel,
PrideVision, is considering
expanding into the American
market, according to the

Pats

E-mail dans and pals to hreezedp&hotmail.com

Pat-

Dart...

A 'there's-rMng-for-your-buck'pat to
the Climbing Tree Movie House (or offering great "slightly used" movies, great
popcorn and great service, all for under $5.
Where else can you find a deal like that?

A "pelt-fruit-elsewhere" dart to the
annoying boys who think it's funny to
throw fruit at our building on their way
back from I' lull leaving several crusty
apple and orange marks on our window.

From sophomores u*o think that anyone
who pays close to i8 for a ticket at the chain
theater should seriously rc-evalute their personal finance skills.

Sent in by two freshmen girls who hope
that you boys will gel some better aim.

Dart...
A "way-to make mc embarrassed ofthe-peoplel-go to-school-with" dart to all
the people who left without clearing their
trays during the fire drill at 11 I..ill
From a student who couldn't help feeling
very ball for the employees ofD-hall who Itad to
clean up after you.

Pat...

Consider, for example,
how long it look for the

Ontario Financial Post.

Stack these announcements on top of a television
grid that already features
numerous gay-centric shows
"Will
&
Grace"
and
Showrime's "Queer as Folk,"
and it might seem that gays
have won the battle for mainstream cultural acceptance.
But the war is far from over.
Visibility is one thing; acceptance quite another. Consider,
for example, how long it took
for the idea of a gay channel to
fly. In spite of the much-touted
economic clout of the gay
community, the newly proposed gay channels are miles
(and years) behind veteran
cable networks like Black
bntertainment
Television,
Telemundo and
Lifetime
Television. When announcing
the new Viacom venture, Mark

A "big-thank-you" pat to the guy
who took the time to warn us that someone was on our balcony. It is nice to
know that people are concerned about
other's safety.
From the girls in their pajamas wlio were so
preoccupied with watching the Olympics that
//in/ didn 1 rtalizc wliat was going on outside.

PatA "thanks-for-making-my-CPR-class-

Dart...
A "way to-put-down-America-with-

even-more-worthwhile" pat to the hot
instructor with dreadlocks.

your-unpatriotic-and-unappreciativeremarks" dart to 2 Skinnee J's.

Sent in by an attcntiiv student eager to
learn Hie art of mouth-to-mouth.

From a patriotic junior tvho was disgusted
to hear you state that we are at war bombing
citizens. Did you forget what Al-qatda is and
what it did to our country?

"A link to an online
love quiz sending my
responses to my entire
high school."

Greenberg, executive vice
president for business development at Showtime, cited a
research figure claiming that
gay Americans' spending
power may be as hefty as $350
billion a year. Whether that
figure is inflated or not, the
New York Times notes that
"gay adults are an increasingly attractive audience for
many
advertisers,
both
because of their relatively
high spending and because
they are often in the vanguard
of certain cultural trends "

idea of a gay channel

toffy
The dawning of a proposed
gay channel brings up memories of the not-so-distant past
when advertisers often were
scared away from gay-friendly
programs like "thirtysomething" by right-wing conservative groups like the American
Family Association th.it lhrc.it
ened to boycott.
But in this age of rampant
capitalism, it s not surprising
that the bite of gay buying
power is beginning to outweigh the bark of conservative
anti gay groups. Ccne Falk,

"My Christmas e-mail
was a hot Santa Claus
stripping."

Robyn Delman

Lydia Parks

freshman, undeclared

freshman, art history

"7 don't get e-mail. I
hate computers."

TIGHE WALL/nw.awlnf phaugmpher

senior vice president for the
MTV digital media group,
told the New York Times that
part of the reason for defining
the gay channel as a pay service is that it would help
avoid protest from religious
and other conservative groups
who might object.
"No one who doesn't want
this will ever see this channel,"
said Falk.
Conquering
Madison
Avenue is no small task, but
if gay visibility is strictly
driven
by
bottom-line
money concerns, how representative will the images we
see on gay channels and
elsewhere really be?
That question won't be
answered until about a year
from now when Viacom hopes
to launch its gay cable venture.
In the meantime, the gay community has reacted with hopeful visions and virtually unanimous praise to the news of the
proposed gay cable stations,
and with good reason. There
may be underlying concerns
about how the new gay networks will deal with diversity
of representation, elitism and
other issues but any development that pulls gay culture out
of the shadows of the closet
.unl Into the light of the mainstream has the potential to
eventually
bring
greater
acceptance of gays in society.
If for no other reason than
that, I'll definitely be tuning in.
This column was prepared for

The Progressive Media Project
by Andrea
Lewis,
Francisco-baseil writer.

San

"My V-day e-mail was
a guy dancing around
^ with my name tattooed
on his butt."

Ashley Thomas

Michele Rubenstein

junior, English

freshman. ISAT

w

a

Topic: What is the most entertaining e-mail you've received?
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ICE: CJRKAM
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56 East Wolf Street. Hamsonburg, Va (540) 433 6980

ACME

(540) 943-6587
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Use Tins Coupon For

Rent 1, Get 1 Free

THE LOOK

Corner of University Blvd
and Reservoir St
(Across from Sheetz)
Walking Distance from
SunChase. Stone Gate. Blue Ridge.
Potomac & Chesapeake

Total Body Spa
HAIRSTYLING -TANNING • MASSAGE -TATTOOS • PIERCING

3 Months ofTanning $75

Save 10% onTattoos A Piercing

Haircut $12

Buy 12 Tanning Visits $27
and get 6 more free!

Conditioning Treatment $10

Full Body Massage $30

Perms $35

Highlights $40

Complete information is on WWW.SKVd jVGOratige■ COlTl

(Bring This Ad)

433.PAPA

Late Night Special
Large One Topping Pizza and Bread Stix

$10.00

|

Rt. 33 east (next to Werutys. across from Pargos)

564 - 2770

*£

l

SiuKUy-Thundly Only Exp. 3/1/02 _

Candie's Spa

x—

JMU student discounts
348-3759

ACme VideO

CALL US

Freefall almost a minute

1 (877) DIVE SKY

Nights at Acme

433 "3322

One day first jumps, and a staff dedicated to keeping you and
your fellow JMU students skydiving at SKYDIVE ORANGE

from the area's largest and
safest skydiving aircraft from
2 1/2 miles high on your
first skydive

433.9181

' _

VIDEO"

SKYDIVE!
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Relationships
require sacrifice
RELATIONSHIPS, H mpage f
body I know can put on their
u-Minu' I it-1 l.i i it I v uin I.
Instead "i maintain'
Ing tin- marital commltmenl
.int.. working through the
problem together, many
people i noose to run away
■ind find "love" elsewhere, I
place lova in quotations
because it people si« M iiim^
to run away from .» relation•lup because ol .1 problem,
then die) don'l understand
what love really ii
1 tn >• Isn't the feeling "i
excitement thai we teal
upon glancing at that ips
cial member ol the opposite
sex. It isn't the flutter ol
butterflies m our stomachs
.is we first talk to the BttTBC
live >^irI or bo) in our class.
h Ian t even that sense ol
anxiet)
or nervousness
before we MV our wedding

VOWS In t-H t. I WOllId go
so far .is to MI that love
Isn't a feeling at all, but an
ad To love aomeone is to
give yourself to them, to
sacrifice yourself for the
good
of that
person
Ultimate love would mean
ultimate sacrifice.
How man) people these
days -ire willing to do that?
If that's true, then wouldn't
the ultimate love be the ultimate selflessness? Wouldn't
a person's sblllt) to love
depend inversely on how
selfish he »>r she Is? in that
case, when we tell a person
that we lo\ <■ them, shouldn't
we be willing to give things
up for them1 Mow much are
we w tiling to git e up to
make 1 relationship work?

\raiHer 1- a teniot
SMAP major who dottn'l
, 'aim I 1 bi an experi m
retalionship$,

College students deserve tax break for contributing to society
While it is essential that the
tax code be rewntten to make tot
equal treatment for everyone, it
also is essential that the taxes
paid bv certain individuals really
make sense concerning their situation. That's where deductions
come in. I'd like to focus on one
group .is an example ol how
deductions can make an equitable system cater toward those
who contribute to society in different ways.
i Ine deduction I propose is a
deduction of $100,000 for college
students It you attend a college
or university, you pay income
tax on onlv the amount you
make that exceeds $100,000.
That may sound silly at first, but
it sounds silh for the same reaI0n that it makes sense Hie rea
soiling behind setting the deduction so high is simply because
tor all intents and purposes no
college students make that
much money.
What the deduction eftst Lfc S
ly does is allow college students
u I keep e\ erv dollar we earn. But

All -NewWide Screen
Stereo
Surround
Sound in
Auditorium t
Onlyi

Thursday-Saturday Open Until 3 a.m.
Sunday-Wednesday Open Until 1 a.m.

Don't Forqfl Smokin' Pi.q
for Graduation Catorincj.

Pork BBQ Sandwich
w/Fries & Drfnk
83.99

, |
! |
l i

SHOWTIMES
Mon.-Frl.
7 also 9:30 p m.

rxplr.-. SSHK

Sit. & Sun.

W

Caribbean Tan
(includes basic & upgrade beds)

The Largest Tanning salon in Harrisonburg
(.ocated in the Food Lion Shopping Center
next to Little Caesar's Pizza

•

' •

-

*'

V K I I« >I

S I l«

.5

.» %

rTS

^

rill a few four bedroom Y^
) apartments available!! (y

No roommate? No Problem! *
Roommate matching available

4,„l

\J2vniied SzZvada&UL^
3 bedroom JBcft"
I

With J.A.C.
Card $2.50
(11 00 discount)

Coming soon:
Training Day
The Majeatlc
Tha Laat Caetle
Harry Potter
Monatera Ine.
Thirteen Ghoata

. 7 •'. &

ILc&fftyr ILiiwiimg
I^Ckdt

Vanilla Sky R

S3.50

There will be a lot of free food and
Live music from Danger Rangerz!!

Sunday hours extended - now open until 9pm!!

cJ'Lviinders

H

•4 Kung Pool ran

All Seats

Kick off to Spring Break tarty
Wednesday February 27 at 5:00 PA

Unlimited until Spring Break (3/2/02)
$25

433 - 9989

#1 Joy Ride *
»? Orange County Poll!

Come join the fun

'

"37
W

>i./

Rocky
Godfather
James Bond

2-4:30- 7* 9:30 p m

Try a New
]
Dell Sandwich and <jet a ,
FREE Medium Drink
i

I '

i-.pl r.-« rVSKH

Oona With the Wind
Wiiard ol Of
3001 Space Odyaeey
Star Trek

College ParkAshby Crossing

T

A.-W-.V^7

and all classes.
This idea exemplifies the idea
of equity by giving all people the
same opportunity to gain this
benefit by simply going to school.
Unlike other systems in which

Call 801-8570 for Sp.-ti.il Rales (or Birthdays, Groups & Schools

ED
lownrnwn::

among all sge groups, all mess

CLIMBINGTREE MOVIEHOUSE
v/vi i i v rvi /\ i i

373 N. Mason St.

t^rc^ok/^,

the deduction is allowed for
something that is at best neutral
to society and at worst detrimental to society, this deduction actually encourages something, education, that benefits society as a
whole as well as the individual
who gains the direct benefit of
the tax relief. Finally, it demonstrates how a tax can take into
account different situations while
still treating all people equally.
Those who are contributing to
society in some other way, such
as educating themselves, are not
asked to contribute as much
money as others. Getting an education only is one way of contributing to society. Many others
,irv imaginable.
University students deserve a
benefit for all the work we do,
allowing us a huge deduction
would give us a little more
money and possibly help many
stay in school when they would
otherwise be forced out.
Tliis slpry appeared in the Feb. 20
iiiilkm cflhe Arkansas Traveler at
the University ofArkansas.

CARL AND MARY HAYNES WELCOME YOU TO

$8.99

*v
*

tin.itni.il reasons SO stay in .ind
gel their degree.
Since college students arc
doing so much through their
work in school to help their country in the future, their contribution to society must be taken into
account The deduction would
serve to help the future of our
country better prepare for tumor n>v\ I nis idea of investing in the
future is important and should
not be overlooked.
The beauty of a tax deduction
is that it isn't an investment,
because the money is no longer
the government's money. The
government simply will step
■Stds and allow those who
remain in good standing at an
institution of higher learning to
keep their money. Bv doing so, it
will
encourage
education

Coming toon - old claealc movleat
For kids, famHIee and all ages'

UNDER NEW
OWNERSHIP
ANO MANAGEMENT

MEDIUM 1 TOPPING
SINGLE BREADSTICKS
2 LITER PEPSI

433-4800

why should some people be
shielded from paying taxes while
others an left out in the cold?
From the perspective of
almost everyone who reads this
it is clear why college students
should be shielded from paying
faxes Simply put, we're poor.
Many of us work double time,
going to class and working a job
S3 pay our bills. By working
hard to gain an education, college students are performing a
service to the country by
increasing the educated population of the country. Also, by
going to school we are in. nMM
Dig our earning potential.
By increasing the number of
people in the educated workforce and increasing the amount
of jobs necessary to fill all the
demands of those who make
more money, college students
are working now to help the economic well being of Amen, a
Also, not taxing college students
likely would have the benefit of
allowing many students who
are forced out of school for
—BUSINESS
Office 801-8570

_ _ Coupon^ _ _

•*•

FROM THE WIRE

REED LUTHANEN

r

b"aJUfth

1191 Devon Lane
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
432-1001
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by Patrick Bredland
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call Stephanie at
X86749 or enall naleonaj

\

Cinnastix!!!
It Doesn't Set Better Than

FREE!
Buy 2 Medium 1 -Topping Pizzas
For $13.99 And Get
FREE Cinnastix OP Breadsticks!
Afo/ F6«d FWrA ^ny Other Offer
Serving CSAT/Port Rd
Serving JMU West Campus
& North Harrisonburg
& South Main St.
433-3111
433-2300

ITS ALL ABOUT
THE SNOW BUCKSV
MARCH 3-6 81 10-13

-•- '* '

i
Spend youi spring break .11 Snowshoo Mountain, I Ivu rnicii.iinmeuj. On
Slope Games. Win Snow Bucks ihm you can use lO^Ru^Skls,
Snowboards, fehlrts and More During the Snow Buck Auction! v
Take nn additional sioo
off your total p.u L.i'.n price when you call today!

4 ltlghts/4 days as low as

5>152 ♦ STUDENT
IV

MN

to mention booking code SB0"

• Saw 50% an i Nights lodging
• Special : i Student 11
• i P.IV Studeni Ski Rental'
Package ten Only »'

877-44 I-4FUN
www.snovvshocmtn.com
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HOROSCOPES
Todays Birthday (Feb. 21). You'rv po* big and . tinging, Liking on new rcsponsibiliUM Vou'ff mil the MOM person vou WBffB [Ml MN way ot s,vin>; wursoll is }uttfficfr
tion tor tjno-tunjn^ your personal environment Make i! til tin- new you. Or, maybe
simpler, just move. Get a new sound svsiem. too

Daily rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the
most challenging.

Aries (March 21-April 19)
mm Today is a 7 - Youll BOOfl he part
^^^i tin' m.nor hurdle. Wail until
^^W >°" '*' I0M yoil re ile.ir of it
before turning up the power
There II be a better opportune to MI.IU h
the prize tomorrow.
Taurus (April 20-May 20)
^^i Today is a 6 - Don t spend reck4B^)lt-sslv even tor ,1 mn>d rt\ison
U*W 'Recklessly means anything vou
can't afford There II be plenty of
temptations, but true friends won't trv to
talk vou into them.
Gemini (May 21-June 21)
Today is a 7 - You continue to be
very convincing. With a little
^ help from a committed friend
and a technical whiz, you can
produce exactly what's required. This
could bring in some big buck*. M keep at it.

ft$

Cancer (June 22-July 22)
Today is a 7 - You sure h,r
on your mind, and some ol it
may be troublesome. If you need
to make some changes, now is
the time. Adjust vour course so that
you'll end up in the right place.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
^^ -v Today is a 7 - Keep your mono
fcj in your pocket. Accept a friend ^^yj offer to pick up the tab. You've
done it for them in the past let
them return the favor. Don't stay out too
Lite, either Your sweetheart would get upset
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sepl. 22)
^ ft|0 Today is a 6 - Continue to st.in.i
~£^M at attention, crisply dressed, and
J^kM give vour report. \o need to be
nervous, even under intense
interrogation. After what you ve been
through, this is easy

Libra (Sept. 23-Ocl 22)
-1. II Ad.i,
- is ,»n K Work mtorloros
ith ^ I
»r possibly
.' other way around. Friends
who want to tell you all the
latest news could interfere. Be firm. Stkk
to your schedule, or you'll be working
all night.

5Bte

Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Today is a 7 - You can add stability to a tense situation. Don't get
Ml kloss and throw away more
money than vou can afford. This
is no time to gamble, but you might profit by taking a carefully calculated risk
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Today is a 7 - Arc you rearrangj^X ine, turniture again to make room
R^^ for someone else, either in your
home or in your heart' Your
status quo is disrupted hut its for a
good n
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
&Today is a 6 - Expansion can
Pfk. cause confusion. You're into new
f&Q territory, so il'i logical lh.it you'll
encounter new problems. Toss
outgrown assumptions as you gain reallife experience.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
j^ft Today is a 7 - Don't let vour trusjP trations knock you oil track. So
5^\^ what if things don t go exactly is
planned? You don t have time to
let vour ego get in the way.

Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)
j^k
Iod.ty is a 7 - There s a lot going
P^r on- You may wish you could
J^\ done yourself. Good scheduling
will help. Make something you
need for your home or for a roommate
lop priority.

CROSSWORD
1

ACROSS
1 Spree
5 Small vipers
9 Look afler
14 Gen. Bradley
15 Mets stadium
16 the way (facilitated)
17 George Harrison
song
19 Dunne of
Hollywood
20 More lathery
21 Man's title
23 Decay
24 Bancroft and
Baxter
26 Woodland deities
28 Turn away
31 Devour
33 Flood barriers
35 Fruit concoction

36 "For _ the Bell
Tolls"
39 Dined
40 Tyrants
43 Marie Saint
44 Categorize
46 Lid
47 Hush-hush
49 Sang in the Alps
52 Ready
53 Stroked lightly
55 Dance music
57 Team cheer
58 Little legume
60 Suffocate
64 In reserve
66 Bernstein and
Sondheim song
68 Mortise's partner
69 Asian sea
70 Gannon College
city
71 Bordered
72 Bombard
73 Wharf
DOWN

1 H. _ Perot
2 "Typee" sequel
3 Cradle call
4 Get ready

2
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SOLUTIONS TO LAST ISSUE'S PUZZLE:

5 Pale
6 Former English
counties

7 Corral
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8 Droops
9 Corkscrew shape
10 Hearing organ
HFIeetwoodMac
song
12 Pavarotti's voice
13 "Waiting for Lefty"
dramatist
18 Delicately colored
22 Small landmasses
25 Exchanged
27 Haul
28 Woe is me!
29 Presidential
stopper
30 Jody Watley song
32 Fuss
34 Leave the Union
37 Above
38 Damon of "Good
Will Hunting"
41 Actor Mlneo
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Manatee
Small child
Dressed
Rely

51 Dreary
53 Chatter
54 Relaxed
56 Small, silvery fish
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59 Urgent letters?
61 Sub sandwich
62 Guitarist Clapton
63 Stink to high
heaven
65 Rabbit female
67 Mineral in the raw

—Tribune Media Services

fill/Vou MnEah Pizza Wet
30 ToppinL Salad Baf
Desert Pizias
Pasta Bar
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ABC On!
ubs-Check out qu^Banquet Room
Thursday: Alpine Recess, 8 p.m.
18 & up, $3 at door
Friday's: Kereoke Night
Saturday's: College Night
w/ DJ Groove 8:30-12:30
($1.00w/collegel.D.)
Sunday's: NASCAR on Fox

Renfafter hours for priuate parties
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Waking
Up
With
Early

Story by senior writer Terrence Nowlin • Art by graphics editor Stephanie Nelson
SMAD and SCOM professor
Roger Soenksen shuttlethrough a stack ol papers lo
check for errors. He Ml
another sip of coffee. After a
hard workout of weight training junior Matt QUIT/*' is
running his fourth or fifth mile
through Harnsonburg The sidewalk
is silent except lor the clap of feet
■Jong tlie concrete. Quer/e and
Soenkaen hive little in common, but
they're both up before the sun.
In a college town where night owls
rule tin- scene, early-rising individuals
are few and far between. That doesn't
keep SotnkMn tmm doing it every day.
"I find I drag when I deep in. I
h.i\ e less energy during the day"
Soenksen said, Soenksen's definition of
sleeping in differs from others mnsid
enng his alarm ckKk is set for 5 a.m.
I he professor admited he hasn i
always Urn an earlv bird Irving to
get the worm. The trend started
UDUnd lu74, U' said, when he was in
graduate school and found tile bad
time to utilize the library was earlv in
the morning.
It was a good time lo study,"
Soenksen said, because he had access
to more resounes hHWUII S 90 and 6
a.m. than at other tinn*. during the day
Now Socnksen gets up tor a differ-,
ent kind of schoolwork. He uses his
early morning time to prepare tor the
.l.i\ ahead ol him.
I lie organization doesn't only take
pi.1.1- Ire mi his briefcase at home in
tlie morning. He is in his office prior
to many students rolling back the
.overs I normallv have come in to
the ottos helore my [daughters] are
up to be sure I have everything," he
saul ot his daily plan to be lead) lot
111". . I.lsseTraditionally dreaded bv stu-

dents, 8 a.m. classes are usually a
part of Soenksen's daily schedule.
"The only time I stopped teaching B
a.m. classes was when mv kids were
growing up and couldn't be
dropped off |at school] until close to
8 a.m.," he said.
Soenksen's daily chime to gel up
early makes him feel better during
the day and even has helped his test
attendance. He said the number ol
makeup tests he gives has
decreased markedly since he implemented a Saturdav morning test
makeup policy.
"It worked out better lo have il
earlier on a Saturday morning so it
didn't conflict with other classes and
work lor mv studcnls ami mvsell I
think students weigh that and think
it's better to take it with the . lass "
That makeup policy pnibably
w-ould bother others more than
QuVMj an Kt 11 ( Ranger Qucr/c
lives in the-off-campus Hanger House
and regularly gets up with the ml
dents of the house for their earlymorning workout
Ihe Rangers are up tour to five
davs a week al the dark hour of S
a m . heavily concentrating on their
workouts Tlx'ir workouts unhide different kinds of weight training and
lour- to seven-mile runs w ith or without hca\ \ mihtarv backpacks and
upper-body workouts.
The extra training time found in
the morning is needed to prepare the
Rangers tor the Ranger I halleiiee
win-re they compete against Rangers
of other tolleges
Quer/e said he doesn't make up
sleep for getting up earlv I think we
trv (to get to bed earlv], but it doesn I
happen. We get an average ot lour to
live hour-, ol deep/ he said ol his
inghth sleep allotment "We get up

earlier than most ol the regular
ROTCgm,
What Quer/e niav not realize,
hoWtVCfl is th.it not getting an adc,|ii.ite amount ol deep COUld have
detrimental effect*. According to the
Nation.il Sleep Foundation

tpjcwtulation trg\ deep li
essential for good health mental and
emotional linn Honing In addilion.
lack of sleep can . aiise lite to be
more stresstul ,n^\ , ause you to IT
less pns.hu live
iin-- is not to s.n, Imwevei, that
getting up earlv is had tor vour
he.illh Tluie aic .i.uial health benehts trom rising earlv in the morning.
I inda Smith, ass.M,ile dlieiloi Of DM
Health Center, said, "When you can
own your own morning. '' cuts down
on recklessness I lllllik we all feel better when we are prepare.i and able lo
lake i.lle ol otilschcs.
While Quer/e chtM>ses to get up
earl) with the Rangers during mosi ol
the week. In- ihooses against it on the
days the Rangers don't tram. Ihe
occasional break proves to be n-slful,
but Quer/e still advocates getting up
earlv 'Whin | gg |0 mv lust cleat, I'm
mentalh' tocused." he Mid
Although classes on dimpiis don't
start until K a.in . some students make
use ol the early morning hours to
earn inoncv.
"I got hen' at I. am this morning,
senior Stephanie Wester a URECffr
ness trainer, said. Wester said thai
e.nh I Kl t eniplovi-e has ,m ope'ning
slnit every other buck or few shiits
Otherwise -h,. s,,„| ..he wouldn't norinaliv b( al the Miles- cclllel so early.
She said she'd like lo OODH away from
tlie |ob with ihe desire to DC up without the encouragement of work. "I
honesth wish I could make mvsell
gel up earlv bet IUM I I""! hke I in

ileepuiH no da) away
Both Wester and co-worker lunior
lason Walsh admit to needing a
replenishing nap during the da) to
compelaaia tor rJeep kM on opening
dayi hut Walsh still hkes ihe earh
schedule. "I like getting up earh and
getting my classes ln M, | |,|V1. ||H. n~,t
ot the A,\\ Insv ' he s.,„| W,,|sh ..lid
he d rather h.n e the Opening -lo"
than , I,is,-.it night
Junior Kane I oonej also has an
opening ihifl lor an important job.
She has to gel hersell oul of bed as
well as wake the grogg) ,,„..,s a.m.
crowd I'ouring energizing coffees
and leas for students at lavlor

Down Under is ■omething she -aid

■he ihoose- to do al the earh hour
ol 7 a.m "I |ust feel half the da] It
wasted il I sleep in loo long," she
said. Even on days she doesn't
work, the s.n - ■ne'j up by 8 a.m.,
laying "I have trouble lipping m. It
would make DM feel sluggish lo
wake up later."
While maiq -Indents are lip earh
to make mOTM) or work out. sophomore Volt Bradford npirjiinli the
college crowd with the opposite
s.hedlile
I lie reason I ,|0n t get Up
earlier is Ix'iausc I'm a huge proira.
tinator. so I don't start mv homework
until late I tiaep late to M my full
■Dormant of sleep," Bradford laid. For
Hradlord and many others si.mng up
until 2 or .1 a.m on a weekda) i- "ot
strange, but a part ot lite requiring
daylight hours to be slept away the
following morning.

Man) people S.SIH i,, make the
Choice Ol sh-epmg late lo ulnnld their
energy Hut while mey are probably
-till getting I" l1"""' "I tew minutes
ol sleep, people around campus have
enorgoti. alh been lip lor hour- at
their |ol>s or getting ready lor tin da\
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Who will take their places?
To apply, submit a cover letter, resume and five clips
Art Director:
• Oversee photography for by Friday at 5 p.m. to:
• Oversee artistic elements

Photo Editor:

The Breeze
• Manage a staff of photographers
• Ensure quality photography for all sections

of producing The Breeze
Jeanine Gajewski, Editor-in-Chief
• Work with sections to
The Breeze office (Basement of Anthony-Seeger) create eye-catching designs
or email them to:

the_breeze@jmu.edu
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c International flair

J C"\

Salsa, polka, lango — learn the lechniques of international dances Friday
at the International Dance Evening.
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"If you've ever been to [a store like
Wal-Mart], you know someone needed to make a movie about it."
JESSICA MATHIS

"Happy Mart" screen writer,
co-producer
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See story below

Paths and influences

An interview
with ludacris
BY ADRIAN BAKOJAS
AND ANDY LYNCH

contributing writers
IVX/M Deejays A-Beats and
lynch intervieunl t.iulacris backstage at the Convocation Center
Saturday, Feb. 16, 2002. Deejay
A-Bcalsison88.7FM Diesdays
from 10 p.m. to midnight and
Deejay Lynch is on Thursdays
from 10 p.m. to midnight.
So how has the tour been
going so far?
This is our fourth night so far.
We've had three shows. I
mean it's been real good 90 far
— had a real good turnout.
And I mean the audience
response lias been ridiculous;
it's been real crazy, so I'm fedbig real good about myself,
What do you prefer — doing
the smalt college towns or the
big city clubs. What is your
favorite?
As long as the sound is nght,
man, it doesn't matter. I could
be performing in front of one
person, I could be performing
in front of a million people. It
all feels good. Of course the
more people that are there the
more you get into it. So it doesn't redly matter as long as the
sound is right. It doesn't really
matte to me; I'm gonna give
my all no matter who is in
there or no matter how manypeople. But the larger audi
ences are definitely better.
How is this album (Word of
Mouf, released Nov. '01) different from the first one?
Well, everything I do, I basically try to outdo myself. So you
know, it's older, wiser, and
KIM* .illy I'm getting better.
You know, practice makes perfect. That's why I called it
Word of Mouf.
Did you find that you were
under more pressure on this
album, being that it was your
second LP? Or did you feel
that you were more free
because you already had that
under your belt?
I would say that I am a real
level-headed person, so I
never really felt picwure. I
turn pressure into energy. It
will just make me work harder I never really felt any pressure. 1 just did me. All I gotta
do is hear a beat that makes
me want to write to it and I'm
there It was nothing man. A
lot of it was doing things while
I was on the road with
t hitk.ist 1 was just recording
on the road. I really wasn't
under much pressure at all.

logo by CINDY TINKhKfe
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A Student Government Association at-large senator, Resident Adviser and student, sophomore LeVar Stoney keeps a full plate and positive attitude.

Sophomore LeVar Stoney strives for excellence through involvement
BY JAMES TURNACE

loniributit'x writer
7Ms 1- the fir>i in it aereft a/eforiai
tumbling the lives of several
African-Amvru an stiulents at
}MU, in conjunction with Black
History Month.
Are we living the dream of
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr> I
think we can. Do we know what
it means to live the life of an
African-American student? I
think we can. Can we enjoy the
CuJtUfll differences and intellectual view points that AfricanAmencan students bring to this
campus? I think we 1 .in
African-American History
Month, or Black History Month,
allows manv a chance to step
out of their comfort zones and
reach lor something greater.
King's dream of unity may be
realized when our community
embraces the diversity of its
members. The paths that lead

young adults to JMU are myriad, "journeys in Color" will
explore the personal backgrounds and paths of several
African- Americans at JMU.
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He is a leader for
ourfamily.
— Marvis Stoney
LeVar Sidney's hrnihrr

LeVar Marcus Stoney is a
sophomore politic.)) ->« ien. e
major who firmly believes in the
need for leadership and
strength. His goals include
becoming the first African
American Student tiovernment
Association president at JMU.
the first African-American

Virginia ekxted senator and to
provide love, hope and direction for the people who are
placed in his lite
Stoney — the student.
Resident Ad\ iser, at-large senator. Diversity Affairs committee
chair, advocator of AfricanAmerican issues and older
brother plans to run an SGA
presidential campaign to his
1 :< .i.lv busy schedule. Effluent
time management is Stoney's
key to juggling his responsihilites, he said.
Marvis Stoney, I eVar's
younger brother, said, "[LeVar)
is my brother, but he is more
than a brother. 1 le is like my
father. I do what he tells me to
He is | leader tor our family."
Stonev was horn to a 13war old mother and | I1'\ear
old father in Long Island. NY.
He was named after actor 1-eVar
Burton and civil nghts leader

'Happy Mart' indie flick
to be filmed locally

How ions if touring with
Outkast?

BY GEOFF LATIU,IPFE

It WM ilelinitely a good thing.
I feel like we helped each other
out. 1 was exposed to an audience that necessarily would
not see me, and some of my
audience saw them. So it was
a give-and-take situation.
Who was your favorite artist
or producer to work 101'f/i?
Favorite producer to collaborate with would have to be
j Timbaland just because he
works so fast, and all the bears
he does aa* hot. He is ridiculous. Juices start flowing in my
brain as soon as I hear .1
Timbaland beat. So I would
hate 111 say that is my Etvortte
producer to work with.
WJ10 are you gonna be dropping with next?
Probably Dr. Dre for sure
How did you get the name
Ludacris?
My first name is Chris, and
Ludacris means beyond crazy,
ridiculous — which describes
me as a person, my live perlormant-es, my music, everything. That's were it came
from a long time ago.
Mr QiA, page IS

provide Stoney with all he
needed. She left Stoney in the
Can ol Ins lather, Marvin
Stoney Mid grandmother, Mary
stonev She visited as often as
she could and did the whole
mother' thing," Stoney said.
Stoney's family moved to
v
ork lown, Va. when Stoney
was in the first grade. His father
was unable to complete high
school with the pressures of a
new lamily, he never was able to
JO KK k and get In- diploma. He
worked two jobs trying to provide for Stoney and his younger
brother, Marvis. Having conKARI N Kl PI I I W-\hiffptuxoitniphrr cluded that children need a parSophomore LeVar Stoney aims ent around who is not busy
high and maintains a busy life. working two full-time jobs,
Man us (iarve\ Mi1- Mrst and Man in Stonev lei! his two sons
middle names, rooted in French m the »are of their grandmother
and l>atin. roughly translate to He visited on weekends and
fthvayi lived within 10 minutes.
"the warlike changer." Stone)
Young Stoney kxtked to his
said his mother tried her best,
but realized that she could not
sec PATHS, page 18

•UIIIRKYVVIE I lAMS/ronrnAMMilAMBOTphr
Seniors Michael Base and Justin Tolley share personal anecdotes In Fragments' at Theatre II.

'Fragments' explores identity
b">

KATIE

HOLT

staff writer
We all tike to talk about our
selves Who we are, what we
feel, what we want. But it's
scary to just lay yourself out tin
the table like that. So we convey
such things through anecdotes
and stones about things that
have happened to us. And we
hope, perhaps subconsciously,
that our stories will reveal who
we really are.
"Fragments," the latest pro-

duction at Theatre II. turns
these attempts into a theatneal
production
"It's a play about human
interaction," said junior Mu hael
Dove, the director.
"Fragments" is built around
eight characters: four men and
four women, none of whom aa'
given names. Each character
ranges in age from 20 to f»s
years old. The show opens with
these
characters
reading
proverbs to one another and

then breaking ofl into various

Mortal about uSeniaalvai
Freshman Clark Nesselnxlt.
who plays Alan 4" in the show,
said "Fragments" examines
how people OOma to terms with
what is important in life.
"(It's about) people just
(vanning and people drawing
to the end ol their lives," he said.
I heir Mortal an' reminiscent.
revealing and sometimes shocking. It's through these stories
see VNIQVF.. page 18

contributing writer
Far from the Ferraris, silicone
and
big-studio
lots
of
Hollywood, a filmmaking venture has come to Harrisonburg,
providing a unique opportunity
for JMU students as the film's
producers are seeking out local
talent for all areas of production
"Happy Mart," a spoof
about working in a VVal \1.nt
type setting, to be filmed in the
Valley at the beginning oi the
summer, is getting enormous
Internet hype and calls from
major Hollywood production
companies that want to take
over the project.
It's really a great opportunity for anyone who wants to be
discovered."
said
Marvin
1'edigo. owner of the Alpha
Impressions 215f> production
company in Mt. Jackson and
producer of the film "We want.
more than anything, to use this
as a vehicle for new, undiscovered talent on both sides of the
camera. We've been contacted
by big players out m I lollywood
who want to take over and add
name stars in the mix, but that's
not our focus. We want to bring
the industry to the Vallev "
Screenwriter and co-producer lessica Mathis said, "We
really want to jump-start the
careers of everyone working on
the project"
Mathis noted the siinilan

ties between this and the lowbudget indie cult classic "The
Blair Witch Project." " I think
it'll be bigger than 'Blair;
Witch,'" she said, "because •
everyone can relate to Wal- ■
Mart and the fact that there's a !
lot of humor to be found in *
everyday life."
"If you've ever been to one .
of these types ot Btof8Bj you ;
know someone mvded to make •
.1 iiovie about it." Mathis saul ■
"This project is going to be big "
ior everyone involved."

-6 6Wewant... to use this i
as a vehicle for new,
undiscovered talent on \
both sides of the
camera.
— Marvin Fedigo

Alphjlmprevsions 2155 owner ■

Mathis approached Pedigo
with the idea for the film after i
Alpha Impressions' plans fell
through on another project
due to the events of Sept. II,
2001. The two kept in touch
Over the Internet while Mathis
completed a script.
see HAPPY, page 18
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The other side of the podium

BECKY OABRlEL/nuff p(K»,ijiu/*f'
The cast of "Carnival" sing their hearts out this week at Latlmer-Shaeffer Theatre.

'Carnival' conies to life
BY TRICIA FRI NVILLI

contributing writer

The drcua rolled into
I atimer Shaeffer
rhtatre
HieBday ni^ht in "Carniv.il."
carting with it .1 band <>i bitter,
angr) big-top performers,and
itrangely enough, ,r"»' love.
in. musical, directed by
ScoH Vleta, 1-- Mi in the French
countryside in 1953 and ia
baaed on the lit«p oi .1 U
old orphan named 1 ili Oullicr
[played by tenior
Innity
li.ikrri I di meeti me strange
cirniv.il si.iti and landa .1 job
She naiveh falli In love with
Marco, Ihe magkian and
womanizer (played by senioi
Bri.in Laycock) ind blindly
fbUowi him .1 round.
Sha has conversations with
puppet! housed in ■> t.ill. purple booth where mey prompt
her to find out wh.it real!)
make ha happ) As it turns
out, her song I ove Makes ihe
v\orid c.i) Round," answers
th.ii question
l he audience It drawn in by
IhegUtzand >;lami>ur of thedr
cus. tost like I ih Bright lights
.ind coiorful banners draped
acroaf the itagc>i bright red
trailer-- and .1 large, wide tent
make the sudfence feel .is
though [fa really sitting under
the "Bi>; fop
VI.I to the scenario an
am) of hre breaming charac

teiSj -1 snake charming dancer
and puppeteers, and the circus
truly comes alive on stage. The
musical introduces the French
Setting M one character walks
to the Btage wearing a red beret
and .1 aoui tied around his
neck while playing a tune on

the a< (ordlon
l Ili wears a straw hat a mod
est button-down shirt and plaal

ed skirl which contrftxrte to her
innocent image Each MM tiling
she eno "inters excites her, much
like .1 ilnld Marco speaks a
Spanish word and I LU'a axcMs
ment is contagious as she
sxdaims, "Oh that*sSparnshi He
spoke S|Mnish'"
Laycock plays Marco, an
arrogant, lust-driven magi
cian who seas Lili as a new
conquest. He wears an ascot
with a wide collared shirt
and a torm-fitting jacket,
which exemplify his cocky
character Laycock carries on
this attitude well
Lili meets up with an eapS
dally angry and bitter puppeteer, I'.iul Ik-rtlwlet (played
by senior Michael H.idary),
whose leg ui|ur\ prevents him
from being the fJamous dancer
he once was. Dark, striking
music and dimmed lights
accompany him during his s.ui.
bitter lament to his puppet durins A hftdi ha singa, I vervbody
likes vou — and no one, no one

likes me" Me demonstrates his
soft, loving side through his
puppets. Carrot Top and
Marguerite, with whom Lili has
many heartfelt talks.
Bright colors and elaborate
costumes give a whimsical
feel to the musical. The
dancers wear bright, flowing
dresses, the fortune teller
wears R) pay's clothes and the
world's strongest man n.iturall) wean a muscular body
suit When the story takes a
more serious turn as Lili is
raced with decisions, the
bright lights and colorful
Hags .in taken «!«»« n. giving a
softer mood to the stage
The choreographed dance
Scenes liven up the stage and
add to the fast-paced, vivid life
of the drcua performers Each
x>ng brings the story to life and
adds a dramatic flair to each
character's situation.
Sell diai over) is the major
theme of "t arnival." Lili sums
up lur own life journey when
she s.11,1 \\V don't learn, we
[list get older and we know
The School of Music and the
School of Theatre and Dance
sponsor the musical. "Carnival"
plays
at
Latimer-Shai t
Theatre through Feb. 23 at 0
p.m and Fab. 24 at 2pm
IKkets .ire $6 for senior citi/ens,
children and JAC card holders
and $10 for general admission.

\ Harrisonburg
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1 kneu from the minute the
professor started culling students from their seats that I
would join the ranks of the
random • few chosen to lead
the rest of us in 50 minutes of
discussion. The previous aril
dent had done a successful
job asking group questions.
She had made it seem easy,
like No Bake Cheesecake —
just stand up there behind the
podium and let the class take
over the reins.
But that stilt didn't give me
enough comfort to trust my
own leadership abilities. Last
week my World Literature professor asked the lecture class of
about 35 students to split into
groups and then beckoned to
me. I didn't feel like a deer
caught in headlights so much as
a man looking down the barrel
of a very, very big gun.
Maybe he just forgot some
papers in his office and wants
me to retrieve them, I
thought. Maybe he's pointing
to someone else, the girl to
my right or the guy behind
me. I looked around and
waited for someone else to
get up but no one did. The
professor's hand beckoned
frantically while I wasted my
time wishing and hoping that
he wasn't choosing me.
Ihe trip down to the podium
took hours. I could see even
thing in slow morion around
me: a student smiling at her narrow escape, another pulling a
notebook out of his backpack
and someone settling in for a 50mimite nap. I couldn't hear mv
heartbeat or the blood rushing
through my veins and arteries
because all that was going
through mv head as I descended
the steps was a hippy, psyche
delic guitar solo from The
[Poors' "The Rnd" that made a
surreal soundtrack to my date
with d. - 'in
\h task that day (a Friday
no less), was to lead seven
clusters of students in a disCUSSion
about
Belgian
Imperialism in the Congo,
based upon the book we read
for class, "King I • pold's
Ghost" by Adam Hochs»hild
Could I teach the class for 50
full minutes' Until that point I
had been used to being the
passive student in mv Lnglish
classes — the one who occa-

Phone: S67-0073

Visitors Welcome

hiip://honK.ri«i.iKl/hiiii Kmail: hhurgP rka.nt-l
I nr pnrifalt umpus mt'rting infurmutiun contact Ralph GfWtl BrtmrfC" jmu.edu
Kiiult .'.'. 5 miln «est i.f H'buri; at l>alc knlrrpriw VhiKilhiiiis.

AH Things
Literary
by senior wnlcr
Zak Salih
I had broken through to the
other side, to quote mv friend
ot that day, |im Morrison. 1
now was assuming a position I
had seen a variety of men ami
women assume fot the past
year and a hall I wasn I |usl
your average ! ngllsh student

an) mon

at The Polished Lady
• Tanning Special - unlimited $15
now until Spring Break
• Mango Mint Spa Pedicures - $3 off
• Massages -Bikini Waxing .Free Brow or Lip Wax

"Spirit Quest"
\ l,i,nu\ l,o Y„i,ih. Ayes 4 Tlmmiih 17. SUNDAY'S at 10:30 A.M.

ylYCflW

Craft

Free brake inspection with this ad!

Import
Car Repair

296 E Washington St
Harrisonburg. VA 22802
(540)433-2102

(wasDi Zak Salih

(office hours to be posted! I
began my World Literature
class that day by Inviting the
groups to disCUSS Heir previouslv assigned questions
Sometimes I would interject and editorialize on the
nature of colonization and
manual labor Sometimes the
real professor would interject
with his own points (I still
can't decide whether he wanted to get involved or whether
he felt I was rambling off
tnt k), but tor the most part I
let the students debate among
themselves. And they did
debate; my class engaged in
some interesting discussion
that (a) made all of us think

Get Ready fop Spring Break

Service 10:30 a.m.

We n\p, .7 tin- inherent worth and digntt) of even person and justice,
n/ualm and i iinipiiwion in human relations

more about what we were
reading and (b) helped to pass
the time, my digital watch
blinking closer and closer to
1:10 p.m. Blessed Freedom'
rhSSeSpeedy moments of conversation were hampered now
and then with periods of tense,
razor edged silence. 1 don't
have t» be a practicing profes
sor to know the most horrible
sound in the world: the sound
of nothing.
In the end, though, I would
SB] my World Literature class
was a sun ess. No major catastrophes or embarrassments
occurred (sorry, no tiger, folks).
No one laughed or threw rotten
vegetables or cried "Off With
Mis Mead'" Those students
who wanted to talk, talked.
those who wanted to take
notes, took notes; those who
wanted to sleep, slept. All in
all. Dr. Salih's Mon., Wed., Fri.
12:20 p.m. to 1:10 p.m. World
I iterature class was just like
any other class before it.
When our time ended, I was
both relieved and saddened;
my students and I had been
doing so well together I don't
know if their desire to volunteer hands and discuss opinions
was out of genuine involvement with the text or a subversive support system from one
student k) another; either way, I
am extremely grateful.
As I grabbed my books and
walked with inspiration up a
Staircase I had previously
descended with dread, some
students congratulated and
complimented me. "Good job,
Zak, mey said "That was surprisingly inteicsting," they said.
The real professor shook my
hand. All I could do was smile
and give a sheepish thank you.
Hindsight is a barbed bee
stinger especially when you
realize you had nothing to be
nervous about in the first
place But I learned a lot about
what happens on the other
side of the podium, looking at
the multitudes instead of looking at the one instructor. I came
away with two realizations
that day. One, moderating a
lecture, especially an English
one, requires \ou to be on your
toes Two, there is no greater
feeling for a professor (and a
student) than ending class five
minutes early.

sionally raised his hand to
emphasize an already moot
point but for the most part
leaned on his desk, wrote
down copious notes, high
lighted, underlined, refer
enced and cross-referenced
and cross aoM referenced
Now I had my hands on
either side of the rough woolen
pixlium and my eyes on the
.lass, rising up in seven levels.
as if the classroom in Keezell
Mall had become a Roman
Coliseum. I waited tor a chained
tiger to emerge from a trap dOOT
in the floor and when it didn't, I
couldn't tell if I was relieved or
more worried.

434-95H
53 Kenmore St., Harrisonburg - Behind Arby's

Visa, M/C

Hometown Music

New guitar & ban model!
in stock Fran Ibanc

Omuls, ANTS, tarns. M «■» MOM - ■■■ln«ilnieai.lui|

Oil + Filter change
Check all fluid levels
and tire pressure $19.95

Zildjian cymbal! no*

Bass Guitv Me!; ^^£&

40% »ff Hit enery diy
New Deerinq banjo model!
New Zoom 10-traek
digital recorder only $699

Dean George - Owner
JMU Graduate
Over 50 years experience on Japanese Cars
[
Mitsubishi ♦Geo »Acura »Subaru ♦Honda 'Nissan 'Toyota 'Others

www. wrenchcraft.com

10-6

Sim Hun:
Tlur. Fri;
'0 5 S.i

Mackle & Electro Voice PA gear

MM. TM,

Laney guitar amp!

eu»4 v.i„„,i
t u*t„

PA and lighting rental!

ifc T C/UHU £<ZfL'ieM
Chinese Restaurant
$10.00 Mi*Um*4m. limiiedAiea
Mon, Thurs. 11 am - 10 pm
Fri, Sun. till 11 pm
Store Hours May Vary No MSG Upon Request No Checks Accepted
VVHZJ^

Special

Lunch Special

Combination Platters

Staved with Frutl fee «l« M

irved wm Fried Rico Sprtng Roi a Soup

$6.50

$3.95

(540) 568-9899
031 Port Republic Rd
next to Food Lion

4

i

I- 01

(540)438-1919
625 J Ml Clinton Pike
behind FSM Bank

Welcome to China Express'
Pick up tree click pens
Celebrating our one year anniversary
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Folk dances of native spirit
Opportunity to learn ethnic expressions at International Folk evening
BY KATY KAIN

The Biltmore
Deejay Mjiom Thursday 10 p.m. - 2 a.m.
Karaoke-Judyi Friday 10 p.m. - 2 a.m.
Andy Gallagher. Wedneiday

CALHOUN's
Reitorini; Poetry 6 Muiici Thursday 8 p.m.
Calhoun i Jam Friday 7 p.m.
JMU Ja»n Tuesday

The Highlawn Pavilion
College Ladies Nii'hti Thursday
QlOl Ladies Night. Saturday

Dave's Taverna
JMU ja xzi Wednesday

Mains-tree* bar < gr\((
The Worm Saturday f 10 Adv.. 112 Door
Static Uniom Tuesday IS. IS £> up
Okay Samurai w guest Luck be a Ladyi Wednesday
IS. 18 6 up

contributing writer

The traditional dances of
Ireland, Mexico, Israel, South
America
and
Germany,
among other countries, will
bring the native spirit of
those nations alive in Godwin
Hall Friday.
An International Folk
Dance evening will be hosted
by the International Folk
Dance class (DANC 143) of
the School of Theatre and
Dance and the Folk and
Ballroom Dance Club (FaB)
this Friday from 7 to 9:30 p.m.
in Godwin 356. Dances
learned in the folk class and
FaB will be taught and three
pieces will be performed by
students and FaB members.
The Ballroom and folk
dance classes usually host at
least one dance event each
semester. Friday's event *vill
give the students a chance to
further their own dance skills
by performing and teaching.

The *rrf ul dodget
Open Mic. Poetry reading! Tuesday I p.m.
Women s Vocalist Night for Singer-Songwriterv
Wednesday 8 p.m

The Little Grill
Mftkin Groovei Friday 9 p.m. S3
Kid Quizi Saturday 9 p.m. f 3

JUlttM
The Fabulous Danger Rang'ersi Thursday 10 p.m. 13
Honky Tonk Tailgate Party Toun Friday $io
Mirage* Saturday 16
Supernovai Monday, no charge
Karaoket Tuesday 9 p.m.

Finnigan s Cove
Cypsyi Friday 10 p.m.
Jimmy'Oi Tuesday 10 p.m.
Mmm Bandt Wednesday 10 p,m.

"It's a chance for them to
showcase and try out what
they've learned, as well as for
the community, JMU and
Harrisonburg to get together
and dance," said Kathryn
Thomas, a part-time dance
instructor and uxmlinator of
the event. "As a teacher, it's
also a chance for my students
to be the hosts. Usually in
class 1 do all the directing, and
it's nice for them to be on the
other side for a change."
The dances come from the
class and club repertoires.
Because the evening of
instruction is geared toward
an inexperienced audience,
more basic dances will be
taught A formal event will be
held later in the semester for
more advanced dancers.
Partners and dance experience are not needed to participate in the event. Those
attending should wear comfortable attire.
"Come dressed casually in

shoes that will stay on when
you polka," Thomas said.

66
Folk dance. ..is linked
so deeply to different
cultures, ideas
and times...
— Kathryn Thomas
pan-lime dance m-iruuor

-?5
Folk dance students will
be dressed festively, while
FaB members will dress in
traditional costumes from
Ireland, Israel or Mexico.
Each dance will go with a
specific piece of recorded
music. Specific dances will be
performed from North and
South America,
Ireland,
Israel, Germany and Serbia.

"This event to me is a
chance for people from around
campus and around town to
get together and try something
new," Thomas said. "Folk
dance is tons of fun and is
linked so deeply to different
cultures, ideas and times that
it can only be good for you."
The International Folk
Dance class gives students
an introduction to international dance and a perspective on the different cultures.
Ballroom dance classes , such
as DANC 144, are designed
to introduce students to ballroom dances like the waltz,
foxtrot, polka and swing.
General admission is $3 and
S2 for JAC card holders, senior
citizens and children. Event
profits will be used to host
other dances and concerts, and
to bring guest artists to JMU.
Those interested in learning more about ballroom or
international folk dance can
e-mail Thomas at thomaske.

The 'Real World' will never change
BY

Jhss HANKBI n

contributing writer
Revisiting the "Real World
Chicago" house this week,
let's get rid of old business
first. Can we all say it together? 1...2...3 — Aneesa put on
some clothes! No one needs to
see that both your nipples are
pierced. 1 feel dirty just knowing that.
With Keri and Kyle in bed
together, it's obvious the sexual tension is still there. Of
course, Keri said she would
share Kyle's sleeping space
because Kyle "needs a little
estrogen" in his bed considering Chris and his new man

Kelly May Browm Thursday 10 p.m.
Karaoke* Monday 8 p.m.
Todd Schlabachi Wednesday 10 p.m.

Kurt are sleeping together. But
honestly, the look in her eyes
when she said it was priceless.
After the little rendezvous,
it almost seemed painful for
Kyle to explain that sharing
the bed with Keri was completely innocent. The whole
world wants you to hook up!
Well, maybe just me.
Perhaps if this was the second or third season, we'd still
be sympathetic to someone
who'd never been exposed to
homosexuality before. In the
New Orleans season, Julie
was an exception because of
her sheltered life, but at least
she expected surprises

Tonya and Theo are acting
like they are completely
shocked that there are gay
roommates in the hoUM
Have these people ever
watched the show?
Speaking of Kurt, just a little clingy isn't he? Well,
maybe Chris likes his men
coming to him. It's a little
confidence builder, but honestly, he seems a little less
than independent.
It's also funny to see Tonya
and Theo both trying to act like
the other isn't being a good
roommate. Theo, "the son of a
preacherman," is dissed by
Tonva who makes a comment

about how Aneesa and Chris
might feel about Theo not
going to the gay and lesbian
equality dinner, while in'earlier episodes, Theo remarks that
it is wrong for Tonya to act the
way she does when Chris
brings his date over. With all
the trash talking, it does seem,
however, that their attitudes
may be changing.
A new week, a new list of
questions. Will Theo and Tonya
become more accepting of
Chris' lifestyle? Will Kurt
become more ding)' and annoying? Will anyone ever send me
flowers like that? Until next
time, "Real World"ers

THE RESULTS ARE IN.
Check out next Thursday's Breeze for the
winners of the A-fashion-ado makeover contest!

i/irEima

CDBLrr/an
at JMU
Sunday, March 24
Wilson Hall 8pm
Doors Open at 7pm
Be part of a live CD recording!
Every ticket purchaser who purchases a ticket from the Warren Box Office will be
entered into a contest to win an IPod mp3 player courtesy of Apple Computer

Tickets on Sale Friday, Feb

22

visit www.virginiacoalition.com for band information
$10 General Admission
$7 with Jac(no JAC limit)
^^_^^

presented by: MUI 422,
Tickets Available At:
Plan 9 Harrisonbun
Warren Hall Box Office

Call *)40'568-62i7 or visit www.upb.org for more information
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Paths ahead come from the journey behind

Is that going to be on Def lam or on what label?

PATHS, from page 15
listen and take charge of life
grandmother for love and guid- and taught him to believe in
ance. She sang songs like I'm himself and his goals.
Going up Yonder," "Jesus Keep
Stoney took these values to
me Near to Thee" and other hr,irt AoOOfcttng to his vounger
gospel and spiritual melodies
brother Marvis, Stoney has
She put a broom next to the accomplished everything he set
door each night to protect the out to reach.
(amily from witch women She
"My brother is not God, but
tried to instill in Stoney respon- he is right under him, in my
sibility, goodness, obedience, tVMtf" Marvis Stoney said. "He
respect and a fear and admira- always believes in me and backs
tion of God.
my dreams and supports anyWhen asked to describe her thing I go for. He is my greatest
grandson in one word, 79- role model because everything
year-old Mary Stoney replied that LeVar has attempted to do
with a dark, rich-aged Gullah he has accomplished it, and that
voice, "Good." She explained is not easy, especially in York
that from day one Stoney has Town, where the population is
done all that she has told him like, let's say, 9 percent bl.uk
to do She revealed that like
"He was student body presiany boy, he has his own opin- dent in our high school and midion and way of doing things, dle school, and being quarter
but he never has challenged or back and everything else he has
disrespected her.
done — that is why I love my
At age 10, Stoney helped bmtherand respect him greatly."
her administer her medication,
Stoney's collegiate goals and
balance her checkbook, shop beyond rely strongly on his
for groceries and pay off bills determination to succeed in all
— still making time to play he does. He recalled important
buketball, football and other lessons and advice his father
childhood games with his offered him. •
neighborhood friends. Mary
One Saturday afternoon,
Stoney said she prayed for Marvin Stoney sat both of his
Stoney, tried to teach him to sons down for an important

We are in negotiations to see exactly what record companies the Disturbing Tha Peace compilation is gonna come
nut. right now. But Def Jam is definitely interested.

Unique 'Fragments' 'Happy Mart' is here

QA A.from page B
When the Dilated Peoples tingle dropped with the beat you
got off your new album, how were you feeling about that?
1 was feeling like, damn.' Bui I'm noticing that happens a lot
in hip-hop. It doesn't matt«?r because it's a different audience
in both senses, so it's all good to me. I think there's enough
room for both of those tracks to blow completely up.
Who influenced you coming up? And who you feeling
right now?
Coming up influences included Kurtis Blow, Run DMC,
I II (>. Pal Boys, LL Cool J, and people that influence me
now are the artists that I have. They make me want to work
harder. Especially this woman — girl by the name of
Shawna who's from Chicago. She is the next artist to come
from the Disturbing Tha Peace Def Jam. They keep me on
my toes, man.
What are we gonna see next from the Disturbing Tha Peace
Camp? Is Four Eyes gonna drop, or what's coming on next?
I ik( I said, Shawns is dropping first, we got a Disturbing
Tha Peace compilation coming soon which is called The
Golden Grain Album and that's just like everybody on that.
Afler that Fate, 20, Four Eyes, everybody will be dropping something.

How do you feel on the whole state of hip-hop right now?
And whose on top, ]igga or Nas?
Man, the stale of hip-hop since Sept. 11 has been real gritty
and grimey; it's really been taking it back to the streets. As
far as who's on top. 1 say both ofthem are on top because
right now they making the world buy both of their records.
Whenever there is controversy, it basically sells records. Nas
has a particular audience and Jay-Z has a particular audience. Of course a lot of that audience is (he same, but when
you look at it they make two totally different kinds of
music. I would say that both of them are on top I wouldn't
be able to choose.
Southern hip-hop has blown up. Biggie brought it back to
the East back in the day and you brought it down South
pretty much. You were one of the ones that did it. Where do
you see Southern rap in the next few years? Where do you
see it in the future?
Man you always gotta expect the unexpected when it comes
to Southern rap. I think Southern rap is real aggressive and
there is a lot of versatility in the South, so there is no way of
really pinpointing what's gonna come out of the South next.
Just know it's gonna be hard, gritty — it's gonna be dirty.
Just as the 'Dirty South' implies.

UNIQUE, from page 15
that the heart of the show is
revealed. The effectiveness of
"PflgmenU" lies in what is
experienced from the totality of
the performance as a whole.
What truly makes "Fragments" such a unique show is
that it doesn't really feel like a
show at all. Audience members
relax on comfortable sofas and
i hairs while watching the performers partake in a chain reaction of thoughts, reflections
and reactions.
"It's theatre without a net/'
Dove said. The audience can
expect to see a play in which the
acting is lively, risky and ever
changing. According to the cast,
the show could vary slight I v
each night.
"I read about this show and
u,is intrigued by [its) nature,''
Dove said. "I was interested in
the loose style of the show that
encouraged improv-style acting
and intense character development left up to the actor "

Jalisco Mexican Restaurant
New Wednesday Lunch Special $3.75

Self-interpretation is a Iflgl
element
in
"Fragments."
Playwright Edward Albee purposely leaves room in the script
for ad-libbing, allowing actors
to bring themselves and something different into each show.
Junior Christopher Baidoo,
who plays "Man 2" said, "[The
character) struggles to get his
concept of race across," Baidoo
said "[His race) is always a part
of him, no matter what he says,
it's a guiding force."
"Fragments" raises several
BOdal issues nich as age, sex
and race.
"I want the audience to leave
entertained and thinking about
how we, as a society, interact
with one another," Dove said.
"Fragments" thought provok
ing performance calls for a lot of
reflection from both the characters and the audience.
"Fragments" is playing
Feb. 20 to 23 at 8 p.m., with a
midnight showing Friday.
Tickets are $2.

talk "He told us to 'Look at
the calluses and blisters on my
hands,' and we did," Stoney
said. Marvin Stoney's hands
were rough and coarse from
the hard industrial and labor
based jobs at which he struggled to earn a yearly income
of $30,000. He told his sons
that he never wanted to see
their hands look as his did.
Looking at I eVar's hands
today, they are long and narrow with closely clipped Mill
They appear smooth and not
too dissimilar from those of
more than a thousand other
JMU students.
"I stressed the importance ot
fdiK.ilion and hard work,"
Marvin Stoney said. "If I could
leave your readers with one
message for Black HMon
Month, it would be to work
hard and get your education
because it is the key to everything," Marvin Stoney said.
Marvin Stoney described
his son in one word as "inspiration." He explained with
pride that Stoney is his fampiration and a true testament to
what hard work and perseverance can do. "I love my son; he
is my inspiration to start every

day," he said.
Stoney has traced his family's
lineage
to
Africa.
According to Stoney, his family was part of a group of slaves
taken from the Rice Coast of
Africa, a region that stretches
from Sierra Leone to Uganda.
These slaves had developed
refined skills and techniques
tin growing and harvesting
rice in swampy areas
They became the Gullah
of South Carolina. Because
the slave masters could not
tolerate the swampy conditions, they lived inland leaving, the slaves to the overseers. This unique situation
allowed the Gullah slaves the
opportunity to keep a great
deal of their culture, customs
and language intact.
Customs like putting a
broom by the door at night and
phrases like "I be up since Dae
Clean (dawn)" have lasted with
the Stoney family. Both Stoney's
grandparents were born on
these plantations to emancipated slaves. Stoney plans to travel
to South Carolina over Spring
Break to do more research to try
to pinpoint the exact African
location of his family's origin.

HAPPY, from page 15
ward to working with some of
The project took off in JMU's actors," Joseph pedigo
November 2001 and is now the said. "People have come from
final phases of pre-production. all over to audition, but we are
The makers of "Happy Mart" psyched to farm out some talent
plan on entering the flick into from JMU."
Wvenl film festivals, including
The last chance to audition
the Sundance Film Festival and for parts is this weekend.
eventually push towards a Auditions will be held in Ml.
nationwide release.
lackson (about 25 miles from
So where does the JMU com- HarriMUiburg) between noon
munity get in on the "Happy and 6 p.m. on Saturday and
Mart" action?
Sunday at the production com"We are looking for anyone pany (6024 Main Street in Mt.
that wants to be involved in a Jackson). Those auditioning
variety of ways," said director nuisi show up and be signed in
loeseph Pedigo, Marvin's son. by 2:30 p.m. to read. Pedigo said
"We'd like to make this as much that no parts have been set in
about the Valley as possible, so stone yet.
we need people who really
For more information on
know this.m\i
"Happy Mart," visit its Web site
Producers are looking for at http:/ftvuw.hapjn/niartmoviexom.
interns to work as production Directions to Mt. Jackson can be
assist,mts, students with experi- found on the Web site.
ence and those who just want to
Anyone interested in becomget started. They also are ing a production assistant should
adamant about working with contact Pedigo and Mathis at the
JMU's finest thespi.ins
Alpha Impressions 2155 offices at
"We're reallv looking for- 4774170.

\<PoinUJ XaAu
Dattoo
J
and
uSoau *LpUtaing Studio

(starting February 27th)
We would like to give you a special thanks to the Harrisonburg
community for their continued support and
patronage throughout the special lunch on Tuesdays.

WE SPECIALIZE IN ALL FORMS OF TATTOOING

".

BLACK AND GREY
PORTRAITS

LICENSED NURSE ON STAFF

20t> SOUTH AVENUE K
HARRISONBURG, VA i
S40-433-5612 ^

LUNCH & DINNER
7 DAYS A WEEK.
434-8634

am

COLOR
TRIBAL

In honor of that, we are changing our lunch to
WEDNESDAY. We invite all the
community to join us for the finest
in Mexican hospitality
and family atmosphere.

Harrisonburg

HOURS:
TUES.-SAT. 12 NOONTUa 10PM

243 Neff Avenue

IGETTATTOOED OR PERCH) AND GET A 10% WSCOUKT WlfflTOS AI)!=

This Sunday!

Michael Matthew Brown Memorial Scholarship

Delta Sigma Pi

February 24, 2 p.m., Convocation Center

Women's Basketball

A professional business fraternity of JMU
is making it yours!
If you are:
-a COB major with a cum GPA of 3.0
-an active participant in extracurricular
activities and demonstrate financial
need. . .
OU CAN RECEIVE THIS SCHOLARSHIP

vs.
DUKES

DELAWARE
$10,000 Shootout!
I

Applications due in Showker Room
214 by February 28 and are available
in Academic Services on Ihe 2nd
Floor of Showker.
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"I kx)k up to Cal Ripken Jr. He played day in
day out, and to keep the focus and the intensity
going for such a long time is really impressive."

i- Dodging obstacles
Despite many bumps in the
road, the fencing team makes
the best of a tough season.

BRENT METHENY

junior, third baseman

Sec story below

FENCING
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See story below

BASEBALL

Fencers
make best
of season's Third baseman's success comes from hard work on and off the field
obstacles

Metheny is the man for JMU
BY STEVE SHOUP

BY DAN BOWMAN

staff writer
In a season marred by a
coaching controversy and a late
start, it's a miracle that the
women's fencing team was even
able to compete. Overall, JMU is
0-9 thus far, but did manage to
pick up one victory by hiring
coach Mac Shaker of Egypt at
the end of last semester.
"Coach Mac is excellent,"
sophomore Allison Larkin said.
"He has had a wide array of
prestigious fencing experience
and has really worked well
with as to re-establish the fencing program, coach us and get
to know m."
Former two time AMAmerican
senior
Allison
Schwartz also said she felt
Shaker was an excellent choice,
and that although his Olympic
and world team experiences
should go a long way in helping to rebuild JMU's fencing
program, there is still a lot th.it
needs to be done.
"lie is still learning the
rules and procedures with
collegiate fencing," Schwartz
said of Shaker. "He has never
coached a college team before
and therefore did not know
how to do everything, but I
think he will turn this program into a great program."
Of the nine meets JMU has
competed in, most pointed to
the Feb. 9 matches against
PrincetcMi University, FarleighDickinson University and
Cornell University as the
biggest of the year, larkin said
she felt thai all thnv schools
"brought out the best" in JMU,
and Schwartz added that of
those three schools, IVinceton
was the toughest competition.
IMU lost all three, to Princeton
20-7, to FDU 16-11 and to
Cornell 18-9.
Senior Elizabeth Conhn Mid
she felt the first meet of the season against |ohns Hopkins
University, Drew University
and Haverford College was just
as important as the competition
on Feb. 9, because it gave the
Dukes a chance to finally establish themselves this season.
Conlin said, "I think the first
competition of the season was
very important because it had
been such a long time since we
had competed and also it was
the first meet with Coach
Shaker. Though we lost because
we had to forfeit nine bouts, we
won the bouts we did fence."
Individually for the Dukes,
sir FENCERS, page 21

contributing writer
Much like the expectations
of the Diamond Dukes, the bar
has been set high for their star
third baseman, junior Brent
Metheny, whom has set his
sights on one day joining the
ranks of Major league Baseball.
The expectations are high for
Metheny this year, as he enters
his third year as a starter. He
was named to the preseason
all-conference team, and on top
of outside pressure, there is the
pressure that he puts on himself.
"Junior year is a critical year
for a college baseball player;"
Metheny said. "I hope to continue to improve and to get drafted
one of these next two years. If I
get drafted, I know I will have to
work my way up in the minors
and hopefully make it into the
majors one day"
Tnrough the first five games
this KMOIW Metheny has kept
up his exceptional play for the

Diamond Dukes (3-2). In those
five games he has hit .375 while
driving in six runs, scoring MV,
and stolen one base. In the
home opener against George
Washington University, the
Dukes won 17-6 and Metheny
went 2 for 3 with one RBI, two
runs scored and one stolen base.
He figures to be among JMU
and the CAA's leader boards in
all major offensive categories.
Metheny has made an
impact on teammates and
opposing pitchers alike since he
stepped on the field two years
ago as a freshman. Metheny
was a three-sport star at
Moorefield High School in
Moorefield, W.Va. The question
was not when he would take the
field but where, as Metheny
played both shortstop and
pitcher in high school.
"1 le came in, and it was just a
decision between playing him at
short or third/' coach Joe
"Spankv" McFarland said. "It

came down to the fact that we
wanted to use him for relief (pitch
ing) and third was a better fit."

team in both batting average at
.355 and triples with three. He
also tied for second on the team
in home runs with six and nuns
scored with 48. In addition,
Methenv led the team with 15
Junior year is a critical doubles and 53 RBIs and added
21 stolen bases.
year for a college
On the mound, Metheny
further dominance. In
baseball player. I hope showed
15 games, he compiled a 1.33
to continue to improve ERA and 26 strikeouts in 27
innings pitched. Metheny finand to get drafted one ished with a 3-0 record and set a
team record with six saves.
of these next two years.
NUtheney's success can in
large part be attributed to his
— Brent Melhenv work ethic.
junior, third bawman
"My freshman year, I was a
raw talent," Metheny said. "I
worked hard in the weight
Methenv went on to start 52 room, got bigger and increased
ot the team's 59 games as a fresh- my speed and my arm strength.
man and finished with the Kevin The coaches keep us working
Nehring Rmkie of the Year Team out; even after a game or pracAward to his credit. At the plate, tice we do running and long
he compiled some impressive tossing drills."
numbers, finishing second on the
One source of that work

-6 6

59

tlhk could be found in one of
his baseball idols, former
Baltimore (>rioles shortstop and
third baseman Cal Ripken Jr.
"I look up to Cal Ripken Jr.
I le played day in day out, and to
keep the focus and the intensity
going for such a long time is really impressive," Metheny said.
In the mold of Ripken,
Methenv did not miss one of
JMU's 60 games in his stellar
sophomore campaign. There,
he added to his accolades by
being named a second-team
All-CAA and first team AllState third baseman. He finished fourth in the CAA in
stolen bases, fifth in hits! seventh in home runs and runs
scored and 10th in RBIs He
led the Diamond Dukes with
II home runs and 22 stolen
bases. He also added a .339
batting average, scored 58 runs
and drove in another 51 runs.
see DIAMOND, page 21

n\\] KIM wm rphotographer
Junior third baseman Brent Metheny went 2 for 4 at the plate, knocking In one run and scoring two in Tuesday's 17-6 win over George Washington University.
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U.S. women's hockey team returns to gold-medal game
J. COTSONIKA red heart Below that more blue
Knight-Ridder Newspapers
Utters spelled out the name
Maybe it's a sign.
Angela Ruggiero."
Friends, right7 Family?
As the U.S. women's hockey
"I don't know who that
Inn beat Sweden in Tuesday's
semifinals, 4-0, some people was," said Ruggiero, a
held up a piece of posterboard defender who lives in Harper
against the glass by the bench. Woods. "Just someone from
In blue letters was the word Michigan, I guess."
"Michigan." Below that was a
Pauae
BY NICHOLAS

DAMON WINTTR/ArVr<«.«/<».

USA's Angela Ruggiero (top) goes airborne over Finland's
Emma Laaksonen Feb. 16. The U.S. won SO.

"That," Ruggiero said,
"was cool."
Ruggiero,
Brownstown
Township's Shelley Ixwney and
the other Americans earned the
right to face archrival Canada in
Thursday night's final. The
I anadians heat I inland, 7- \.
earlier in the day
Four years ago at Nagano,
Looney scored the winning goal
against
Canada
as
the
Americans won the sport's first
Olympic gold medal. The
Canadians won the next three
world championships.
The Americans went 8-0
against Canada this season. Still,
looney said she expected the
final "to probably be the best
hockey you've ever seen." The
United Suites and Canada are
l.ir ahead of the n-st of the world
in women's hockey.
How far? Although the
Americans blew imt Sweden in
oneut the biggest games of their
lives, although they took 32
shots to Sweden's 10, no one
thought they played their best.
"I'm not sure the USA was

going all that they can,"
Sweden's Erika Hoist said.
[.ooney said, "Sweden came
out strong, and I don't think we
came out as hard as we could It
was good for us to be able to
play both ends of hockey, getting ready for the next game, I
guess you could say."
Cammi C.ranato led the
Americans with two goals and
an assist Katie King and
Natalie Darwitz also scored.
Tara Mounsey and Krissv
Wendell each had two assists
"They came out physical on
us," King said The first and
second periods, we didn't play
like we can play Su ."den's stvle
w.is frustrating. We came back
strong in the thint pericxl and
took it to than
The Americans promised a
better effort against Canada,
who defeated Finland 7-3.
"When the buBBBf went rjfl
tonight, it hit me that we'n- in
the gold-medal game," forward
Julie Qni Bold It should be a
gn*al battle out there. I expect
nothing less."

Day of diversity
Flowers first black athlete to win winter gold
BY KEVIN FEE

Knight-Ridder NewSDQpi H
Vonetta Flowers' fairy tale
was an unlikely sequence of
events thai sMrted with promise and almost ended prenia
turely before it ended in the
W.isit. h Mountains with the
world watching — the first
black person to win gold in a
Winter Olympics.
It was a dramatic day for
diversity at the Salt take
City Games
Speedskatei IX-rek I'arra
became the first Hispanic*
American to win a gold
medal. AaIan-American
Michelle Kwan took the lead
after the women's figureskating short program
I lowers was booted ofl the
Bonny Warner bobsled team
last tall and was he,.ding home
to Birmingham, Ala., thinking
her Olympic dream was over
But then she got I call from
bobsled driver |ill Bakken.

Bakken needed a brakeman. Tuesday. Bakken drOVt
and Flowers helped push live
United States to its lirst
Olympic gold medal in
women's bobsled, at Utah
Olympic Park. They won the
two-man competition
With the victory Flowers
became the first black to stand
m tin- middle ol the podium at
a Winter Olympic*.
"What can I M) V I lowejn
said. "This is ,i dream come
true lor me. To win a gold
medal for VOUf GOuntV) is awe
some. ... Hopefully this will
eiKourage other African*
Ameruans to trv it And hopefully I can be the boost to do it."
Bakken and Flowers finished in 1:3776. Winning the
silver were (.ermaas Smdra
I'rokolf and Ulnke I lol/iur

(1 I&06X while I Strmana BtaaK
Lisa Erdmanrt and Nicole
sir KWAN, page 22
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Go to the Web forum on
The Breeze Web site
'*

www.thebreeze.org

gl^l Luxury Apartments ^^
^^ for the Busy Student ■
• 4 Bedroom/4 Bath furnished apartments, individually
leased by the bedroom
• Large kitchens fully equipped with modern appliances
• Extra Capacity Washers & Dryers in every apartment
• Huge sparkling swimming pool
• Awesome Clubhouse with large screen TV, DVD, stereo,
• Pool and Fooseball tables
• State-of-the-art Business and Fitness Center

Visit our Leasing Center
in the Clubhouse,
1941 Sunchase Drive
(off Neff Avenue)

Call Today!
(540) 442-4800
www. sunchase. net
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Men's gymnastics lakes
first place

Diamond Dukes' cornerman Metheny Fencers
keep their
is solid in the field and at the plate heads high
big hits Brent's a 'garbage player.' He is not real pretty, but he
gets the job done, any way possible. He is a baseball player."
Teammates also notiCJ
Metheny's addition to the team.
"He is a hard-nosed player
and brings a lot to the table,"
junior pitcher |ake Gaiser said.
"He gets on base and maki-s it
easier for the guys behind him to
hit. I le drives in ruas, hits a single
if we need a single and a home
run if we need a home run."
Senior left fielder Steve
Ballowe said, "He is a KIlppj
player that makes things happen. When he has a good game
the team does too The tt.im
feeds off him."
Methenv means more to the
Diamond Dukes then just tj .1
batter or fielder. "He has
matured as a player, he has
accepted his role as one of the
leaders," McFarland said "He
likes to be in the pressure situations; he wants to be on the
mound or at the plate when the
RUM is on the line. He thrive*
in those situation•Despite his impressive numbers, Metheny is not a glory
seekei He is .1 leader i\ith his
Kit md W ith Ins glove. "I'm not
the type of leader th.it will yell
at you if you make a mistake. I
try and lead by example,"
Metheny said.
It is that type of attitude that
will allow Metheny to help the
Diamond Dukes in their CAA
title run, and maybe one day
help him reach the pros.

DIAMOND, from page 19

JMU took first place at
the Southern Connecticut
University tri-meet Feb. 17
in New Haven, Conn.
Sophomore Jason
Woodnick won the vault
and also won the allaround competition.
Also placing first in two
events was senior Nick
Blanton who took first
on the parallel bars and
the horizontal bar.
Tar Heels top Dukes in
women's gymastics
The women's gymnastics team fell to the
University of North
Carolina
Feb.
17.
Sophomores
Erin
Fitzgerald and Kati Elder
finished in a tie for second
place on the balance beam.
Tar Heels top Dukes in
women's gymastics
The men's tennis team
was defeated by West
Virginia University 6-1
Feb. 17 in Rawlings, Md.
Sophomore Clint Morse
provided
the Dukes'
lone individualwin in
the match.
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DAVE KWVvtiwr ptiotogmphf
Junior third baseman Brent Metheny guards the line during
Tuesday's game against George Washington University.

In addition to Metheny's
impressive offensive numbers
and pitching stats, he offers a
great glove in the field. He was
named the best defensive third
baseman in the CAA and also,
he possesses what is regarded
as the best infield arm in the
CAA, according to some.
In addition to the games he
has played each of the past two
seasons with the Diamond
Dukes, Metheny has played 50
plus games each of the past two
summers, in summer league
baseball. There, as a two-time
All-Star, he led the Cape Cod
League in doubles and was
named his team's MVP this past
summer. The summer league
gave Metheny (he chance to
gain exposure and experience.
By proving he can play a full
collegiate schedule and follow it
up with a summer league
schedule, Metheny makes himsell more attractive to Major
League teams by showing that
he can produce over a full season schedule. At the same time,
he gains experience against
other top college players.
"I have grown more M .1
Kwb.ill player with each and
every JMU and summer league
game," Metheny said.
Metheny has made an
impression among his teammates and coaches. He's been
a three-year starter and has
been the go-to guy," McFarland
said. "1 le has gotten us a lot of

peApl op rHe ojuetfT

SHENANDOAH HERITAGE FARMER'S MARKET
I MILE SOUTH OF EXIT Ml. ROUTE 11. HARRISONBURG.VA
M0-1MMMMMWIJ
www asunpearloftheorlent.com

/ / \( HRS, from pagr 19

Schwartz and sophomore
Jennifer Redmore were the
standouts this season. Schwartz
finished with a 21-6 record in
the saber while Redmore finished 23-4 at foil. Larkin said
she thought both Schwartz and
Redmore "really excelled" and
thus were able to make the
most of a broken season.
Schwartz said she feels the
entire team deserves credit for
sticking with the program
despite all the hardships.
"We were basically slingshot into the season without any
re*al practice since March of the
prior year," Schwartz said. "We
were given a new coach and a
new perspective; it is a lot for us
to adjust to."
Schwartz added, "Whoever
ends up on the team in the
next few years will do well,
but it's getting people on the
train that will be the greatest
problem. Out of the seven girls
on the team, three are graduating and one will be a five-year
Bfid will have finished her eligibility. That leaves three, and
we are not sure if all of them
will coma hack."
The Dukes will compete at
the state meet at the University
of Virginia Sunday and in the
regional competition at Temple
University March 2.

Katherine A. Martin, D.O.

VISIT OUR STORE AND FEEL THE ATMOSPHERE!

UNIQUE PRODUCTS FROM THE PHILIPPINES. JAPAN. CHINA,
THAILAND. KOREA. INDIA.AND OTHER ASIAN COUNTRIES,
ORIENTAL GIFT ITEMS LIKE BAMBOO FOUNTAINS, JARS,
VASES. INCENSE, SHELL LAMPS AND CHANDELIERS.
LANTERNS, CLOTHES, ACCESSORIES AND A LOT MORE!
GIFT WRAPPING SERVICE ON ANY OCCASION.

in broken
season

Family Practice Physician
OPEN TO NEW PATIENTS
Women's Medicine - Pediatrics - Osteopathic Manipulation ■ Sports Medicine
Adult Medicine ■ Accidents - Allergy/Skin Problems - Complete Physicals-all ages
(540) 438-9292

176S S. High Sircct (Next to Food lion on Souih 42

James Madison University

Think Fast!
Thursday, 2/21/02
7PM PC Ballroom
Doors open @ 6:50, Bring your JAC
card. First 200 will play for the cash
prize.

Alignment

434-5935

<t I L Q R
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§
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USSL

Shuttle pickup from
your school's campus
,
..... ,
Transportaton to any
airport, train station
or your front door!

1/
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^
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Whether its the train, the
Plan«.or your front door.
Shenandoah Shuttle
"'"Qe< *°u »•"•

Shenandoah Shuttle is your/ir^l £[rnk-luryuu'ouirrnc
step m travel for spring break SHESA.WAH SHbTTlI^-^
Qet your group together and

reserve your seats today.

including prices, please call

540-885-5576
www shenandoahshuttle com

Come one come
all to the first audience
response game show where the
audience is wired to win. This 90 minute
think-a-thon challenges contestants with trivia
questions from many subject areas.

Winning team takes home
cash prize of $200.
University Health Center. Questions call 568-3503

MEN'S
BASKETBALL
;ffiS\

vs.

DUKES

^*S
GEORGE
MASON

COACHES VS. CANCER! Come cheer on your Dukes as they shoot to raise
money for the American Cancer Society and the fight against cancer!

This Saturday!
Saturday, February 23, 7 p.m.
Convocation Center

Game Sponsor:

22ITIIK BREEZE ITHURSDAY, FEB.
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BASEBALL

Big innings key for JMU
MI,

n r>'\v '

Ac MUM "-ix-i and l |uM hap
pencil to hit it out"
The Diamond Dukes added
two mom nms 111 the inning to
lake a commanding 12-2 lead In
the tiitn inning Gw added two
move runs, only to have IMU
once again answer back with
two runs ol Ha own
The) have got .< good hH
ting Kill dub, .in.) we knew thai
coming m. Mel aiiand said <>t
the ' otonkb So it was good
I.T us to keep i.kkin>; nms on
instead ol just lining bai k
\tt< t two more c otonial
nms in the sixth cut the score
to IJ 6, the i Namond I Kikes
added three more runs In the
bottom ot the seventh. All
three crossed the plats on ■>
three-run homer by Ballowe
th.it saued out ol right Held.
I v\,is mall) fooled by those
fast two pitches — like I
Ballowe Mid. 11>' gave me two
different pilches and I wasn't
looking fa either one ol them
IK1 made .i mistake and K'tt it
high, and I was able t>> gel the
barrel on it .in.I drive it out "
lunior [ared Doyle pk ki d up
tru- win tot IML his MrM ol tlu-

season In five innings ol work,
i\i\ie notched reven strikeouts,
in. lu.Img thnv in the tirst inning
when he strut k out th
Doyle said, 'I have had
success against this team the
East couple yean and I just
new I could come out and
throw strikes
Mel arland followed his
game plan in Betting some *>t

his other pitches an inning of
work Senior Brandon i ornweU
and juniors fake GeJsec Rick
McKeni.in .»n.( Mike IrueseUall
pitched one Inning of relief.
"We have got s pretty good
pitching st.iti — prett) deep."
McFarland Mid "I wanted to
use those guys, even II its for an
inning. At least run them out

thereto the) staj sharp
All Marten tor the Diamond
I hikes finished w ith .it least one
hit in the contest
tHir hitters are on .i roll n^ht
I ami
Doyle
sakL
Sevenhi n nms
that's a pretty

good game, and .is long as they
gel hit*., wc ii score some tuna
Hallow.- said, "Our lineup
one through nine is just Blacked
li you don't gal it done, the
guy behind you will get it done
hut not getting the job done
wasn't the. see bi luesda) 'sgune.
"\\c didn't try to do any
thing
we 'couldn't
do,"
M i arland said "We stayed
within ourselves and used the
whole field. The main thing is
that we didn't strikeout Down
inCharl.Mon.wuh.nl 11 [strike
outs) m th.it last game and left 11
runners on has.- It you put the
ball in play, things happen
Hut tor IMU.thedit!
th.- ball gam.' came down to the
little things

"We just did the little things,
and that definitely gives us con
fidence going into our game
with Penn State (Unrvenrit) i this
weekend,'' Ballowe said
The Diamond I Hikes h*ist the*
NHaravy I ionsSatunlayal l pm
and again Sunda) at 1 p.m.

SPORTS

Kwan takes lead in women's
short program; Parra heads to
Disney World with gold medal
MM\. fhMIBSgl 19
Merschrrwinn took the bron/e
(1:38.29).
While Bakken and I lowers
were linishing and basking in
the cries ot "U-S-A, U-S-A"
Irom the delirious crowd. No. I
\JS driver lean Racine was
brushing back tears in an inter
vieu after Brushing i dlsap
pointing tilth with brakeman
Gea Johnson
[ohnaon, Racine's controvei
sial choke to replace fen
Davidson, s longtime partner
and Mend, as her brakeman,
was dearly hampered by a left
hamstring infury that she aggravated during Saturday's lace
")ill and I tried to stay out of

the soap opera and stay lot used
on our goal, which was to come
Bnd win a medal

I lowereaakLAIotofpeoplesaM
US as tin other' team, and we
wanted to prove them i\ rong
Bakken, 25, of Park ( Ity,
Utah, is a veteran dnver oft 5
women'-,
bobsled.
having
joined the team in 1*W4. She had

changed brakemen alter the
Olympk trials, going with
Flowers, who was a star in the
100 meters and long jump at
Alabama Birmingham
In figure skating, [bnance,
Calif., resident Kwan took the
lead in the women's short pro
gram with an artistic dtspfey
before an adoring crowd .it 'silt
1 ake ICC I enter
But longtime rival Irina

Slutskaya of Russia is close
behind, hoping to deny Kwan
the gold medal when competition finishes with the long program Thursday night
"I fell real calm," Kwan said
"It was crazy. I saw a few stand
ing O's and I thought, W.nt a
minute. I didn't skate yet.'"
C>nce she did, Kwan was
rewarded with a full slate of fv9s
tor her artistry, but her technical
marks were not quite as strong
as
those
for
Slutskaya.
Americans Sasha Cohen and
Sarah I tughea are close behind,
along with Russian Maria
Butyrskaya, and all are in a
position to land a medal.
Slutskaya, 21, skating to an
elegant serenade by Schubert,
was nearly flawless. She passed
i ohan and Hughes with technical marks that ranged toward
r
> H and artistic marks between
5.6 and 5.9, good enough to
force a nearly perfect ptrfa
mance from Kwan.
Kwan, the 21-year-old
national champion, was just
about that good. She slipped
slightly on the takeoff of one
jump but landed all her elements cleanly and turned l
poised and lovely performance.
After
finishing
behind Tara Lipinski in 1WH
at the Olympics in Nagano,
Kwan stayed with the sport
and pointed toward this
competition, hoping to fill
out the one missing element
from her trophy case.

Men's Rugby
Men's rugby defeated
George Mason University
Saturday Junior Doug
Alcox scored the gamewinning try. Junior David
LaCroix added 3 points on
B penalty kick. Saturday,
men's rugby takes on Penn
Slate University at 1 p.m.

In speedskating, Parra. ol
Orlando, Pla. is going back
home to Disney World with a
world record And .1 gold medal
When the gun sounded
for the men's 1,500 meters at
the Winter Olympics, Parra
was crouched low to the ice
before taking off with a
sprinter's hurst.
One minute, 43.95 seconds
later at Utah Olympic Oval,
Parra whizzed across the finish
line in a blur. An already thunderous roar rose by an octave »>r
two when the acoreboard
revealed the American had set
the world record and won a
gold medal to go along with the
Silver he captured in last week's
5,000 meters
"This is ,i i.im hue come trae,"
ssJd RUTS, B ( ufbrnta native "l
have a big heart and that's it"
With
silver-medalist
Joehem Uytedha.ige of the
Netherlands waiting to see if
his short-lived world mark of
I II 57 would hold up, Parra
exploded from the starting line
and never relented.
"If I skated perfectly, I would
not have won tlv gold medal
today," said Uvtedhaage. who, in
,m Irons) I HvntpR- twist beat out
Pans tor the 5*100 gold after the
American had set a world record
"I'm really happy with my silver

Women's Water

PPIP

Women's water polo
opened its spring season
with a scrimmage against
the University of Virginia.
The A team won 9-4, while
the B team fell short 14-5.
JMU will travel to UVa.
Feb. 23-24 for its first conference tournament
Swimming
The swim club will
host
an
invitational
against the College of
William & Mary, UVa.
and Virginia Tech Feb. 24
in Godwin from 1-5 p.m.

Swimming
Tennis club traveling
team tryouts will be Feb. 25
to 28 from 4-6 p.m. at the
UREC Tennis Courts. For
more information, e-mail
Sarah Kainey at raineysm.

medal Derek was awesome
Uytdehaage finished in
1:44.57,
while
Norway's
Adne Sondral took the
bronze in 1:45.26.

WEDNESDAY
2 for 1 Burger Night

k

K

/

Evelyn Byrd Avenue, Harrisonburg 540.434.PAV2

PAVILION

Take a FREE
Practice Test.

VS.

PonnSmm

Sat., Feb. 23 & Sun., Feb. 24, 1 p.m.
When: Sunday • February 24, 2002
10am - 2pm
Where: James Madison University
Burruss Hall
Take a practice MCAT, GMAT, LSAT or
GRE proctored like the real thing.
You'll receive individual feedback and get
strategies to help you pass the real exam.

KAPLAN
1 -800 KAP-TEST
kaptest.com
' !•»! natai art '•*. atar«4 tiaMmtrhft ot th*tr <t«pac*i

Call 568-DUKE for ticket information!
Season tickets on sale now!
$3 Faculty & Staff - FREE for JMU Students 1

SKI & SKATE'S annual

Draw Your Discount Sale!
FRI. - MON.

Feb. 21-24 only!
THIS IS fl IF. ONE!
DON'T MISS IT!
Check It out:
1) Pick your items
2) Head to register
3) Draw your discount from
the2 jar 20% -100% off!

o<>

aft

0*

~< «*»'
<**

Hours:
Mon-Sun 8-8

SKI & SKATE

Next to Shoneys
on E. Market st

THURSDAY, FEB.
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£LASSLL Ll£DS
FOR RENT

ROOSEVELT SQUARE
4 BR furnished townhouse*

3 ■•droom, 2 lath ■ dec*, walk lo
class. 1230 3 Itdwow TOW**MUM
2 5 Daihs. deck. *aih to class.
$270. 432*993
Brand Haw 1 1R Apartmarttf - ,.
appaaocaa. avaiiaWa mttftummar.
1440. 4331569.
Urge 2BR/2I tultaa • <n quiet
location at Hunter's Ridge. One
mile Irom campus, on bus route.
Completely
furnished
All
apphanca*. Available 7/15/02. Kit
Aientudo. 564 1657 (home) or
4332646 (work)

WE NEED

1 MORE

ROOMMATE!
HcM lownhousc in Hunter * Ridge
Must see' Full year

W'D.DW h <

2 Blocks from campus!
Klin" rUalt*
438-8800

Commons Summar Sublease Available May 2002. Two rooms
available in a 4 BR. 2 bath
apartment. Fully furnished, new
carpet. W/D. D/W. deck. $259/
person all utilities included except
eiectnc. Female, non-smokers only.
Call 438-3548, Wave message

House Across from Hospital - 2
rJupleiee rented as one unit. 8 BR.
2 baths, off-street parking, laundry.
12 month lease. June
June.
$270. 2344584

438-8800, An>lime!
2002 - 2003

FOR SALE

Call Anytime!

I BK Apt. $35GVmo.
Want Qylat? liy a 2 bedroom,
unfurnished apartment, 564-2659
*w* castleoropertycom
Nagt Head StudeM Summer
Rantalt ■ seabteertreBlty.com,
2522556328

2 BR Apt. S400/mo.or

Roommate Needed • for 2002
2003 school year Free Ethernet,
cable and local phone included in
rent. Call Craift. 432-0600.
4 ■•droom • 3 stories. 2 bath,
townhouse Loads of privacy. Rent
'starts at $210, individual leases
Umvarjrty Realty. 434 4444
I Student Rentata • Outer
Banks. N.C Houses/apartments
Furnished, W/D, AC, dishwashers.
Oceenfronta - close to beaches.
Call to stay free Spring Break! Help
m finding jobs. <h) 252-441-4557,
cell 252-267 5105
Large 1 BR? Apartments - good
location. Available 7/1. $360
433.] M i

S Bedroom. 3 lath • top floor
condo. Walking distance to JMU
and on bus route. Unrveralty Realty,
434 4444.

Offt 'ampusltoming.com
YOU HAVE A CHOICE!
I Bedrooms

Madison Square - furnished
townhouse. 3 bedroom. 2 1/2
bath. W/D. 1-888-994 3113 or
43*1040

Great Rentals
for 2002 -2003

Tcrraie
HuMcn Ridjc
Slaniir of 1150

M*JIM*I

- I*"'
II"
HurK.cn RKJJC
M*d.*.-i Mm.
M -li» « Terrace
layman Avenue
Siamti ai S2S)

3 BR Apartment Hardwood floors, 2 decks.
■RktCr included. 9700/mn.
Hunter'* Ridgje Townhouae
Available August I.
S2l5/per*on. 4 bedroom, 2
Irving room*. W/D. I)/W.

3 Bedrwrns
Duke Garden*
Madiww Garden *
Madura M*>*
M JJIM ■> Terr me
M*d.«m Square

A/C. 2 lwlha

r
-ii> H*e
\hini*i at $17*

4 Bedroom House -

4 Bednwim

Hoosrvrll Street Furnlahed.

Hunlcn Ridge

9275/pereon. W/D. D/W.

MarJttum Mini*
I.iiver.ii. Place

A/C. Available August I

Country Club Court

3 BR on Franklin St. -

faantaj aj 5/ ">

Hardwood floors, two levels,
inter furnished, quk-t location.

5 Bedrooms
Hunters Kulrc Loll

Deck Houae -437S
Mason Street. I. 2. 3
bedroom apartnwnts From
8240/prnwn Water liKludrd

Kline Realty
Property Management
438-8800

toaaieifZS)

large Selection
of Houses!
runkhoutrr & Axsoclaln
Pniperly Mirui([rmen(

1

BRApl. S5l07mo or
S170'penon

THULI Meantele/ftoad Bike
Rack . Great conation $190 Palm
Pilot M100 $40. Must sell both.
Call Christian at (c) 246 8669.
(h) 438-4140.

$ 180/penon
■rawing aupallee. legredlente.
Tape - Bluestone CeMrs. 4326799.
181 S. Main. wwwBCflflrrwcom

One of the closest
complexes lo JMU!

1»M Honda Civic DX Coupe • 5
speed, CO, excellent condition
$7,500. Cell 4339162.

Fraternities. Sororities. Clubs.
Student Groups • Earn $1,000
$2,000
with
the
easy
Campusfundraiser.com three hour

lttt Pard Tempo • approximately
108,000 miles,
very good
condition. Asking price: $1,200, or
best offer. Contact information:
Umaimah Netx. 540-432-9773 or
5714325483
or
e-mail
nab-u#aol com.

fund ratting event. Does not involve
credit card appvcetions Fund rais-ng
dates are filing qurckly. to cas today*
Contact Campusfundraiser com at
888923-3238 Of visit our weDSAe at
www campusrundrarse* com

Fender ties trie Qnltar • Black,
like new, $275.Call for details.
4331943.

FOUND

Playstation 3 - system, games,
accessories for sale. E-mail
|muGameGuyt>yahoo.com
for
information.

HELP WANTED

Found Zlppered Black Case containing 4 no discs m P lot Carl
to identify 4331943

SERVICES
NOTICE

kllnr Realty Property Mgmt.

The good apartments go first.
so come by ami tee us'
■aautlfully Rettored Victorian
Duplei • for groupe of 3. 4. or 7. 2
klteheni. 2 living rooms, 7
bedrooms, 2 bathroom*. Large
yard and parking area. Wrap
around
front
porch
Fully
rennovated plumbing, electrical
and drvv.aU m 2000. High catlings
and huge bedroomi, average) sue
185 sq. ft. Must see «wde to fuHy
appreciate this property. 564-2659
*ww casHepvopwfy com
Henter'a ftl#a> Tewnhouee furnished. 2 BR units, kitchen.
$240/bedroom. 703737O103,
Naga Head Student Rental 3BR/2 bath. May 5 to Sept. 5.
$l,800/mo. plus utilities. A/C.
washer/dryer,
furnished.
6
persons, \A res. |w) 80*748-5851:
<h) 804 7 94 €904.
OeWslty Castft • 4 BR attractive,
fully f'trnished. townhouse near
campus. Basement apartment.
W/D, AC. microwave, deck. pool,
bedroom locks. Ethernet end more
Best deal in town $185
$225
4338329.
2 BR, 3BR, and 4 BR Units
AvaHsete - June and August Cad
for locations and prices Hess &
M-lier. 43*7383
Room on South Main Street $235 - $275. AvaiiaWe rnmafJalerfr
Call 487-4057
We N«*4 2 Roommate*
for r ■•.'
school year. Can Stephanie et
4383835
walking
distance, W/D. availed i 6/1 or
8/17. $525 4331569
Almost
New
Large
1
BR
Apartments - W/D. available 8/17.
$400 $425 4331569,
. -.. •-■,- iphoei

Info.' funkhiiuwrMMairimnlt—1

434-515.1

Fender Stretoceetor/Peevey
Classic 30 Tube Amp • $400,
O.b.O 432-6799

S200pcrM>n F-ihernct available

4 BR Apt. $720 mo or

or I 2 year lease available
Cat f.» more mfomWwn, 43VM2J

J-M
APARTMENTS

year. Call Michelle. 442 4496 for
djassjkj

7,500 miles, dual eiheust. custom
yellow paint, cover and helmet
included. $3,600, o.b.o. Contact
Justin- moranjmaynu.edu or call
612-4453. For pics/more info1
-wv* geoerttet com/my96k*tnr\a
Onkyo Rl Receiver • 185 wett.
Bose AM 5 speakers Like new,
seldom used. 434-4558.
Ibanai RQ470J8 Jewal Blua
Electric Oulter - with case and
stand After market Seymore
Duncan pick-up. Floyd Rose
tremolo bridge, and Rosewood
flrejer board Askaig $350 57*4692
or duffcme>)rr>u.edu.
Bicycle ■ 18 speed. 18 inches
Good condition. $50. must sell •
moving. Cad 57*2466 or 5681380
M Aeen tatejev - black. 5 speed.
2 door hatchback, good condition.
Asking $3,300 or better offer. Call
Christina. 438-2646.
Serin*; ctethee Are Haral
Thrift. 227 N Mam.

■ ■ -t -.

Ampe* Classic lass Cabinet,
Cr»*> Hwatf Co-*.
Bares/played
Excellent sound and condition
Trials available, contact Eugene
schwetea4>jmu.edu. 442-4572
Taking best offer.
I EX • 2 door coupo.
5 speed, great condition, loaded
Asking $6,500. Call 879-2706.
ENSONIQ
VFX-SO
•
Music
production synthesizer with onboard 24 track sequencer and disk
drive Over 200 sampled sounds.
infinitely programmable. fu"y touchsensitive keyboard. Full MIDI,
includes pedals, case. $600. nag.
Call Jon. 433 3489
1M7 Valve 24001 • 4 door. 4 cyt.
auto. 30 mpg.. new brakes all
•round 1994 Dodge Caravan
269-2000
AM/FM Sterao Receiver - Optimus
Digital Synthesized. Used very
little. $50 or make an offer
Quasar VCR with remote, needs
Oeanmg give away. Cat 43*1241.
leave message.

Kara 55.000!!!

For more inforrruiion jn.1

Coafrrrnce Assistant

assnlance regarding ihe

Work in fail-paced, leam-oneoied
environment Serve as primary
conuci for JMU summer camp* and
conference* Available 5 6 • H 15
Apply WEAC. Taylor 233

invoiigation of firancing hMirs*

Deadline 172

$1,800 WeiekaV Potential • mailing
our circulars Free mformalron. Call
2036830202,
Now Interviewing
■ ,
potential, promotions, recognition.
end you set your own hours.
interview sessions to be held in
Taylor Hail February 28th at 3:00
p.m. and 6 00 p.m. Call 2495416
to set up your time.

PERSONALS

ropmniia comacl (he
Belter Business Bureau. Inc

I-IWO-5.U-550I

leejafeimuedu

$250 A Day Potential • bartending.
IraHM prtahM L4J0OMB 1MB,
e»t 215.

Spring Break • Cancun. Jamaica,
and a" Florida destinations. Best
hotels, free pert.es. lowest prices'
www ryeafcerstrave)/ com
1 80O98S6"*R<»

TRAVEL
• 1 Spring Breek Vacations!
Cancun. Jamaica. Bahamas, and
Florida! Best parties, best hotels,
best prices' Space is limited! Hurry
up and book now1 180023*7007.
www.erxWsssummevfours.com
Spring Break Panama City - from
$129' Boardwalk room with k-tenen
neit to clubs' 7 parties' Deytona
$159' spnngbreakfravef.com

lunchtlme Worship During Lent
This Wednesday. 12:15 p m , at
Emmanuel Episcopal Church A
quick walk from rampus. A brief
service of. prayer and scripture,
wrth time and space for reflection
and meditation All are welcome
UC44 PrejfsssloMl - 37 year old.
while handsome, average bunt
Christian male, who doesn't dr>nn
or smoke and is active in church.
and has many hobtxes. « praying
for a white. Christian, family
oriented,
nondrinking. non
smoking, slender/average Ouiil
female ages 24
35 who would
like lo dote. Please email me at
SfKoencgkear mimk.net

18006786386
S7.00/Mour Plua $200/Month
housing allowance. Largest rental
service on the Outer Banks of
North Carolina (Nags Head).
Submit application online at
www mwor tn.com.
Alt Northern Virginia
areas- Supervisors/Lifeguards/
Pool Operators. Apply on-line or call
1877 7337665. $7.25/hr mewnum.
www.premjerenferprisesmc.com
■a a Part of Harrlsonkurge •
first
Spanish
and English
newspaper. £f Lector - The /toadev
Writing and editing positions
available Contact Caitim Drlscoli
at 612 4927 or dnscocedjynu.edu.

['AID \H. I. IMI-KNSIIIPS
Spring Break Behamas Party
Crulael 5 days $279! Includes
meals and free parties! Awesome
beeches, nightlife! Departs from
Florida1 Cancun and Jamaica $459!
www springpreakf ravtl com
inonfi7Sfl-w*

EZM3332E
SUPER SPECIALS'.'.!

'■' '14FVFEMeals'
40 hrs FHt£ Welcam* Parfi.sf
iiavrroorm raureeirt

Summer is too short,
DonX spend it inside!

Bafwmas

WORK OUTDOORS

Dwanrir ilawi-Oatn
Panama Cif>..-1149

VVI

At Historic
Lake Accotink Park!
bxatol m SfiingneU VA

r.vtu Or* SPrWrro MMk'f

Camp Counaekr pcetbone SB/hr •
virpendlng on experience*
Camp Ccordtoilor postciom

FOR SI MM K2W02
Hmlil vour resume ham over
s 000,(.,, M,nimcr I imiie.l
number «•( pusrimns .i.jiljhkttroaiVA Arr'> oa-Bae •oday'
vswajaldJeaaalast
■

ADVERTISE IN
THE BREEZE
CLASSIFIED ADS!
Ifac tirsl 10 words
S2.00 ii)t each add I III wonk
BltKk iditn SlO'inch
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Diamond Dukes field veteran club
BY TRAVIS CLINGENPEEL

sports editor
The Diamond Dukes are tired
of not getting invited to the big
dance. For the past two seasons
they've done everything a team
can do to garner an at-large bid
and make an appearance in the
NCAA tournament.
In 2000, JMU compiled a 3722 record, along with a Ratings
Power Index ranking of 36 in
the nation. Instead of being
whisked off to the tournament
regionals, the team was left at
home as the highest RPI-ranked
team with a winning conference record that did not get into
the tournament.
In 2001, the Diamond Dukes
once again built themselves an
impressive resume. They finished 36-23-1, and again were in
the top 50 in the nation's RPI

-«

When you 're dealing
with guys that have
been hurt, health is
always an issue.
-Joe "Spanky" McFarland
baseball coach

?5
rankings. But last spring JMU
suffered a heartbreaking loss to
the College of William & Mary in
the Colonial Athletic Association
championship game. Without the
title's automatic bid, JMU was
left out of the tournament again.
"We were on the bubble and
we didn't get in," coach Joe
"Spanky" McFarland said. "That
is what we'd like to do this year."
Considering that McFarland
returns a veteran starting rotation
that potentially could go six
deep, his entire starring infield
from a season ago and two of last
year's starting outfielders, the
Diamond Dukes in 2002 look
poised to burst their NCAA tournament bubble and find themselves in postseason play for the
first time since 1995.

A daunting rotation
McFarland's pitching staff a
year ago was daunting, with
Adam Wynegar ('01) at the
helm. Wynegar, who was
drafted by the Chicago Cubs in
the sixth round, was hampered

by a groin pull and did not
look fully healthy until the
end of the season.
"Adam had a tough year,"
McFarland said. "But obviously you're going to miss an arm
like that."
In light of Wynegar's troubles, the Diamond Dukes looked
to the rest of the staff for someone to step up. They found current junior Chris Cochran.
Cochran led JMU last season with a 9-3 record and a
3.80 earned run average. The
right-hander ate up the
innings that McFarland needed to the tune of a schoolrecord 109 frames pitched.
Cochran's year of highlights is
topped off by the eighth nohitter in JMU history, that
coming March 10 against St.
John's University. The effort
garnered him the National
Collegiate Baseball Writers
Association's Player of the
Week honors.
Junior southpaw Dan Meyer
stepped up as well, compiling an
8-4 record and a 4.04 earned run
average. McFarland said Meyer
is not afraid to challenge hitters
with his fastball which routinely
will hit 92 to 94 miles per hour.
"Dan was a very consistent
pitcher for us last year,"
McFarland said. "Even in his
losses he pitched good games."
Returning to the Diamond
Dukes' staff this season after
missing the 2001 campaign with
an injury is red-shirt junior John
Gouzd. In his first two seasons at
JMU, Gouzd amassed a 12-9
record and 158 strikeouts in 177
1 /3 innings pitched.
McFarland said that Gouzd is
close to full recovery from last
season's injury, and that the righthander is a fierce competitor.
Rounding out the rotation for
the Diamond Dukes will be converted closer left-hander Jared
Doyle, a junior, and sophomore
southpaw Kurt Isenburg.
Doyle served as a spot starter
for JMU in 2001, allowing him a
smooth transition to the role of a
full-time starter this season.
Doyle made six starts for the
Dukes a year ago, and his efforts
out of the bullpen earned him
first-team All-CAA accolades.
McFarland said that the fiveman rotation that he is looking to
go with should give the arms on
his staff seven or eight days
between
starts,
hopefully
enough to keep them fresh

DAVE KWUsenior photographer

Junior John Gouzd sat out in 2001 with an injury, but will be a key member of this season's staff.
throughout the season.
"When you're dealing with
guys that have been hurt,
health is always an issue,"
McFarland said.

In the pen
When the fifth-year coach has
to take the ball from one of his
starters he will call on an equally
experienced bullpen.
Closing for the Diamond
Dukes will be red-shirt senior
right-hander Brandon Cornwell.
McFarland said that Cornwell
has a good temperament for a
closer, and that since he throws
from a low three-quarters slot, he

will get a lot of ground balls.
Should Cornwell need to rest
his arm, junior third baseman
Brent Metheny may well get the
call to close out a game. Metheny
in his freshman year set a JMU
record with six saves.
The receiving end of the
Diamond Dukes' battery will
again consist of a platoon of
senior Dustin Bowman and
junior Matt Deuchler. Last season Bowman and Deuchler
contributed almost identically
offensive statistics. Bowman
hit at a .263 clip, with a pair of
homers and 19 RBIs. Deuchler
hit .257 with a pair of homers

and 15 RBIs.
McFarland said that the main
difference between the two is
that Deuchler has the better arm
while Bowman does a better job
of blocking balls in the dirt.

On the infield turf
JMU returns four veteran
infielders in 2002, a group which
a season ago led the team to a
school-record .967 fielding percentage. Metheny, along with
shortstop junior Nathan Doyle,
second baseman junior Mitch
Rigsby and junior first baseman
Eddie Kim hope to improve on

see POSTSEASON, page 11
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Packin' offensive power
CAA-batting champion Kim looks to provide pop at the plate
BY PATRICE SEKO

staff writer
Whatever you do, don't call a
maid.
Call junior first baseman
Eddie Kim.
He's guaranteed to help you*
clean up.
In fact, he batted fourth for
the baseball team practically all
last season for that same reason.
And this season, Kim is bigger,

stronger and ready for a challenge.
"At this level of ball, you see
much better pitching everyday,"
Kim said. Yet, even when he
faces challenging pitchers, Kim
manages to rip the ball over the
fence, notching homers in the
books and wins for the team.
As a sophomore, Kim hit .418
(41-for-98) with six homers and 29
RBIs in 26 games against Colonial
Athletic Association foes. He went

9-for-25 (.360) with two homers
and six RBIs in the CAA tournament. During a 20-game hit streak,
which began April 7 against the
College of William & Mary and
ended May 11 at George Mason
University, Kim hit .512 (41-for-80)
with 16 extra-base hits and 29 RBIs.
He also had 14 multiple-hit and
eight multiple-RBI games during
his streak. Kim started opening
day at first base against Wake

DAVE KIM/senior photographer

Junior Eddie Kim's hitting earned him the 2001 Colonial Athletic Association batting championship.

Forest University,
went l-for-4 with a
double, had JMU's
first hit of the season and scored a
run. With 184 at
bats, 73 hits, and
a batting average of .397 for
the 2001 season, the list
still goes on
and on.
And with these
statistics, Kim earned the
respect of being CAA batting
champion and honorable mention All-State.
Not bad, for a sophomore.
However, Kim's list of statistics freshman year was not quite
as lengthy. In fact, his name
rarely made it in the lineup.
"It was hard sitting on the
bench, as a hitter especially,"
Kim said. "Honestly, I complained, but you have to look at
the long run, and think of how
you can get better. I knew I
would get the opportunity to
play sophomore year, so I used
freshman year as a learning
experience. Now, I cherish
freshman year because I
learned so much."
His first collegiate career hit
freshman year was a two-run
double in the first game of the
Army series.
With a solid season of collegiate experience in his past, Kim
is focusing more on technique
this season.
"I'm a big left-handed hitter.
This season, I plan to utilize my
power to right field to score
runs. I can definitely use the
short porch to my advantage,"
Kim said.
Power is undoubtedly one of
Kim's strengths. At a towering
height of 6 feet 4 inches, JMU's
first baseman weighs in at a commanding 265 pounds.
Kim's size might lead one to
believe that he is a liability on the
infield, but coach Joe "Spanky"
McFarland disagreed.
"I'm not gonna say that he's a
Golden Glove winner, but he has
pretty soft hands for a big guy."
With size, determination and
experience, one can only wonder
what else Kim has to offer.
"Not speed, I'll tell you that,"
Kim said.

But, who needs speed
when you can crush baseballs
into the bleachers?
With the combination of
runs scored and an experienced team, a winning season
may lie in the future for the
Diamond Dukes.
"This is definitely our year.
Our whole infield is back and
we've been practicing hard. Our
goal is to win the conference,"
Kim said.
According to Kim, the team
already has developed a goal
for the 2002 season: to play
every game at the same competitive level. "We don't want to
focus on one challenging team
and lose the games we overlook," Kim said. "Then we
might end up losing because
we're not focused."
With this positive outlook,
Kim and the team will look to
win the CAA tournament and
advance to the regional level.
Personally, Kim will try to
prosper in his new role offensively for the Dukes. McFarland
said he moved Kim up to the
third slot in the batting order to
get him more RBI opportunities.
Kim's goals do not stop here.
A kinesiology major with a
concentration in sports management, Kim would like to one
day play professional baseball.
"He's a hard worker, no
doubt," senior catcher Dustin
Bowman said. "Eddie's serious
about baseball like all of us are.
He's fun to be around and fun
to play ball with as well."
When Kim is not bearing
down on the clay diamond, he
hangs up his cleats and enjoys
shooting around with his
friends on the basketball courts.
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Stat-stacki ng Southpaw
Diamond Dukes predict big season from Meyer
BY KELLY GILLESPIE

staff writer
Junior southpaw Dan Meyer,
who
consistently
tosses
between 92 mph and 94 mph,
will be one of JMU's strongest
pitchers this season. Finishing
the 2001 season with a 4.04 ERA

and an 8-4 record, giving him a
winning percentage of .667,
Meyer said the 2002 season will
be even better.
With the experience he has
gained over the past two JMU
seasons and summer play, Meyer
thinks this may be the Dukes'

best season yet.
"He is a great player as well
as an excellent athlete," junior
Jared Doyle said of his teammate. "He is not afraid to work
hard, and that could be why his
talent has excelled in college."
Meyers said the Dukes will

MEGHAN MONTGOMERY/vcmVir photographer

Junior Dan Meyer posted an S4 record wtth a 4.04 ERA In 2001, both marks second-best on the team.

return to the Colonial
Athletic Association
Championship as
well as earn their
first NCAA bid
since 1995. His
goal is to help
everyone out
as much as he
can so they
can succeed
as a team.
"As a team
we should excel in ever
area," Meyer said. "W die .olid
at every position and throughout
the line-up. We had ■) great fall
and we are all very hard wink
ing, I think it will be a grc?. t year."
Meyer is originally from
Swedesboro, N.J., where he
attended Kingsway
High
School. He ended his high
school career with a perfect 120 record and a stellar 0.68 ERA.
His Kingsway team was the
runner-up in the South Jersey
High
School
State
Championship in 1999, where
Meyer was named as MVP.
When Meyer arrived at JMU
in Fall 1999, he began his studies in Public Administration.
Although he hopes to have a
career in professional baseball,
he said his studies may also
lead him to a job with the FBI or
state police.
His first season with the
Dukes in 2000, Meyer pitched
20.7 innings in 14 appearances.
In his first victory, he pitched
four and a third innings
against Columbia, striking out
eight batters. He completed
that year with an 8.27 ERA and
a 2-0 record. The following
summer, Meyer and fellow
Duke, senior Pat Cunningham,
traveled to the Midwest to
play in the Central Illinois
Collegiate League one of the
many NCAA-affiliated leagues
across the country each summer. Playing for the Quincy
Gems, Meyer had the opportunity to face batters from
schools all over the country
and to improve his game; he
left in August with a 2.62 ERA.
"Quincy was a great experience, and it was a lot of
fun," Meyer said. "The baseball was good and I got too
meet a lot of new guys from
the Midwest."

H i s
sophomore year,
Meyer started 10ofhisl5
games
and
pitched at least
five innings in nine of those
starts. Meyer started the third
game of the series against
Rider pitching five shutout
innings of three-hit baseball,
striking out eight and earning
his first victory of the year. Of
his 8-4 record, he went 5-2
against fellow CAA opponents.
In a win against the College of
William & Mary, Meyer scattered
eight hits in five innings, and
gave up five runs. He earned his
fifth win of the year in the final
game of the Richmond series
where he pitched five and a third
innings, allowing two runs on
four while he fanned four. Meyer
improved to 6-3 with eight
innings and a 6-4 triumph of
Virginia
Commonwealth
University, giving up one earned
run to the Rams on six hits and
two walks.
This past summer, Meyer
traveled north to Cape Cod,
Mass. to play in one of the best
college all-star leagues in the
country. Juniors Chris Cochran
and Brent Metheny also spent
the summer on the Cape.
Metheny and Meyer, however,
both played for the Cotuit
Kettlers. Meyer completed the
season ranked in the top 10 in
the League in ERA (1.51) and
posted a 3-1 record.
"The Cape was the best
experience a baseball player
could have," Meyer said. "It is
the best summer baseball and
the competition is among the
elite. It was definitely the best
summer of my life."
An impressive resume" in
tow, Meyer heads into 2002
looking to make it the best
spring of his life.
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Baseball 2002 Roster
No. Name
#2 Ruffin, Justin
#3 Loso, Sean
#5 Cushman, Jason
#7 Bowman, Dan
#8 Hansberry, Jamie
#9 Cunningham, Pat
#10Metheny, Brent
#11 Leatherwood, Brian
#12 Rigsby, Mitch
#13 Isenberg, Kurt
#14 Maley, Mitch .
#15 Martin, Chris
#16Deuchler, Matt
#18 Ebaugh, Travis
#19 Doyle, Jared
#20 Walling, Kyle
#21 Lindsey, Alan
#22 Doyle, Nathan
#24 Ballowe, Steve
#25 Gaiser, Jake
#27 Cochran, Chris
#28 Trussell, Mike
#29 Butia, Mike
#30 Gouzd, John
#31 McKernan, Rick
#32 Cornwell, Brandon
#33 Nesbitt, Greg
#36 Kim, Eddie
#37 Meyer, Dan

Pos.
OF
2B/OF
INF
C
INF
OF/1B
3B/P
P
2B
OF/P
P
INF
C
P
P
OF
OF
SS
OF
P
P
P
OF/P
P
P
P
P
1B
P

El.
r-Jr.
Fr.
Sr.
Sr.
r-Fr.
Sr.
Jr.
Fr.
Jr.
So.
Jr.
Fr.
Jr.
r-Jr.
Jr.
r-So.
r-So.
Jr.
Sr.
Jr.
Jr.
r-Jr.
Fr.
r-Jr.
r-Jr.
r-Sr.
Fr.
Jr.
Jr.

James Madison University Baseball
FEBRUARY
15
15
16
17
19
23
24
26

2002 Schedule

Maryland @ Charleston, S.C.
Richmond @ Charleston, S.C.
North Carolina St. @ Charleston, S.C.
Maryland @ Charleston, S.C.
George Washington
Penn State
Penn State
Liberty

10:00 AM
1:30 PM
1:30 PM
10:00 AM
2:30 PM
1:00 PM
1:00 PM
2:30 PM
2:30 PM

27
Virginia Tech
MARCH
Albany
1
2
Georgia
3
Georgia
4
Jacksonville
5
Detroit @ Jacksonville, FL
6
Jacksonville
7
North Florida
9
St. Joseph's (DH)
10
St. Joseph's
12
at UNC-Greensboro
13
at UNC-Greensboro
20
at Virginia
23
Hofstra (DH)
24
Hofstra
26
at Richmond
27
at George Washi
29
Delaware*
30
Delaware*

2:30 PM
2:00 PM
1:00 PM
7:00 PM
6:00 PM
7:00 PM
3:00 PM
Noon
1:00 PM
6:00 PM
4:00 PM
3:00 PM
Noon
Noon
3:00 PM
3;00 PM
3:00 PM
1:00 PM
1:00 PM

31 ^^Delaware* .^^
Virginia
Virginia Tech
William & Mary*
William & Mary*
William & Mary*
Radford
Richmond
Drexel*
Drexel*
Drexel*
West Virginia
Towsofr
Towson*
Towson*
Liberty
George Maso
George Maso
George Mason*
Radford
UNC-Wilmington*
UNC-Wilmington*
UNC-Wilmington*
Old Dominion*
Id Dominion
Dominion*
at CAA Tournamen
"Colonial Athletic Association Game

3:00 PM
2:30 PM
7:00 PM
4:00 PM
1:00
3:00 PI
3:00 PI
3:00 PM

1

1:00 PM I
1:00 PM
3:00 PM
3:00 PM
1:00 PM
1:00 PM I
3:00 PM
3:00 PM;
2:00 PI
1:00 P{
4:O0.fM

1:00 PM
0 PM
:00 PM
7:00 PM
7:00 PM
1:00 PM
TBA
Home games in boldface
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JlU SoftM 20<a
James.
20

jersity Softball

ke, Va.

9:00 AM
9:00 AM
11:00 AM
5:00 PM
2:00 PM
3:00 PM
:00 PM
00 PM
PM

13
15-1

15
16
20
22-24 @ Capital City Classic
22
Stony Brook
22
Lehigh
23
Bucknell
23
Delaware State
26
Lafayette College
APRI L
6-7
@ Delaware
10
@ Virginia Tech
13-14 Drexel
Coppin State
Bridgewater
20-21 @ Towson
24
@ Virginia
27-28 Hofstra
17
18

MAY
@ George Mason
4-5
10-12 @ CAA Championships

Newark, Del.
Jlacksburg, Va.
msonburg, Va.
Harrl«onburg,Va.
Harrisc
Towson,
CharlottesvilleJ
Harrisonburg,'
Fairfax, Va.
TBA

Softball 2002 Roster
No. Name

Pos.

El.

#1 Keri Schlosser

OF/2B

Fr.-r

#2 Leah Conley

P

Fr.

#3 Liz George

IB/OF

Fr.

#4 Natalie Burd

OF

Fr.

#5 Nikki Dunn

P

Fr.

#7 Alison Pardalis

UT

Fr.

#8 Sarah Zook

P/1B

Fr.-r.

#9 Jeni Cox

2B/SS

Fr.-r.

#12 Leah Evert

OF

So.-r

#13 Kitska Swanstrom

3B/1B

Fr.

#15 Kristi Nixon

1B

Fr.-r

#16KaraSchwind

3B/C

So.

#17 Laura Hunt

C

Fr.

#18 Catherine Gilliam

P

So.

#20 Lisa Perdew

2B

Fr.

#21 Katie Jaworski

UT

Fr.

#22 Ashlee Schenk

C/1B

Fr.

#33 Jesse Gump

SS/C/OF

Fr.
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Injuries could shorten
team's pitching rotation
Two of four pitchers currently sidelined
BY SCOTT KING

senior writer
Sports teams generally use
the excuse, "This is a building
year" when they know the
upcoming season will be a
losing one. It is a save-face
phrase that keeps the blame
From being pointed somewhere. But when people refer
to this spring as being a building season lor women's softball, it is not an excuse. This is
the tust year 1Mb' has had a
Division 1 team, and with the
help of their strong pitching
staff, the Dukes' first year
may end up being far from a

losing season.
A big factor in how well the
team does will be whether or not
injured pitchers will be able to
play. As of now, two of the tour
pitchers are benched and it is
unknown when they will be able
to play.
"We are very optimistic, but
with injuries right now we an'
kind of cautious," coach Katie
I lynn said. "They are very talented for a first-year program
and are a very strong pitching
Btaff. They will keep us in the
game. There is no doubt about
that. 1 think that is their job to
keep us in the game. Then it is
the offensive's job to win the
games for us."
Unlike already-founded
Softball teams, JMU gets to take
this year to set standards and to
figure out who plays what
position. In turn, the pitching
Staff this year is unique in the
sense that there are no set starting pitchers or relief pitchers. It
will vary from game to game
and each pitcher will constantly be playing both roles.
"We typically don't go
through as many pitchers as
baseball does," Flynn added.
"Our kids are more able to
throw seven innings, and if
they are doing fine and they
aren't getting hit and they BIS
doing well then they will stay in
all seven innings. Occasionally
if they get tired or if you think a
change may help, a reliever
may throw an inning or two ...
But everyone on the team is a
starting pitcher and a relief
pitcher. We don't have it desig-

nated that someone is only a
starter or only a reliever."
The biggest difference from
softball pitchers compared to
baseball pitchers is that the specialty pitches are different.
Then' is, of course, the traditional fastball and curveball,
but because softball requires an
underhand motion, then' are
also rise balls and drop balls,
which are simply balls that
either rise or drop while in the
strike /one.
Healthy and ready to
pitch are sophomore Sarah
Zook and freshman Nikki
Dunn. Zook pitched last year
for the JMU club team. Her
specialties are drops and
curveballs. She has also
played for the Reston Red
Birds in the Amateur Softball
Association summer league.

-64
We are very optimistic,
but with injuries right
now we are kind of
cautious.
— Katie Flynn
softball coach

55
"Kind of like how baseball
plays pony league in the summertime, softball plays ASAsummer
softball,"
Flynn
explained. "And they play 50
to 70 games in the summertime. They play on all-star travel teams where they travel
across the country."
Dunn also has played on
summer teams and has a strong
high sch(x>l background where
over the course of four years
was named second team AllKegion, hrst and second team
All-District, first and second
team All-Metro, second team
All-Central Region.
"I throw a rise and a changeup," Dunn said. "My drop is
different from the other girls'.
They have like a rollover drop
and mine is a peel drop, which
is something you really don't
find in regular pitchers in college. Mine goes more straight

down where their's curve
more. I guess you can say that
sometimes it can be more effective. I have a rise ball and a
change ball that are different
speeds from everyone else's."
Sitting out for now arc freshmen Leah Conley and sophomore Cat Cilliam. Conley was
lilting weights with the team
when she heard a pop that
came from her hand. Conley
suffered a sprain, combined
with tendinitis. She said she
will have to rehab the injury for
a while and doesn't know
when she will return to action.
Like Zook and Dunn, Conley
has no experience in college
softball, but she is no stranger
from the softball summer
leagues. In the summer leagues
she has won a lew state championships, a regional championship, and in 2000, her team
won the national championship. Like the others, she too
has her own specialty pitch.
"I like to throw my drop
curveball," Conley said. "And
that has always been my go-to
pitch since I've been about 13.
That, and 1 like to throw my rise
ball, but that is still aiming along."
Cilliam is the only pitcher on
the team with any Division 1
experience. Last year she was
Virginia Tech's No. 2 pitcher.
She had a 9-8 record with a 122
ERA. After getting injured and
developing a stress fracture in
her back, she lost her scholarship to Va. Tech and was recruited by Flynn. It is unknown if
Cilliam will be able to play this
season. Last week she received
results of an X-ray and doctors
said that Cilliam does not suffer
from a stress fracture. They
belive it could be arthritis or
possibly another medical condition. She is now waiting on the
results of a blood test.
"It will be a learning experience," Cilliam said. "We have a
lot of young players who have
never played Division I before.
I think going out there and
playing good teams will help
us. If we play good teams and
lose to them, I think we take
more from that than if we go
out there and play bad teams
and win."

^DUNN, NIKKI^
Position: Pitcher
Year: Freshman
Hometown: Richmond, Va.
Education: Varina High School
High School Stats:
Senior year was named to the 2nd team
All-District and 2nd team All-Metro

/"GILLIAM, CATHERINE^
Position: Pitcher
Year: Sophmore
Hometown: Richmond, Va.
Education: Godwin High School
High School Stats:
As a sophmore, junior and senior she was
1st team All-District, 1st team All-Region,
and 2nd team All-State

/CONLEY, LEAHV
Position: Pitcher
Year: Freshman
Hometown: Langhorne, Pa.
Education: Neshaming
High School
High School Stats:
Freshman year, named Player of the Year
by The Philadelphia Inquirer
In each of the four years pitching, recorded
over 200 strikeouts per year
^ZOOK, SARAHV
Position: Pitcher, First Base
Year: Freshman
Hometown: Fairfax, Va.
Education: Fairfax High School
High School Stats:
As a senior she was 1st team All-District,
District Player of the Year, 1 st team All-Region,
All-Met honorable mention, All-Journal, and
on the Northern Virginia State All-Star team
CINDY TINKKR/wmor artisl
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Dukes seek success as
competitive NCAA team
Softball builds strong foundation in inaugural season
BY AARON GRAY

staff writer
As the softball team enters
its first season in Division I
competition, a couple of question marks run though coach
Katie Flynn's head. With only
one week before their inaugural
debut, a squad that features 11
true freshmen and no seniors or
juniors must lay down the
foundation for what looks to be
a successful softball program.
"Our goals right now are
lofty," said Flynn, who previously coached at University of
North Carolina-Greensboro.
"It's our first season, so I would
like to see us at .500 by the end
of the year."
"We are a new team and it
will be hard to catch up with
the other schools," red-shirt
sophomore Leah Evert said.
"Since this past fall, we have
been working together as a
team to form a strong bond."
Sophomore Kara Schwind
transferred to JMU from
Coastal Carolina University

this year and represents one
of the two players with college experience on the team.
She either will play third base
or will make the calls from
behind the plate. Schwind is a
major offensive force for the
Dukes and probably will bat
in the third spot in the batting rotation.

-66
Basically, right now
there are a lot of
positions still open. It
will depend on who
develops offensively.
- Katie Flynn
softball coach

-55
Freshman Jesse Gump will
be a solid contributor at the
shortstop position. Flynn
praised her fall season perform-

ance and says her speed and
athleticism will be a factor on
defense in tough games.
The second base position is
not occupied yet, according to
Flynn. Freshmen Keri Schlosser,
Jeni Cox and Lisa Perdew all
will be competing for the spot.
The third base position will
depend on the status of
Schwind. In her absence, freshman Kristi Nixon will claim the
left foul line. Nixon also will be
used on the right side and fill in
at first base when needed.
Currently, there are five different players competing for
the first base position. Flynn
said that they all possess great
glove work and the decision
will be tough.
"Basically, right now there
are a lot of positions still open,"
Flynn said. "It will depend on
who develops offensively."
Evert will lead the outfield.
Evert, a switch-hitter, will bat
somewhere in the top five
spots. She will be joined by
freshman Natalie Burd in left

SB^l^^HlK!
DAVE YUMIsenior photographer

Freshman Kitska Swanstrom warms up during a recent practice. The Dukes play their first ever
home game as a Division I softball team March 6 against Mount St. Mary's College.

DAVE KBAIsenior photographer

Freshman Katie Jaworsky makes a throw from second base. JMU
makes its season debut March 1 in the Collegiate Dixie Classic.
field. Burd has shown great
speed in the preseason and
probably will bat leadoff,
according to Flynn.
Schlosser or freshman
Alison Pardalis will play right
field. Once again, the question
of offensive development will
determine the starter.
"The defense looks good,
but we need to focus on our hitting and scoring runs," Flynn
said. "We're going to use our
speed to steal bases; we need to
be aggressive on offense."
The Dukes have been
practicing all winter following a fall practice season
where they competed in two
tournaments and gained
some experience.
"I like the fact that we are
starting things out here at
JMU,"
freshman
pitcher
Nikki Dunn said. "We definitely have some speed on
the team and our skills will
get better."
Evert said, "Our enthusiasm
is great. We know we have a lot
of catching up to do, but I think
if we come together as a team,
we will be successful."
The Dukes will look to put
together a solid first season as a
varsity team.
'There's a lot of talent and

interest at JMU and I'm glad the
program has moved up," Evert
said about the transition from
club to varsity. "There is definitely a difference in responsibility
and time commitment."

-66
Our enthusiasm is great.
We know we have a lot
of catching up to do, but
I think if we come
together as a team, we
will be successful.
- Leah Evert
red-shirt sophomore, softball player

55 —
Success could help future
recruiting as well.
According to Flynn, the
softball program at JMU
attracts up to 400 interested
athletes every year. From
that, she can only recruit
around 50. This season, there
are seven scholarship athletes
and there are four more
signed up for next year which
will improve the talent pool.

-W>
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At the helm of a
young crew
Flynn and company lead Dukes into
inaugural season as Division I team
BY JEFF BEYOGHLOW

contributing writer

They may be the new kids
on the block, but there is
nothing new about this winning softball tradition. Just
talk to coach Katie Flynn and
you will realize quickly that
her tenure with the game is
anything but short-lived.
Realistically, the program
needs a seasoned coaching staff
considering that this will be the
first year JMU will have a varsity
team. Flynn will readily admit
that she's up to the challenge
and above all else is excited
about the opportunity.
With the advantage of
youth on its side, the softball
squad is ready to square off
against the rest of the
Colonial Athletic Association.
You can credit this game-winning resolve to a brilliant
coaching staff that has a combined total of more than 13
years experience in the sport.
With assistant coaches Cheryl
Denny and Janine Kline by
her side, Flynn is poised to
lead her team to a CAA cham-

pionship. Batter up.
Flynn was named the
coach of the softball team
Nov. 2, 2000, but her exposure to the game started well

_66
Being a studentathlete, I can relate to
the pressures that my
girls are going
through. I've been
there before so we're
on the same level,
which is important.
- Katie Flynn
softball coach

55 —
before that. A collegiate athlete herself, she played catcher from 1986 to 1990 at
Colgate University. She lettered four years in a row and

COACH katie FLYNN
Status: Head coach
of JMU's varsity softball
Experience: 7 years
liege: Colgate
University, 1990
=3 Colgate Coaching Stats:
c - Coached from 1994-1997
o
CO
- Led them to a 22-18 record
T3
- Second-place finish in the Patriot
League tournament in 1997
£
- Left with a 60-87 record
GO
(D
E UNC-Greensboro Coaching Stats:
- Coached from 1998-2000
CD
- Second-place finish in the Southern
Conference in 1998
- Left with a 100-87 mark
CINDYTINKF-R -.cm*artist

I Denny
Assisfa^£$6j|b£llACoach

Assistant coafcPi IcnKe
last three seasons at the
University of North Carolina]
Greensboro

helped to guide her
team to a 20-win season
her senior year.
At Colgate, she obtained a
bachelor's degree in history
and balanced her time
between school and being out
on the field.
"Being a student-athlete, I
can relate to the pressures
that my girls are going
through. I've been there
before so we're on the same
level, which is important,"
Flynn said.
Upon graduating, her
competitive spirit still burned
strong, so coaching softball
was an obvious choice. Flynn
debuted at Florida's Stetson
University, where she was an
assistant coach, and was an
intern in sports information.
After a short stint, she left the
Sunshine State
for the
Midwest and brought her
positive attitude and knowledge of the game to Ohio
State University. This was a
major step considering the
magnitude of the Buckeyes'
program, one that had all the
trimmings common to a Big
Ten Conference school.
"My coaching development was accelerated there
(Ohio State), and I just fed off
the energy. Getting to play
the likes of (University of
California)-Berkeley, or (the
University of) Michigan,
there's really no substitute for
that kind of experience,"
Flynn said.
Only occupying the position of an assistant as a
Buckeye, she received the
opportunity of a lifetime
when she was asked to be the
head coach of her alma mater,
Colgate. There, Flynn guided
her teams to a 60-87 record
from the 1994 through 1997
seasons. Changing jobs once
again, she left for the
Southern Conference to coach
at the University of North
Carolina-Greensboro. From
1998 to 2000, Flynn piled up

1998 Graduate of
Elon College

CINDY TINKER/.w/Hoc artist

ne Kline
Assistant Softball Coach

2001 Graduate from
James Madison University
lumber of the National
Championship Team
in 2000

37 wins and 29 losses,
including a second-place
conference finish in 1998.
Backing up Flynn are two
veterans of the game themselves.
Together,
they
embody the youthful spirit
of this club. Denny played
softball at Elon College in
North Carolina and has
spent the last three seasons
as an assistant under coach
Flynn at UNC-G.

-66
Coach Flynn and I
have been in a rhythm
now for a few years. We
feed off of each others'
creativity to coach the
way that we need to be.
— Cheryl Denny
asst. softball couch

55
The two have developed a
special relationship and under-

stand that a strong bond between
coaches is important in such a
team-oriented sport.
"Coach Flynn and I have been
in a rhythm now for a few years.
We feed off of each others' creativity to coach the way that we
need to be," Denny said.
Kline is a 2001 JMU graduate with a bachelor's degree
in recreational studies. She
was a member of the club
softball team and was part of
the
2000
National
Championship team.
The staff said it is more
than ready for the season to
start. Their first game will be
against
Norfolk
State
University on March 1.
Regular practice started Jan.
28 and conditioning drills
began in August. Flynn said
that the keys to her young
team will be a solid defense,
complemented by a creative
and scrappy offense. With the
University
of
Delaware,
Hofstra University and Drexel
University posing the biggest
threats, the coaches are going
rely on their pitchers and try
to keep the scores low.
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Postseason hopes running high for Dukes
Deep rotation, solid lineup have McFarland and company looking for first Tourney bid since '95
POSTSEASON, from page 03
that record as McFarland has
challenged his team to raise it to
.970 by the end of this season.
"We try to cut down on the
mental lapses," McFarland said.
"When you play on turf then go
to grass, that can be a problem.
We actually played better on
grass last year."
A key offensively for the
Diamond Dukes will be the
corner infielders Metheny and
Kim. Metheny once again will
assume the leadoff spot and
create havoc once on base as
he led JMU in stolen bases a
year ago with 22.
Kim is the CAA's defending batting champion from a
season ago when he hit at a
.397 clip, adding seven homers
and 50 RBIs. While the lefthanded hitting Kim tallied
those numbers from the cleanup spot last season, this year
he moves up to the third spot
in the order, a move made to
get him more RBI opportunities, according to McFarland.

The Long/Mauck pastures
DAVE KIMJsenior photographer

Junior Matt Deuchler (above) will once again share time behind
the plate with junior Dustin Bowman, based on their performance.

The JMU outfield suffered a
key loss with the departure of
Atlanta Braves draftee Greg
Miller ('01). Miller left the 'Burg
in possession of a multitude of

school records, including a
career record of 318 hits.
"He may have been the best
contact hitter I've seen in college," McFarland said.
Returning to roam
the
grass
outfield of Long
Field/Mauck Stadium
are
seniors Steve Ballowe and Pat
Cunningham
and sopho-

-66
[Jason Cushman] is
our answer to Mark
McLemore. He's played
them all...
- Joe "Spanky" McFarland
baseball coach

55
mores Isenburg and Alan
Lindsey. Ballowe hit .330 in
left field for the Diamond
Dukes last season but may not
be ready to start the season as
he is recovering from shoulder surgery. When he returns,
Ballowe may be delegated to
designated hitter duties until
he is ready to play at 100 percent.
Last year Lindsey played in

the purple and gold for the
first time since transferring
from Clemson University.
Playing in right field, Lindsey
hit .345 in his debut, belting
four homers and knocking in
25 RBIs.
Isenburg will start in center
for JMU when he is not on the
mound. The Virginia Beach
native is an excellent defensive outfielder.
"He can just really cover
some ground out there,"
McFarland said.
The depth of the Diamond
Dukes in 2002 goes beyond the
starters. A crop of talented freshmen will supplement reserves
red-shirt sophomore Justin Ruffin
and senior Jason Cushman.
"[Cushman] is our answer
to
Mark
McLemore,"
McFarland said. "He's played
them all and he's played them
well. We've got to find a way to
get him into the lineup."
McFarland and his troops
said they don't expect to slide
their way into the postseason.
With a schedule that includes
Norm Carolina State University,
Perm State University and the
University of Georgia, the road to
the postseason is an uphill climb.
"There are no 'gimmes,'"
McFarland said. "Every weekend is going to be a battle."
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